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The time has come to have a new l.ook at the efforts to achieve arms control 

and disarmament and to stop and reverse the accelerating arms race and the ever

rising spiral of military expenditure. 

Despite the achievement of more tha~ a dozen arms control agreements 

during the past decade, the conclusion of the Berlin and German agreements, the 

withdrawal of .American troops from Vietnam, the thawing of the cold war and the 

beginnings of detente between the United States and the Soviet Union, and the diminishing 

danger of a major war, the disarmers appear to be losing the race to control the arms 

race. 

The "incremental" or step-by-step approach which led to the conclusion of seven 

multilateral and eight bilateral (US/USSR) arms control agreements seems to have 
.. 

exhausted itself. The negotiations appear to have lost their momentum and to be reaching 

a stalemate. The small additional steps that are now being negotiated raise Cioubts as to 

whether they·are more for "cosmetic" purposes than for real arms control or disarmament. 

The agreements concluded have failed to slow down the arms race and have in fact helped 

to speed up its technological and qualitative aspects. Progress in military technology has 

far out-run progress in arms control. 

If all of the negotiations now proceeding at SALT II, at the Conference of the 

Committee on Disarmament, at the Force Reduction Talks in Vienna and at the Conference 

on European Security and Co-operation, were to succeed in their stated objectives (an 

eventuality much to be desired), the technological arms race and the massive military 

expenditUres would continue to escalate:. The ar,ms control agreements alr~ady signed and 
I . ' 

those now being negotiated seein to be designed n·ofto halt or reverse the arms race but 

rather to institutionalize it and to allow it to continue under conditions of less instability 

or insecurity. 

Three years ago the United States declared the decade of the 1970's as the 

Disarmament Decade and asked the C. C. D. th work out a comprehensive programme 

of disarmament to provide a guideline for future work. Unfortunately, no serious thought 

was given to working out either a comprehensive programme or even a new statement 
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of principles and goals. 

If progress is to be made towards genuine and substantial arms control and dis

armament and the reduction of the crushing burden of military expenditures, some new 

thinking and some new approaches are necessary. Perhaps a possible way out of the diff-
( 

iculty would be to raise our sights and aim at a more comprehensive general plan with clear 

objectives and within a fixed but flexible target period rather than continue in the present 

haphazard way towards limited piecemeal objectives. 

Practically every measure of arms control and disarmament -- whether nuclear 

or conventional and whether it concerns armies, navies or air forces -- is interlinked with 

with every other measure from both the national and international points of view. Each step 

affects the broad picture of national and international security and is also inter-linked in this 

inter-dependent world with problems of development and economic security. Hence larger 

package agreements should be easier to achieve , because it would be easier to attain a broad 

balance of measures than would concentrating on narrow unconnected measures. Moreover, 

the problem of verification would become simpler because of the reinforcing effect of 

controls for several measures. 

An ~ integrated comprehensi've plan for real arms control and disarmament would 

attract public interest anCi provide the necessary incentive for ~op political lead~rs, high 

governmental officials and scholars to give priority to the achievement of the goals and to 

overcome the inertia that helps keep the arms race going. 

A Comprehensive Plan for Arms Control and Disarmament for the Next Decade. 

This paper attempts; in the light of the great political and strategic changes in the 

world in the last two years, to outline a comprehensive programme for disarmament for 
\ ' . 

the next decade designed to achieve major reductions in all arms, armed forces and military 

expenditures. Such a programme can be envisaged in three stages. A model programme, 

listing possible measures for negotiation in each stage, is set out in the Annex hereto. , 

I. The First Stage would be devoted to halting the present arms race. It would no doubt be 

necessary to . continue the present efforts to achieve the· limited agreements now being negotiated 
r 

in the existing forums. An essential difference, however is that the various items now being 

negotiated would be regarded as integrated elements at the beginning of an over-all J}lan .and as 
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preli~inaries to the later and more i~portant stages. A primary objective 

in this staGe would be to agree on measures that would prevent both the 

vertical and the horizontal proliferation of nuclear weapons as interrelated 
~ . 

goals; it would also envis~e some first steps towards grappling with the 

problems of conventional arns and military expenditures. 

II. The Second St~e would be regarded as the period for reversins the 

arns race, i.e. for the beginning of re~ disarmament. 

A primary objective for this stage; indeed its starting point, would be 

the holding of a '\-lorld Disarmament· Conference by 1976 or 1977. In this 

connection reference should be made to . the companion paper on a World 

Disarmament Conference. 

I 

The successful conclusion of a number.of arms li~itation agreeoents during 

the First .Stage would pr.epare the ground both substantively and procedurally 

for convening the W.D.'C. By that time 'it is also possible that China and the 

United States would have changed theiT present positions and would have ·a 

positive and co-operative attitude towards such a conference. The H.D.C. 

could mobilize and give eX9ression to the aspirations of humanity, ~~d provide 

new impetus and roodali~ies for achieving them on a global public scale. It 

would bring together nll of the negotiations now proceeding in various bodies, 

and provide a new forum where both C"nina and France could participate fully. 

It could also give a nev overview, · and new directions to the entire range of 

problems in the field of arns control and disarnament. 

Tnis sta~e would be the period for concrete and substantial reduction of 

nuclear aros, nrr.:ed forces and conventional anno.ments and of military expenditures. ' 
f 

I 
! 
£ 

I 
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The Second Stage mght last for 3 to 5 years. 

III. The Tnird Stase would be the period for far-reachinG disarma~1ent, 

the elioination of sooe categories . of Yeapons and ernbar~ing on a neY approach 

to both arming and disarming. · It Yould also be the st~e for establishing 

greater international confidence and a oore stable system of international 

securi~y. As arm~1ents were pros ressively reduced and greater openess and 

mutual trust were created, the peace naki~s and peacekeeping machinerJ of the 

United I!ations could be further developed and strengthened, and a sharp increase 

in aid to the developing countries would h·elp ensure - a. more equitable 

distribution of Yealth between the rich and the poor nations. Tnis period 

could also last for 3 to 5 years Yith a. view to its being substantially 

achieved by the middle of the 19 80's. 

Institutional and l-!ethodoloGica l Arranp:ements 

In order to facili~ate the carryinG out of the above comprehensive 

proGramme for arms control and disaroarnent, and as an intrinsic part of the 

proGra.Dne, ~ nuober of new approaches and neY inputs Yould be necessary in · 

order to create greater public and e;over~ental support. 

l. The Education3.l Effort .... .. 

Beginning Yith the Firs.t Stae;e, a nassive effort should be undertaken to 

• 
educate leGislators, students and the public Generally by means of more study, 

puolicity and information. Efforts . should be made in all the major countries 

to establish a~encics sir.ilar to the U.S. Arms Control and Disarma'llent AGency 

to YOrk on the problem in an organized and permanent Yay and, in th~ U.S., 

, t 
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pressure should be exerted to increase the bu~et, staff and effectiveness of 

A. C. D. A. 
) 

The useful work done by the Purrwash ;,!ovement should be intensified and 

expanded, with a larger permanent staff and the convening of more frequent 

conferences of both eovernnental and non-governmental scientists and experts. 

Peace research institutes should also intensify their work and a n~ber 

of institutes sinilar to SIPRI should be established in the main countries of 

the world, including the Third World~- which would operate on a permanent basis 

with a pe~ancnt staff of experts and ~esearchers. 

Universities should also conduct full-ti~e· courses dealing with the 

\{hole re ... :1t;e of problems of the arns control and disar.:~ament. 

The above steps W'ould . in fact implement a resolution adopted by the U .H . 

General Assembly in 1971 specifically calling for oore internatio~~l conferences 

of ex"J)erts and scier;ltists on the problems of the arms race and disa.r:;la..i1ent , 

and ·for universities and acade=ic institutes to establish continuing cour~~ 

and se::ninars. 

2. Greater use of the U .IT. Securi tv Council 

It should beco~e regular practice for any country •rhich wished to increase 

its military expenditure or any of its armed forces or armaments, because of .. 

the perception of threat fro~ so~e other countries or for any reason ~hatsoever , 

to co::1e to the Security Council to explain the· threat and to "justify" the need 
. · ~ 

to increase its oilitarJ streneth. Y.~is would enable the U.N. to exercise 

some preventive diplo~acy and head off both a potential local a$mS race a..~d the 

developoent of an acute political crisis. 
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3. The publication by the U.:L of an Official Arnrunents Year :aook 

to cover armed forces, nuclear and conventional arnaments and military 

expenditures. 

4. The creation by the U.N. of an "Arms Reviel-! COl'l1r.1i ttee" which ..,..ould 

ex~ne the annual ~litary budGets ~~d policies of all countries, both nu~lear 

and non-nuclear, 'w'i th a vieW' to havine; each country explain why it needed a 

bud0et of ti1e report~d size. At first the reviev >-:ould be confined to the 

~ajor nilitarJ powers. 

5. The internc_tioncU. exc:12..:1~e of . scientific o..nd technical i:1fomation 
that mi;ht have ir:1portant m.ili tary applications. 

This idea vus orie;inally put forward by Dag· H~arskjold in 1958 as a 

;neuns of removing fear a.~d suspicion l;l.nd helping to build mutual trust and 

confidence. A siQilar idea was also supported by the late Acade~ician L. A . .. 
Artsi~ovitch at the 1967 Pu~~ash Conference at Ronneby. 

6. The ir.terno..t.iontiiz:::.tion of infonation ootained by natio:~al r..ea..r1s 
of verifico..tion. 

Tne results of the re:Jarkable proc;ress ~n satellite surveillance and 

teleco~unication nonitorinG should be nade internationally available. Z•e 

3rcat po..,..ers, w:·10 have national neans of obtaininc; infomation concerning the 

status a.'1d deploy;:-~ent of arnB.!nents, should ma.'<e this information available to 

an e:;rpror>ri n.te ore; an of the United Nations as a neans of maintaining some 

continuous monitoring of the arws race, as ·. a means of verification of arms 

control and disar.:n::unent a3ree:nents, and as an additional vey to build ereater 

confidence and trust. 
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The id.eo.s set out above, and the outline of a. cor:Iprehensi ve pr'o,3ra.r:1r.1e 

for ~s control and disarn~ent for the next decade contained in the Annex 

hereto, are not intended a.s a. rigid procra.rrme with a. hard and fast schedule, 

but nerely a.s a nodel of w~at should be a.i~ed a.t. The various measures listed 

could be accelerated, postponed, or modified depending upon how the 

negotiations developed. But a well-fornulated, inteerated, coiliprehensive 

list of measures would hold out bette~ prospects for its acceptability and 

greater hopes for its achieve~ent. · Such a proGrar~e could also help to 

establish the legiti..z:lacy of arms cpntr.ol in place of the legitino.cy of the 

anns race. 

'. ·. 

June 1974 

' . 
;. 

. ' . ..... 

,t,. 
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A :·Iodel Pror~ra.m::~e for Cor.nre:1ensi ve Arms Control and Di sarrnament for 
the ilext De cade 

I. First Sta~e (2 - 3 years) 

1. A comprehensive test ban, i.e. a ban on underground nuclear tests, by the 

U.S. and U.S.S.R. In addition, the suspension of underground tests for peace f ul 

purposes pending agreement on an international regioe for peaceful nuclear 
I 

explosions. 

2. A cut bac~ ~n r.uclear borr,bers and land-based IC.i3:! missiles. 

3. A limitation on fliGht testing of: missiles. 

4. Cessation of production of fissile naterial for nilitary purnoses ~~d the 

transfer of stocks for use in power reactors. 

5. Agreement for a nuclear fjree zone for Africa or, if the !·Iiddle East 

situation is stabilized, for all of Africa and the :riddle East. 

6. A declaration or ~reenent for the non-use of nuclear weapons a~ainst non

nuclear States tha~ do not· have nuclear weapons on their territories. 

7. Agree~ents concerning security and disen~agcnent in Europe. 

8 . Agreenent on a ;.coi2prehensive (or partial) elinina.tion of chemical wea~ons. 

9. Some limitation on the conventional arns race involving Asia, Africa, and 

Latin Anerica, be sinning vi th the liiddlc East. 

10. A freeze on all milita~J expenditures at 1974 levels. 

11. :.1ore information, study and publicity_ for a!T.ls control 'and disarrna.r.1ent. 

II. Second Stace (3- 5 years) 

1. . Convening of a Horld Disarmament Conference. 

2. A declaration by all nuclear powers of tne non-first-use of nuclear weapons. 

3. Destruction by the USSR and us· of additional categories of nuclear borebers 

and rc:s;.:s. 
4. 'A ban on the further production of all nuclear weapons and deliver)• systems. 
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5. 7nc endinG of all Chinese and French tests of nuclear weapons. 

6. Acree~ent on limiting the areas for deploynent of strategic and tactical 
nuclear weapons, bombers and submarines. 

7. J\ereement by the nuclear powers to licit the further develop:nent and 
deplo~ent of anti-subnarine warfare (A S W) systems. 

8. A ban on testinG and deploynent of new wass de'structio~ and unconventional 
weapons of warfare such as r:eteorological warfare, laser •reapons etc. 

9. Zstablislu:.ent of adUi. tior.al nuclear free zones in other areas of the vorld. 

10. h reduction of wilitary expenditures, either by agreement or unilaterally by 
"mutual e:~anple", vith a substantial port·i9n (25;;) of the savings allocated for 
aid to developinb countries. 

' 11. Acree~ents for the reduction of armed forces and conventional armanents on 
a bilateral, re.;;ional, and glo"~al basis. 

12. ~stablishwent within the Ui~ of the procedures and nachinery described in 
the paper under the heading, "Institutional and l-!ethodological Arrane;enents". 

III. Tnird Sta:;e (3 - · 4 years) 

1. Zlinination of all l~~d-based and bonber carried strategic nuclear systems. 

2. Fixing nunerical ceilincs for submarine-launched nuclear cissiles at a 
figure of frow 100 to 200. 

3. 7he elimination of all tactical nuclear weapons. 

4. The elimination or drastic reduction of all foreign military bases. 

5. Tne progressive and substantial reduction to agreed levels of all armed 
forces and conventional armaments. 

6. 7he proe;rcssive and substantial reduction to agreed levels of ~1 milita~ 
e:..-pendi tures, with a substantial portion of the savin{;s to be allocated for aid 
to the developing countries. 
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A WORLD DISAR;\IAf-.IENT CONFERENCE 

The idea of holding a World Disarmament Conference (WDC) in order to 

promote arms control and disarmament is not new. At the time of the League of 

Nations, a World Disarmament Conference in 1932 a..'ld 1933 had approved a 

draft Disarmament Treaty in the first reading and was makinf notable progress 

but its work was aborted by the rise of Naziism in Germany. 

During the years since the founding of the United Nations, many proposals 

·have been put forward for the holding of such a conference. In the 1950's the Soviet 

Union was the main protagonist. Beginning in 1961 the non-aligned powers became 

interested and proposed that WDC be held; they have repeated their proposals in 

1964, 1972 and 1973. In 1964 at the time of the expbsion of its first nuclear bomb , · 

China also proposed a World Disarmament Conference at the summit level but l.aid 
. ~_,-

down a strict agenda for it -- the complete prohibition and thorough destruction of 

nuclear weapons, and that, as a first step, the summit conference ahould reach 
• ,. 

·agreement that the nuclear powers undertake not to use nuclear weapons against 

non-nuclear countries or against each other. 

The United Nations General Assembly itself in 1965 explicitly called for 

a World Disarmament Conference , but nothing came of the idea because China, 

which at that time had not yet taken its place in the United Nations, refused to 

consider it. 

The Soviet Union took a major new initiative in 1971 in proposing a WDC . 

This initiative became the basis of the new efforts to convene a World Disarmament 

Conference. The General Assembly approved the idea and called on all states to convey to 
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ti1e Secretary-General their vie"lol's and .sug3estions on the conference, includinG 

l.. - ,.. 
"'"' ~ain objectives, acends, site, date, preparatory "lol'ork and relationship to 

the United ~jations. Thereafter th e idea· becane a United :lations objective and 

a[;endo. item. It "\ol'as generally understood that t .here "loi'Oulcl be little point in . . 
holding such a con ference un less all of the 5 nuclear powers were present, and 

that it "loi'Ould. h ave to oe ~OSt -are f ully :prepared. 

China sair.l such a con~erence would '";)e useless and vrould o:.ly C:elud}:~. 

t h e peoiJles of t he world unless all the nuclear po·.rers first n.cre c cl to :pre-

conditions ·oe fore t he conference was held -- :.a.mely to undertake not to oe t he 

first to use nuclear "lol'eap ons and to liquidate · all their foreign military bases ; 

~he conference itself would see~ the prohibiti<;>n and destruction of nucl e.ar 

"\oi'Capons and the reduction of conventional weapons. Ho"\ol'ever, faced with t he 

virtually unanimous de sire of the Third Horld and non-nuclear countries f or t he 

holdinG of a HDC, China h as joined the other nuclear powers in supportinG 
,. 

unanimously adopted U!i r e solutions in 1972 and 1973 calling for a study of t he 

matter. :-lost observers think that C:'1ina is twreiy trying to delay ·the holding 

of such a conference until it has built up its 0"\o/'0 nuclear arsenal. 

The United States also op:posed a Horld Disama.ment Confere:.ce and. vras 

t he only country to abstain on the 1971 Assenbl~ resolution. I:. 1072 i: 3t~tca 

in ti1e General Ass er:1ol y t r.at it ,_. as even 0!-~ o::; e ..l to 2..ncl vroulcl not participat e 

i:. ony prcp ar~t ions for holdi n t:; such a conference. rt· stated tnat it prefers 

to wort ti1rouch s;u,'l' , t he CCJ ond oth er sr:all neGotiatinG boU.ics, a:1cl o e li..:vc s 

~hat a conference attended by sone 140 countries "\oi'Ould be count~-productive 

and could lead. to great disappointment among the nations and peoples of the 

"loi'Orld. ~;everthcless, earlier, at the 1972 Sur.ni t in :-Ioscw, and at Su.":l.-.i. ts • II 

and III, the United States did agree "lol'i th the Soviet Union to the holdinc of 
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. 
such a conference at the "appropriate ti:ne", althoueh it has never explained_ 

what it would reGard as. the appropriate t~e. 

France and the United Kine;dom .have supported the idea of a world 

d.isarnn;.1ent conference provi ded that all the nuclear po-wers participate i n it. 

'.i'he:,', together ·,;i t :1 t h e USS I:, participate in the neetincs of the Ad i!oc ---
Co<..-:-,ittcc on t:~e ·.rorl<l l>ic:-.r::-.c..-1Cnt Conference, co:1sistinc of 40 no!l-!1Ucle 2.r 

states, created ·oy t i1e General A::; se:-:"loly in Dece:noer 1973, to exa.:1ine all 

Govcr:1n e:1tal vieu s nnd su.:;ces tions on a ;-!DC and t i1e conditions for its 

realization. China. and the lin_i,ted States do not -participate in tne work of 

the Ad Hoc Co:::Jnittee but have agreed !'to co-operate or maintain contact" with 

it. 

The need for a 1·iDC is becor.ti.ng more ur~ent every day. Tne arms r ac e , 

both nuclear and conventional, seems to be out of control end dcs ni te t h e 
' . 

developinG detente .ilid the cli.:ninishin8 t h reat of a "\.lar bet"\.leen t~1e gre at 

po"\.lcrs, r.ti.litary expenditures arc escalatinG and the arms race is ac:celerat i ne;. 

! -~ili tary' 'ex:pendi tures "in the last decade have nore than doubled fro:-:1 s or..e 120 

to so::-.c 2 4J ·oillion U.ollars per year. Even in terns of constant price s t hey 

have 00ne up by more than 50~ . Despite 7 multilateral and 10 bilateral 

( li3 /US3~) arms control aereeulents durinG the last decade, and t h e current 

~.e _:oti ations o.t S/-.l..'l.' II , at t he Conference of the Co::1mi ttce on Disarr..e.:-aent, at 

t~e Force ::eduction Tall~::; in Vi enna nncl tr.e Conference on :::::uropco.n :-.>ecuri t y 

to b e 
o.:1<l c~-or;.:!ration, t here Gee:• j, no early pros!1ects of a halt to, let alone a 

reversal of, the arms race • 

• 
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In fact, ti1e current necotiations seei:l to nave reached a stule::1ate. 

'I'he SALT II tall~s, desi)i te the principles laid dov.-n at the Vla:;hinc;ton SU."TL":li t 

in 1973, seem unable to produce any ~easures for a eenuine li~itation or 
. ~ . 

reduction of arns. Stunmi t III in :~oscow in June produced agreenents that were 

"cos:netic" or worse. ;;either fl'-lanti tati ve nor quali tativc limitations .seem 

-lii.ely in tile near futur~,-· ' '?i1e CCD' s efforts to ac:::ieve a co::1prehensi vc test 

ban were pro·oa·oly set bac~ by the threshold test ba.• tx;eaty that is to toke 

effect on 31 I :arch l97G and :pcrr:ri ts · und.err~round tests up to 150 kilotons; 

and prospects for the elinination of all chemical weapons have been indefinitely 

delayed by the fu~erican-soviet aGreeuent to consider a first-step ban on the most 

leti1al CH agents. The Force neduction talks in Vienna and the CSCE talks, 

even if they succeed, would at cost provide aspirins or tranquilizers vhen 

raclicn.l surgery is needed. The r;on-Proliferation Treaty has been put ~n 

jeopardy by the In<li.an peaceful nuclear test in 1-iay, by the dubious threshold 
.. 

test ban treaty in June, and by the continuing vertical proliferation of nuclear 

"'capons by the nuclear powers. 

It is clear that · a new approach is necessary. Such an approach is 

set forth in a cor.r;>anion paper, "A I·:ew Approach to Conprehensive · n~s ·armo...':lent". 

Such a new approach could be greatly facilitated if a HDC is held. 

A HDC would ·help to stir:.ulate and capture the it.lae;ination of vorld 

leaders as well 'as of ti1e peoples of the ·world. It ~10uld focus the yearninr;s 

of :::.a.-..1-:ind for ·<lisari:\.J..-:lent and. a better world on a world-\Tide stQ.Ge unici1 1wultl 

attract the interer>t and attendance of Gtatesmen at the hiGhest level. It would. 

dcrJonstratc that ti1e world-wide pro'Qlei:lS of arms control and disanno.r.1ent, whici1 
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are interlinked '.-i th the world-\;ide probleos of development ' and internutiono.l 

security, wer~ bein;; dealt with on a :;looal scale. It vould be able to place 

the present unco-ordinated and fragnented effortn for disarorunent under a 

si~gle roof. It vould be able to provide ·for a continuing overview of all ~he 

ne~otiations now ~roccedin~ in different for~us and help to bring better 

----orcani zation e-'1d ple..nr.ini.;- to · "the efforts for di sar.:1a.cwnt. It could thus 

provide the drive nnd ~pet us to co:-:1e to real grips with the uncontrolled 

arras race. 

A HDC should not ·:..>e ~e~ardcd as a one-tine affair but as a continuing 

body holdin~ plenary deliberati vc sessions ever; 2 or 3 years, or sooner if 

useful, '-ri th the detailed ne5otiations being conducted between plenar; sessions 

by snaller negotiatinG coi:"lr."'..ittees. iie'; corrunittees could re~lo.ce some of the 

existing forums and n~~e it possible for countries such o.s China, France, the 

tvo Gemo..nies and o1J1er nilitarily ir:1portant states to participate actively. 

'1\;o years ago the United ilations held a successful 2nvironnent 

Conference in Stod~lwln '"hi en i1elped to stiwulate ~ction. 1~1is year it held a 

Special Session of the General AsseUlbly (somewhat like o. vforld Conference) on 

the Problems of Raw ltaterials and DevcloJ?nent. It has just held ~ :·iorld 

Population Conference in Bucharest. It is holding at the present time a 

Conference on the Law of the Sea at Caracas. It will be holding a ~·iorld 

Conference on ?~od in ~one in :lovcn:ber. It is becor:ri.nt; increasin.sly clear in 

this inter-U.ependent vorld tho.t only Gloual strat.e~ies can meet t he f;loo al 

proolens facing mankind. Disar.nn..'";lent is not the leo.st of these probleLlS. It 

ic tir.1e to hold o. Horld Conference alno on this problem, which has been 

described by all the leading statesmen at one time or another as the nost 

inJ?orto..nt pro·olem in the world . ... . 
·'·•. ': '. 
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In any co.se the idea of a HDC seer.1S to have caught on ancl the noldine 

of such a conference scei:ls to be only a r::atter of ti::1e. The Ad Hoc Cor1r.1i ttee 

on the ·.·:'DC vill be sub:ni tting a. report to the forth coning session of the 

General Assetihly. If sufficient pressures are exerted on governnents, it is 

possible that the General Assembly, which vill open in a few days, will be 

<iolz to set u;J o. prcpo.rG.t<_?0'·· co~ttee for t~e :·8C ancl that a 1.-ffiC r.~ay becor:~e 

o. reality in 1976 or l911. 

A \·:orld Di :;a.17.4o..nent Co:1:'erence can do :-1ore than any of the present 

bilateral, ree;iona.l, or nultilate:-al conferences to promote the cause of 

arr.1s control and disn..rwar~ent. It could provide the necessary momentum to 

replace the "maii oomentum" of the arms race. It_ could help esta"olish the 

legitioacy of a~ control in place of the existing legitimacy of the armz race • 
. ~ .~· . 

· July 1974 

-
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DISAR?\lA l\IE :l\TT TIIROUGII U:t\TILA TERAL INITIATIVES 

XXIV-9 

Recent developments in the field of ~rm~ments and disarmament are disturbing 

~nd should cause concern. The p~ce of growth of ~rmaments outstrips by far the pace 

of disarmament negoti~tions. While arms control and disarmament talks stagnated into 

protracted diplomacy, armaments revolutionized by modern technology have accelerated 

to such an extent as to bring into question the very modest results achieved in years of 

disarm~ment negoti~tions. Both the checking of nuclear proliferation and the limibtion of 

strategic armaments are now in danger of being subverted, whereas conventioual arm~mcnts 

have come to experience a technological upsurge incomparable to any period in history. 

Detente has certainly contributed to ~meliorating the atmosphere between East and West, 

but it h~s not halted the arms race. At the same time, its psychological effect may have acted 

to attenuate our sense of urgency concerning disarmament. 

'The arms r~cc invigorated 

It is time to pause and reflect. We seem now to have reached another critical 

turning point in the development and perfection of both nuclear and conventional weapons. 1 

Out of the testing grounds in Indochin~ ~nd the ?\Iiddle East came a "quiet revolution" in 

. 2 
conventional warfare. ew generations of war planes, gunships and bombers were 

developed. ?\Iilitary laser technology with its ominous potential foa:- destruction has seen 

the light of day. A variety of new air and ground weapons, including "smart" bombs, new 

types of guided missiles, an assortment of sensors and anti-personnel weapons were put 

into use. Electronics and computers came to dominate the so-called ''automated battlefield". 
3 

Follmving closely upon these developments, a multitude of new conventional materiel is 

now proliferating to all continents, and Europe is no exception. 

On the other h~nd, vertical-qualitative breakthroughs are reported in strategic 

weaponry. The notorious MIR.Vs (multiple independently targetable re-entry vehicles) 

were joined by 1\IARVs (manoeuvrable re-entry vehicles), leading to a ·much improved 
4 

accuracy in nuclear missiles. Simultaneously, new kinds of "miniature" nuclear arms, 

the so-called "mini-nukes" combining lower explosive power with extreme precision of 

targeting, have reached the production line. 
5 

All th~sc technological advances seem to 

h~vc ~ strong impact on military postures. They tend to revise traditional war conc<>pts 
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n.nd pose in n. new way the problems of w:w and peace. Improved weaponry generated new 

sccnn.rios for the convcntionn.l battlefield and led the military to devise new "flexible" 
G options for "limited" nuclcn.r wn.rfare. Moreover, military experts were encouraged 

to spcn.k :1.bout elimination of the threshold between nuclear and conventional warfare . 

Technology :1.nd politics 

It would seem evident th:1.t intensified efforts are needed to bring about a 

revers:1.l of. existing trends,. and to infuse new dynamics into the disarmament process. 

As far :1.s the Pugw:1.sh movement is concerned, one remark may be relevant: Pugwash 

has perh:1.ps set too much hope on tcchnologic:1.l solutions while the core problems seem 

to be political. Whatever theory one applies for the explanation of actual armament 

dynamics - the :1.ction-rcaction model, the autistic or internal paradigm 
7 

(spelled out 

by SIPRI as technologic:ll, economic and bureaucratic pressures)
8

, or the pure political 

intcrpret:1.tion pointing on the one hand to the role of imperialism and on the other to 

communist cxp:1.nsionism - the politic:ll element seems predominant. Indeed, political 

wisdom and will arc needed to bee and st:1.nd :1-gainst the powerful combined pressures 

of research and development, the vested industrial interests, the military establishments, 

and the cold war ideological dogm:1.. Thus, while no efforts should be spared to urge change 

:1.nd to press on with current arms control and disarmament negotiations, new and 

unorthodox departures must be sought for a fresh take-off in the reduction and limitation 

of armaments. 

Unil:1.tcr:1.l reciprocated initin.tives 

One of the strategies which may have a salutory effect on disarmament is de-escn.lation 
9 

based on unilateral initiatives. Started by exemplary unilateral cuts in arm:1.ments by one 

party, the de-escalation process could, through reciprocation, develop into a chain reaction 

of graduated arms reduction. Initiative and challenge would unite to generate a new envir

onment and new pressures for disarmament. Once initiated, no party could easily drop 

out of the process, which could thus achieve a snowballing effect. Of importance is the f:1.ct 

that successive unilateral initiatives could be gr:1.duated in risk so :1.s not to jcopn.rdize one's 

own b:lSic security. Indeed, because of the diversity of the strategic scene, its qu:1.ntit:1.tive 

and qualitative aspects, its dispersion in space and time, and the multiple function:ll 

clements in the military 0uild-up, there may be a million opportunities for unilater:ll 

initiatives with no threat for real · security. One could, e.g., start with purely confidence 
10 

buildi~g measures, with partial freezing of military budgets, with greater openness in 
11 . 12 military debate, with reduction of some offensive in favour of defensive weapons or 

- whn.t might be of overriding weight - with a gradual diminution of milit:lry rese:1.rch 
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~nd development. From the point of view of immediate application, the talks on mutual 

force reduction in Europe may well offer good openings for action. 

Of course, ~ prim~ry condition for the success of such a strategy is reciprocation . 

E~ch unibteral step by one p~rty would have to be followed by similar actions by the other 

party . nut considering the exis t ing political dynamics and, in effect, the changed atmosphere 

of detente, one cannot possibly sec how such a challenge could be left unanswered. On the 

other h~nd , should the str:1tcgy work , one might arrive at an incremental cumulative 

process leading progressi vely fr om simple partial moves to wide disarmament measures. 

Unilater:llity combined with gradualism offers good prospects for enhancing confidence, 

reducing fear and dism~ntling by degrees the military buildup. 

Favour~blc c onditions 

The id e~ of gradual unilateral disarmament moves is not new and has been debated 

in circles concerned with di s armament for quite a long time. However. objective conditions , 
. . 

a perceived asymmetry in the s tate of armaments in East and West, made its application 

difficult in the past. Taking into consideration the perceived superiority of the West in 

resources and technology, protagonists of unilateral disarmament initiatives tended to 

di rect their appeals almost exclusively to the United States. But US strategists and political 

leaders were not willing to listen. 

Yet in recent years the situation has undergone a basic change. The balance of 

forces has be en transformed into a state of parity and symmetry in actual military strength. 

This then opens new perspectives and new possibilities for reciprocated unilateral 

di3armament initiatives. The way is now open for both sides to take the initiative. The United 

States n1ay , as a result of new conditions , be willing to reconsider its resistance to 

unilateral moves, and the Soviet Union might be willing to come forward wit:1 moves liable 

to trigger a chain reaction of real disarmament. In fact, political considerations and mili

tary interests linked to the new strategic constellation between East and West tend to favour 

a new approach to de-escalation in the arms race. 

T he political advantages 

From the point of view of concerned involvement in the peace movement, the strategy 

·of g raduated and reciprocated arms reduction initiatives offer some exceptional advantages. 

F irst , this strategy presents a unique opportunity to activate public opinion and solicit 

its support in favour of arms cont rol and disarmament. It is no secret that after some 

~m imation and engagem ent of a fairly broad section of public opinion in support of disarmament 
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negotiations in their initial stage, the momentum was later lost. Both the turn to technicalities 

in the negotiations and the protraction of the process had an impact on the movement. Addition

ally, detente may have contributed to calming anxieties and reassuring minds. In reality, 

people are largely confused and feel alienated from the diplomatic process. The grasp of the 

issues involved has receded. Unilatera1ity combined with reciprocation would invite greater 

interest from the public and would offer alrger opportunities for action. Clear goals could be 

set for pressuring issues in sc.ope and time, and concrete roles could be devised for mass 

movements and for specific professional milieux. Obviously, scientists and scholars standing 

in the centre of the technological \..revolution could assume special responsibilities. 

Secondly, the strategy of unilateral reciprocated di3armament initiatives tends to alter, by 

definition, the very environment and climate of mutual interaction by opposing parties. It 

is a strategy with inherent confidence-building dynamics. One of its most important aspects 

is that it tends to remove secrecy and to bring the negotiations out into the open. Surely, an 

atmosphere of openness would favour objectivity and a more constructive approach to dis

armament. Both establishments and individual negotiators would have to be more accountable 

and face up to their responsibilities more candidly. Thus, unilateral initiatives would sustain those 

forces sincerely striving to . reduce tension, and would tend to counter manipulations aiming 

to use protracted negotiations as a screen for actual armaments. 

In summary, unilateral reciprocated disarmament initiatives would respond to the 

long felt need for making the disarmament process more transparent and understandable to 

public opinion. Disarmament talks and measures would acquire greater concreteness, and, 

drawing strength from the climate of detente, would themselves contribute to a better 

atmosphere of understanding. The process of disarmament could be accelerated and further 

armaments halted. Unilateral moves may not solve all the problems. but as an alternative 

and supplement to actual endeavours, they are full of promise. They may be a step in the 

right direction. 

' .' 
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NORTH-SOUTH COOPERATION IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY : SOME LATIN-AMERICAN . 

VIEWPOINTS 

Working Group 5 of the Pugwash Baden Conference must examine "Different Approaches 

to International Cooperation in Science and Technology", mainly by "reviewing the experiences 

of a variety of international organizations with a view towards distilling those aspects of their 

experience that have a bearing on the conception and organization of future international ventures 

in technological cooperation" . 

International cooperation between the so-called "developed" and 11 underdeveloped" 

countries, as distinct from cooperation among developed nations, has certain special characteristics 

that will have to be taken into account. I would like to call the attention of the Group to some 

Latin-American circumstances that I feel may have some bearings upon our conclusions. 

Research activities can be of three types : the expression of a cultural value; a part of 

the educational process; or have an operational role in national development. In Latin America 

the first two types usually go t oget her and a r e physically located in the universities . While the 

third type is usually absent, where it. does exist to any significant degree it is usually based in 

specialized institutions, independent of but frequently originating within the universities. 

International cooperation will be affected by these factors in different ways depending on the 

individual case. 

It will not be discussed here whether developing countries should promote all these 

types of science and technology activities; it is easy enough to accept that each of them is 

always justified to some degree: but it would probably require a special working group to try 

to arrive at a concensus as to what and how much is justified in relation to a certain degree of 

de velopment and economic potential. Furthermore, any agreement would have to recognize 

that, given th e dive rs ity ofsi tuat ions exis ting among developing nations, only ve r y general 

principles could be stated. 

In Latin America. t he r e is an inc r eas ing awar enes s at the political le vel of t he impor t 

ance of science and teclmology, quite frequently based more on intuit ion than on sophi sticated 

knowledge of the s ubj ect . For exampl e. s ci ence and teclmology a re being in cor por:it ed int o 

lhc political language . governm ent res earch councils ar e proliferating ~nd governments arc 

.~ r , : di l:6 international meetings on t he subject . In contrast, the universities are ver y r ar ely 
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seriously concerned with training and research in m:ttiers of science policy and adminis'..~· : ~J->m. 

The need for academic activities in this field is quite clear, and the opportunity for i 1tc n:~ ;. iona l 

cooperation unique . Here, moreover, the gap between developed and underdeveloped worlds is 

not so \\·ide. 

Another circumstance worth pointing out is that this political interest in science and 

technology. motivated considerably by the progressive economic importance of knowledge 

over raw materials, is creating a growing demand for technological capability among developing 

nations. This not only considerably increases the strain on the very limited funds available 

for internn.tional cooperation in science and technology, but also creates new problems n.nd ren ews 

some old ones. 

The emphasis in international cooperation up to now has been on the cultural and 

educn.tionnl role of research . This is easily justifiable on the basis that an adequate infra

structure is an indidspensable prerequisite for the development of or)erational research. 

I\evcrtheless , it s .hould be recognized that this emphasis might, in developing nations, help 

to isolate the scientific and technological system from the development process . Suc h isolation 

is an incre:l.singly recognized reality in almost. all of Latin America and some governments 

:1re developing and implementing a science policy that will allow them to incor porate their 

system of science and technology into the process whereby they select and adapt imported 

foreign technology . Furthermore it is belie ved that in suc h an action lies the possibility of 

becoming less dependent and of narrowing the devel opment g:1p. Acknowledging that the main 

responsibility for correcting such a situation lies in the developing cot~ntries still docs not 

excuse international cooperation efforts from recognizing this fact and trying to help correct it. 

Shifting the emphasis or widening the scope of international coopcr:l.tion from science 

to technology implies an increased danger of improper inte rnational influence on the :l.ffairs of 

the developing nations . It also leads into an area of increased economic :1nd political inter

relationships . It is not unlikely that initiatives towards cooperation in this field, from whatever 

source, will be increasingly examined for and accused of having effects which :1rc detrimental 

to all parties involved. Such difficulties cannot excuse intern:l.tional cooperation from ente r ing 

more actively into this field. International boards participating in the decision process can 

help in avoiding some of the problems. International organizations :1re another altcrn:1.tive to 

be considered·, provided one \veighs the pros and cons of a reg ion:1l ve rsus a world scope in 

their membership and organization. 

This increasing concern about the import:l.nce of teclmology in deve lopment is :1lso 

helping to increase the demand for international cooperative efforts in science :1nd teclmolog~· 

to locate their activities in the developing nations, so as to cre:1tc and strengthen regional 

centres for training and research, especially in problems of loc:1l importance . Such :1. trend 

should help the development of cooperation among developed nations :l.S well as incrc:l.sing the 
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efficiency of the efforts made by developed countries to help in their progress . 

Whether such centres should be national bodies \\"ith international responsibilities 

or truly international organizations is ::1.lso a matter of debate. Although international 

centres may play ::1. very important role \\"hen pooling of resources becomes indispensable 

or when ::1. new activity is initiated, such institutions probably should not be planned with 

intern:J.tional cooper:J.tion as their main permanent support, unless they are p::1.rt of ::1. 

wic er and very strong political arrangement among a group of governments. The Latin 

American experience, at least, seems to support this point of view . . 
Fin:J.lly, I would like to point out that as interest ::1.nd investment in science and . 

particul:J.rly, in teclmology, increases in Latin America, there :J.ri scs the risk of diminished 

particip:J.tion of the Latin American scientific and teclmologic:J.l community in the 

intcrn:J.tional cooperation effort . The reasons for this include not only the increased interest 

of politic:J.l leaders in these matters. but also the existence of structural problems wi thin 

governments . In Latin America, basic science is generally p::1.rt of the univers it-y domain, 

and usually depends on the :i'vlinistry of Education for public funds, whose concerns clearly 

lie in other areas . Technological institutions arc generally dependent on the :\linistry 

responsible for their particular type of activity (agriculture. industry . etc.) which is a 
and i mport[lnce. 

sound arrangement but, unfortunately, one which limits thci r development,< Intcrn:J.tion[ll 

cooperation in science and technology tends. by definition to be the responsibility of the 

Foreign :\linistry. The role of this biter secto r of govemment is at present going through a 

serious crisis, due to the increasing tcclmical component of political decisions Qnd the growing 

internQtional interdependence of the other sectors of government in a world \\"here commun

ications have undergone revolution:J.ry improvements. 'ot only arc political lc:J.ders meeting 

personally to solve international crises, but ::1.lso each sector of government must deQl on a 

daily basis with internationQl factors when handling their main teclmic[ll responsibilities. 

and national coordination must certainly inc ludointcrn[ltion[ll matters [lmong their consideration 

Therefore, conflicts develop in the dclimit:J.tion of ::1.reas of responsibility between For eign 

Relations and other Ministries, and the in::tppropriatc p:lrticip:ltion of scientists [lnd technolog:ists 

often results, since science and technology ::1.rc not well defined components of most govern

mental structures. Not infrequently, the [lbsencc of p:lr ticipQnts \\ith adequate teclmic :1l 

lmowledge at international meetings results in the loss of opportunities for developing signif

icant new international collaborations and the diminished efficiency of existing ventures . 

This is a complex and sensitive issue that probably merits in itself an im~in[ltive Qca-

demic analysis, but with regard to international cooper:J.tion, it etg[lin suggests the need to strengthe: 

training programs and to increase non-governmental [l.Cti\·ities pertaining to science policy . as well 
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as undcrlhing.the importance of stimulating . and providing opportunities for, discussion 

by the scientific community of international cooperation in science and technology . a H.! 

the presentation of the ir views to Governments and the public at large. 
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Tl:S Itl?ERNII.TIONAL CENT .ill FOR THEORETICAL PHYSICS 

I. HIS'f'C?.IC . .;.L BACKGROUND 

The idea of creating an int·~rnational centre for physics 

• 

uncer the auspices of the United Na;:hons, \·lith the aim of having a 

place w!-1ere physicists from East an(!. Hest, as well as developing 

countries, might collaborate in scientific research, was first 

discussed in s~i ' tember 1960 at the High-Energy Physics Conference 

·"' .t . 

in ~ocheste~. During the discusGions it appeared ~lear that, for 

practical purposes, it v1ould be easier to start with an expcri

~ent on theoretical physics only, which coul~. serve as a pilot piant 

i·or wider and G'!Ore ambitious ent•~rprises. 

In the same month of September 1960, the Pakistan delegation 

;:JUt for-. .-ard to Fourth Genera1 Conference of the IAEA a formal 

resolution for the creation of an international centre for theoretical 

p~ysics. This resolution was co-sponsored by the representatives of 

Afgha.nistan,the Federal Republic of Germany, Iran, Iraq, Japan, the 

?hilippines, Portugal, Thailand and Turkey. 

The list of sponsors indica·;ed immediately that the setting up of 

such ·a centre was of interest no~ only to some of the adv~nced countries 

but also to the less priviledged ones, and in fact the idea immediately 

met ~ith the enthusiastic support of most developing countries of the 

world scientific community, and especially of the IAEA directorate. 

The late Niels Bohr expressed hiB whole-hearted support for it • 
. 

In 1963 the Director General of the IAEA convened a panel of three 

c:.qerto to try to formulate a concrete project for the envisaged i:1sti tution. 

The oembers of the panel \-Jere Professors R .E. Marshak (USA) , J. TiQmno 

(B~zil) and L. Van Hove (CERN). In the letter transmitting the repo-rt 

the three physicists stated: "In the course of our discussions we have 

qooe to see such great potentialities in the project of establishing 
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' an international centre for th.3oretical physics that we feel this 

enterprise to deserve the grea.·•,est and most enthusiastic support. We 

therefore devoted very great ai. t~m·tion to many aspects of the problem, 

especiall;r all questions of principle, and we are glad to report that 

i·;e have reached unanimous agreement on . all ·the views and recommendations 

presented in the accompanying paper." 

1!1 the report itself the purposes of the Centre to be created are 

esta':.lished as: 

(a) The Centre would help and encourage able theoretical physicists 

from newly developing countries to continue and expand their 

research •,.;ork. 

(o) The Centre would serve as a pilot plant for future international 

research institutes. 

(c) The Cen~re would promote the cross-fertilization of the various 

fields of activity within its scope~ 

(d) The Centre would make an important contribution to the 

furtherance of international contacts. 

T.r~se purposes are then explained and commented on in a. report in 

~hich the size and the programme of the Centre are formulated in detail 

for the period of five years. 

These documents constituted the basis for the discussions and 

decisions taken at the IAEA during 1963, which led in June 1963 to the 

ac~ept~nc~ of the Italian offer and to the creation of the C~ntre in 

~ieste in October 1964. 

It was decided that the Centre was to function from 1964 to 1968 

on ~~ experimental basis. Its creation was based on an agreement between 

the Agency and the Italian Government. 

In 1967, at the end of the first four-year period· of experiment, 

the Agency decided to continue the Centre up to 1974 and to increase 

its finar.cial contribution towards its running costs and a new agreement 

~as signed with the Italian Government. 

Durir~ the years 1967-1968 the Directors General of I~. and UNESCO 

rea;;hed an agreeJJent ratified by the two Agencies in 1969 for the co-
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spons orship of the Centre . As a r esult o f thi s a gr e ement, s i nce 1970 
~~r~ a nd L~~SCO have been equ~l p~rtners in spons oring the Centre. 

I l. 03TsCTI '!SS 

3y a r~so l ut 1 ,:.n o f the B~ard of Governors of t he Agency the aims 

:>:- th~ Ce.:1tre \-J e re define d to be the follm-Ting: 

(a ) i o t rain ·young physicists from d eveloping countries for 

r esearch; 

(b) to r-;elp in fosterin.s- the growth of advanced studies of 

theor etical physics, especially in developing countries; 

(c) to conduct original research; and 

( cl ) To p r ovide an int e r 1at i onal forum for persona l contacts 

behte en theoretical physicists from countries at all stages 

of d evelopment. 

T!",e ba si c philosophy of ·;he Centre is that whereas there ~re scores 

cf institutions in the i~orld ·;raining young men from developing countries 

:or Ph.D. degrees, there is none vJhich looks after them after they have 

Of these a ims the l a st t ·.to were conceived in order to bring the Centre 

t o the highes t possible sci en~ ific standa rd, and in this respect the 

~ou.nt of succe ss already achieved in thf! first period of its existence is 

'vest expressed. by the words oz~ the late Professor J .R. Oppenheimer: "In 

less th~n a y ear it has become one of th(! leading institutions in an 

i::nportant t difficult and fund:1mental field." Professor Oppenheimer was 

=. c. eob<: r of "t he Sci entific Council set UJ I by the Director General of the 

I Ail to advi::~ e him on . the wort. done by the Centre and on its future 

p!'ograr:~rnes. Othe r members of the Scient:i.fic Council have been or are: 

A. 3oirr, .3. B. Kadomtsev, A. Kastl e r, D.S. Kothari, V. Latorre 1 R.E. fl".a.rshak, 

A. ~~~ at"lJJyev, F< .Z. Sagdeev, V. Soloviev, f,·f. Sandoval Vallarta, .L. Van Hove, 

:.i . ~le isskopf, H. Yukawa a.nd J. Ziman. 

The fields of research ct •vered by tl.e Centre have so far been~ 

e l c:::emary pa rticles, high-ene rgy physics, field theory, nuclear phys ics, 

so l id state physics, plasifid. physic s , astrophysics, general relativity and 

a~; l i ed u.=. t hema tics. The Ceni re HCJ. s espt:cially successful in bringir:g 

-t og.:::ther t he l eading ex perts from the USA and USSR in particular fields: 
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for e:.canple, plasma physics in 1964, 1965, 1966, 1970 and 1973; elements:ry 

~~rticl es in 1965; solid state physics in 1967 and 1970 and nuclear physics 

in 1966 and 1969, to join their efforts for the solution of the most 

cr~llenging problems of the physical sciences. In this respect, the role of 

~!:e International Centre has been unique. The Centre also organized symposia, 

tte highlight of uhich was that on the whole spectrum of contemporary 

:p!.ysics in June 1968 attended by 278 participants, eight of whom were 

~~ooel ?ri~e \.;inners. 

Excellence in research was a necessary condition for the Centre to 

:::eat the first t\-10 aims which were fixed with the vie1r1 of helping the 

gro;·Ith of the physical sciences in developing countries. 

Before describing the various methods which the Centre called into 

action to meet these aims, it is useful to remember that the main 

p.robleos Hhich a university t eacher and research \-sorker in a developing 

country is faced \·lith are: 

{a) isolation; lack of scientific and professional contacts; 

(b) difficulty in gathering scientific information and equipment; 

(c) poor social and economic considerations; and 

(d) heavy t eaching loads \·rhich leave no time for research. 

As a result of these difficulties, the best scientists in a 

developir~ country are faced with the dilemma either to accept a position 

in an advanced country, \-si th the consequence of being lost to their 

ho.we countries, or to continue to contribute to the buildir€ up of a 

local scientific community at home, 1r1i th the consequence of being lost 

to science as Hell as giving up any legitimate aspiration to personal 

s~ccess as scientists. In many cases, young and brilliant scientists 

frco developing countries choose the first _alternative, which results 

in an incalculable loss to their home countries. 

II I. SCH~·!ES FOR HELPING PHYSI CI S'T'S FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

The schemes which the Centre set up for helping the physicists in 

developing countries and encouraging them to continue to work there are 

tbE: follo-.Jing: 

(a) Extended high-level seminars; 

(c) The Fellowship Programme; 

(c ) The Assqciateship Scheme; 



(d) Federation Agr t:.:ement Scheme. 

These schemes are developed vrith a view to satisfying the specific 

needs of ~~iversity teachers in developing countries and are illust rated 

bclo~ in some detail: 

(a) Extended Seminars 

The extended seminars lasting for up to three months are 

org~nized in specialized topics, mostly in the field of nuclear and 

condensed matter physics and more recently in atomic physics and 

~?plieable mathematics. It must be recognized that teachers of physics 

in developing countries cannot obtain a long reave of absence on account 

of scarcity of staff. They can get away for three months v1i thout too 

much formality and the extended seminars are designed to provide them 

with new contacts, new knowledge .and a number of new research problems 

to ta.lce home. Extended seminars are devised in o_rder to bring as many 

yo~"lg scientists a.s possible from developing countries (usually of the 

order of 70 from about 25 developing nations) in contact with leading 

experts in their field for a period of time which would be sllfficient, 

not only to enable them to up-date their knowledge in their subject, but 

also to help and encourage them in the difficult task of performing 

origin3.1 and meaningful research under the guidance of experts. Many 

of them are able to carry out or initiate some research \·lOrk during 

the courses. (As a rule, a large fraction of participants from developed 

and. developing countries are men \"lith research degrees already •) 

Moreover, at tha ~entre they also have opportunities to meet colleagues 

from co~~tries which have similar problems in the development of science, 

ar.d these meetings often result in constructive action and collaboration. 

Such extended seminars have so far been rotated mainly over solid state and 

nuclear physics. The follm·1ing table gives a summary of the extended 

seminars organized since 1964. So far they have been attended by 2392 
' lecturers and par-;icipants. F'inancial support has alwc1.ys been given, 

pr~ferably to par~icipants from developing countries. Up to the present 

tine, 832 physicis"ts from 66 developing countries have attended ICTP 
seminar;;;. 
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ST.:::JECT DATE 

?las~a Physics October 1964 

:SleD-::ntary May-June 1965 ?ar:i:;les 

~;c;.cl ear Physics Oct-Dec 1966 
(?.e~cti on Theory) 

Co:.d.cnsed Matter Oct-Dec 1967 

Co!1"': empora!"J Physics June 1968 
(SYJ:lposi u1~) 

~~uclear Physics Jan-March 1969 (}iuclear Structure) 

Condensed Matter Jan-April 1970 

};uclear Physics Jan-March 1971 

Co:::pt:.t ing as 3. A u.:,.::ru s t 1971 Langu3.ge of Physics 

Condensed !l:~tter Jan-April 1972 
Gl obal ~~lysis and 

July-Aug 1972 its Application 

A~:c:::s, Molecules and Jan-April 1973 L::.sers 

Yathematical and 
~;;;.rr..erical !>let hods in Sept-Dec 1973 
?l uid D<JY.:.a.mics 

iiuclear Physics Sept-Dec 1973 
Surface Science Jan-April 1974 

NO. OF 
LECTURERS 

21 

43 

32 

26 

86 

46 

23 

30 

29 

23 

70 

28 

42 

26 

26 

NO. OF 
PART I CIP Al.WS 

50 

70 

102 

101 

192 

141 

105 

116 

239 

116 

218 

72 

108 

102 

109 

The proceedings of these seminars have been published under the 

following titles: 

Plasma Physics. (640 pages) 

High-Energy Physics and Elementary Particles (1000 pages) 

Fundamentals in Nuclear Theory (1000 pages) 

Theory of Condensed Matter (1000 pages) 

Contemporary Physics Volume I (570 pages) 

Volume II (500 pages) 
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Theory. of Nuclear Structure (960 pages) 

Theory of Imperfect Crystalline Solids ( 608 pages ) 

Computing as a Language of Physics (616 pages) 

The Structure of Nuclei (600 pages) 

Electrons ir. Crystalline Solids (753 pages) 

Other proceedings, i.e. Atoms, Molecules, Lasers; Global Analysis and 
its Applications; Mathematical and Numerical Metf1ods in Fluid Dyna:nics; 
Il~clear Physics; and Surface Science are in preparation. 

(b) The Fellowship Programme 

Approximately 15 fellowships are awarded every year by the 
IA.M and UNESCO for post-graduate trair.ing and research to nationals 
rro~ and working full-time in d~veloping countries. The duration of the 
fellowships is about six to nine months; this can sometimes be extended 
for a similar period. Applicants are expected to have a university degree 
(P!.Sc. or Ph.D.) with a good background in quantum mechanics, methods 
of mathe~atical physics, relativity theory, atomic and nuclear physics, 
etc., preference being given to those with research experience. Stipends 
a~e based on the rates of the Uniteu Nations Development Programme of 
S~50 per nonth. 

(c-1) The Associateship Scheme 

The ICTP Associateship Scheme was created in 1964 exclusively 
fo~ the benefit of senior physicists from and working in developing 
co~~tries. Normally, it gives them the privilege of spending, at a 
tiffie of their choosing, six weeks to three months at the International 
Centre for Theoretical Physics, three times in a period of five years. 
This Schece, which is complementary to the fellowship and visiting 
scientist programmes, is an attempt to lessen the brain drain from 
developing countries to rnore scientific~lly advanced ones by providing 
facilities for research in a very active centre. 

· The stay of Associates at the Centre is designed to keep them 
in the main stream of modern phJsics and stimulate their research and 
teaching \.;hen they return home. 
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Openings are announced by a circular letter from the 
Directors General of the IAEA and UNESCO to all Member States. Copies 
o;.- ttis circul3.r letter are also sent to all the physicists VThose names 
are o~ the Centre's mailing lists. This letter invites prospective 
ca:1dic8.tes to send details .of th·~ir personal history and · a statement 
of their researc!'l interests, pro.:essional responsibilities and other 
rele'A.nt details, togetLcr with six copies of their publications, to the 
:::>::rector of the ICTP. Letters of recommendation from t\·Jo eminent 
s~ie!1tists are also requested. No advertisement relating to the 
Associate ~embcrship Scheme has been made . since 1969. 
~~e C2ntre has, hoVTever, 150 files of suitable. candidates who could not 
b~ a;:>pointed due to the lack of appropriate financial resources. 

The Scientific Council of the ICTP examines the applications 
and r:-.a:rces recor:unendations for appointments. 

Ho salal-y is paid to Associates 1 the hoiJle institution being 
expected to grant them paid leave of absence. Travel expenses and a 
subsistence allowance are paid by the Centre. 

For several years, the Associateship Scheme was financed 
ur.:ier tr.e Centre 'E budget and the need for its expansion could not be 
s~tisfied with the limited resources available at the tim~ when the 
1;..3a an.:i the Italian Government were the only sponsors of the Centre. 
~~e Ford Foundaticn was therefore approached as early as 1965 .and two 
successive three-year grants vz.ere received from that orga.nizn.tion. 

The Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA) was 
also approached a~d their officials agreed in 1969 to support Associates 
fro~ -~-rican countries and from India and Pakistan. Sifi\ support has 
been recently extended to nationals from Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Chile and 
Cu':a. 

The United Nations Development Programme (~inP) which, since 
l97i, firances the activities of the Centre in applied mathematics and 
co~?ute~ science as well an in condensed matter physics, also supports 
Assccia:es in mathematics and condensed matter physics who participate in 
restarcn activities at the Centre. Since UNDP programmes are approved 
,::ear by year , lJ1iDP Associates have to be nominated for one year only. 

Associates from Mexico are supported by their country. 
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.... . 
d '.e 

In 1~72, a Senior Associateship Scheme was introduced for 

benefit of former Associate Members who have reached scientific 

interr~tional status and a uthority in their own countries. These 

scientists, while desiring to leave their position at the ICTP f r ee for 

o.e seYvir.:.g j1.mior candidat es , are still interested in maintaining contacts 

·.·:i th ~!-:e ICTP and preserving the title of Associate.· They are select ed 

cy the Scientific Council of the Centre. For each of these Associat es, 

the Scientific Council ha~ authorized a provision of US$2,500 to be 

spen't in visits to the ICTP over a period of five years. 

(c-2) Junior Associates 

The Junior AssociatE.ship Scheme \vas initiated in 1969 as 

a result of the financial support provi~ed by the Ford Foundation grant. 

~erience during the first years of the Centre's existence reveal ed the 

!1eed. for a p!'ogramrne orient'ed to me et the problems of young theoretical 

;:.hysic ists in isolated areas \..-i th very poorly developed scientific 

stan~rd.s. The appointment of Junior Associates is therefore planned 

to meet the needs of such youn5 scientists from developing nations in 

the lower stages of developmer.t, and/or isolated universities in 

scienti-fically advanced develcping countries, and to help them in 

building up tr.e first centre of crystallization of future scientific 

communities. 

Candidates are normally selected from among the more out

standing but geographically isolated participa~ts of the annual courses 

r.e ld at the CE:ntre. Appointments have a duration of four years, provided 

the holder does not settle in 'l.n advanced count:ry during this period. 

Junior Associates have the follm-ling privileges: 

the possibility of ordering through the Centre each year 

books, journals or photocopies of scientific articles to 

the value of US$200.-; 

their personal )rogress is follm-red . by the Centre -

with the help of the Directors of the ICTP activity 

attended - in order to assist them in obtaining a 

fellowship, shoJld they wish to apply for one, at the 

ICTP itself or Lt other institutions; 

they are given _)riority for acceptance at the next extended · 

course held at the Centre on the subject of their intere ~; t • . 
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At the end of t ·his f our-year period a nd a f"ter cons iderat ion 

of the progr ess made during thi s pe r i od , J unior Associat es become, 

au~omatically, candidates for an As sociat e Membership of the Centre. 

( c-3) Grom· :: so.ciat es · 

In those institutions i n developing count r i es \"here a 

sci euti ~ic co~m~~ity of high quality exi sted or had deve loped somewhat 

beca~se of the presence of ICTP Associ ates, the n~ed was fe l t to give 

to ~ore than one or two privileged physic ~ sts the possibil i t y of 

participating in the ICTP activities. In order to me et thi s need, the 
Group Associateship Scheme \'Ja.S created 1vhereby a number of a ssoc iat eships 

~·;ere assigned to a certain institution. Thes e associateships were to 

b~ us ed in rotation by several phys icists approved by the Director of the 

ICTP and the Director of the Ins titution concerned. Since group assoc ia
tions are usually established 1-1i th relat·ively advanced i nsti tu.tions, 

a m=:.t cr. ing of the costs is generally requested. 

Four countries have ~ Group Associateship Scheme : .~gentina, 

~zil, India and Pakistan. 

~ 

(d) The Federation Agreement Scheme 

The Federation Agreement Scheme is aimed at building up 

re1atio~s of mutual co-operation between the Centre and scientific 

instit ut es or university departments in near and/or developing countries. 
By t he se agre ements. the institutes can send young sci entists af .their choice 
to the Centre for up to a maximum number of days (40 days for nearby 
countries and 50 for others ) p(·r year. Normally the Centre pays a daily 

living allO\·Jance, while the Feu.erated Institute provides for t J1e tra ve l 
cost. The number of Federated Institutes is now 26 in 17 countries. 
T~e r esults of these arrangements are very much appreciated, especially 

in count"Ties of the Near East c.nd the Mediterranean area, and r equests 

to increase the number of man/days per Institution or to extend the 
fe deration li~~ with other Cent r es have been received. Some I nstit utions 

r~ve vol~~tarily raised contriuutions in local currencies convertible 

in Italian Lire through the Ceutre 's sponsoring agencies in order to 

increa s e the number of visits to the Centre. 
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The effort of the Centre in its attempt to create a home 
for physicists from developing countries is illustrated in a graph 
(Fig. 1), which displays in absolute figures, as v-;ell as in percentage, 
their participation in the sciei itific activity. This partiCipation has 
been measured in "man/month"· iliccept for a small decrease in 1965-66 
and in 1970, due to the plasma physics group v-rhich attracted many 
physicists from advanced countries (and not financially supported by 
t~e Centre), the share of develvping countries in the research sessions 
oi' the Centre h.as been of the order of 60%. The financial effort of 
the Centre in favour of developing countries fo~lo~-1s a similar pattern. 

IV. THE SCIENTIFIC STP..FF 

The major resEarch activity is carried on by Visiting and 
Guest Scientists , Fellov>s and Associate Members, with a ;:. .. .3.11 core of 
permanent international Staff. 

Besides the Djrector, Abdus Salam, and the Deputy Director, 
P. Budini 7 five other people constitute the permanent Staff of the 
centre. They are J.A. Strathde e and the Consultants from the University 
of Trieste L. Bertocchi, V. Celli, L. Fonda and G. Furlan. Other part-time 
staff positions are offered to distinguished senior scientists who can 
S?end long perio~of time at the Centre. A.O. Barut (Boulder, Colo., USA), 
C. Fronsdal (Los Angeles, Calif., USA), and R. Oehme (Chicago, Ill., USA) 
have come under this category during the last academic years. In 
addition Dr. J. Sawicki was on the staff of the Centre for two years 
until his tragic death in 1968. 

The Centre invites Senior and Junior Research Physicists 
from all Member States for periods ranging from a few weeks to. nine 
months . Travel expensef: ;Lre som-etimes covered by the Centre. The 
intention is to gather together specialists and promising young research 
workers 'in some of the leading fields of theoretical physics, in order 
~o create a highly productive and qualified environment for the young 
Fello·,-1s from developing countries. 

V. ACTIVITIES FRO!~ 1964 TO 1973 

(a) 1964-65 - The first academic year started with a one-month 
seminar in plasma physics. This seminar was co-directed by Professors 
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B.B. Kadol!':tsev, N. Rosenbluth and \·1. B. 'l'hompson. A fruitful co-operation 
oet·,.,r~en the American, the European and the Soviet schools was then initiated, 
which developed into a much closer one in 1965-66. A pattern of presenting 
progressively advanced topics after an introduction was then established 
a!1d has been folloHed in all the courses "rhich have been held since. 
?u.ndam~r:tal processes, plasma i·raves, magno.;t ohydrodynamics, oscillations 1 

e~uili.o:::-iurn theory, confinement, and turbulence were reviewed by 21 
lect~ers . The number of participants was 50 fro~ 16 countries. 

The research activity of the Centre during that year was 
cainly conce!1trated on high-energy physics. Various aspects of symmetries 
in particle physics and applications of group theory were then studied, 
as Hell as S-matrix and other scattering problems. 

Another seminar 'l-IaS organized · in May/June, with the scope of 
revie~ir~ the progress made _ in elementary particle physics since 1962, 
attendE:d by 43 lecturers and 70 participants repr·esenting 29 nationalities. 
Altogether, 31 Visiting and Guest Scientists, 27 Fellows, one Associate 
:~ember and 24 Guest Lecturers came to the Centre during the first year 
of operation. 

(~) 1965-66 - The academic year 1965-66 was basically dedicated to 
high-energy and plasma physics. The plasma physics group, under the 
leadership of ?rofessors M.n. Rosenbluth and R.Z. Sagdeev, investigated 
the theorJ of plasma stability, the instabilities in inhomogeneous 
plasmas, the qu.asilinear theory of "Hhistlers" and shock waves in 
collisionless plasmas. 

High-energy physics was essentially the continuation of work 
started the previous year, i.e. relativistic generalization of SU(6), 
non-compact Lie groups, and potential scattering. Some aspects of quantum 
electrodynamics, dispersion relations and algebra of currents were also 
studied. 

In that year, 66 Visiting Scientists, 19 Fellmvs, two 
. .;.ssociate !·~ embers and 28 Guest Lecturers took part in the activities of 
the Cen:re. 

(c) 1966-67 - The academic year 1966-67 started witl. an extended 
course o~ TheoretiCal Nuclear Physics, held from 3 October to 16 December. 
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'lhe organizers HE:1'e the late Professor A. de-Shali t (Israel) and 
Professor C. Vill i (Italy). Tne syllabus of the course included mainly 
lectures on collis ion and reac· ions theory, direct interactions, group 
tte~~J and nuclear structure. 

The course on Nuclear Physics -...:as- attended by 32 lecturers 
and. 102 participants. Research in that field was continued and 
g~d1.8.lly e:cpa.nde<l mid.er the leardership of the late Professor Sawicki. 

i:o;.1ever, the bulk of the work concerned ;high-energy physics, 
on which subject numerous papers on field theory, infinite-component 
f~elci theories, bound states and quark models, Regge poles, symmetries 
a~d group theory, dynamical problems, superconvergence and current 
algebra Here issued. 

During that year a new scheme .of co-operation between 
neiga·~.:mring institutes was ini tia.ted. The so-called Federation 
A.c-reewent alloi'ted 25 visitors from these institutes to spend (3hort 
~er:ois ~t the Centre and make direct contact with the staff of the 
Centre. In addition to the participants in Nuclear Physics, 28 Visiting 
scientists and .hssociate Members, 26 Fellows, ll Consultants and 28 
Guest Lecturers came to the Centre during the year 1966-67. 

(d) 1967-68 - The 1967-68 academic year was again opened with 
an extended course, which lasted from 3 October until 16 December. Its 
s-:::!:lject ',·/as a revieH of condensed matter, liquids as well as solids. 
The organizers Here Professors J.M. Ziman (UK), F. Bassani (Italy), 
~~d J. Caglioti (Italy); and 26 lecturers and 101 participants took 
part in the course. The programme included lectures on group theory, 
Ea~J-body theory, liquid state, superfluidity, lattice dynamics, liquid 
wetals, phonon-phonon and electron-phonon interactions, etc. 

3ut the great event of that academic year was the International 
S~osi~ on Contemporary Physics. The Symposium was an attempt to 

' review, discuss and compare all disciplines of modern theoretical physics, 
such as nuclear and high-energy physics, condensed matter, astrophysics, 
plas::.a physics, relativi-ty, statistical mechanics and axiomatics. 

The Symposium Has attended by 278 physicists from 49 countries, 
incll.:iing 8 2;obel Prize winners. 
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During the academic year, the Ford Foundation grant allowed 

the Centre to incr2ase the number of Associate I!lembers ·and to enlarge 

the Federation Agreement programme. Nuclear physics was maintained 

d~~ng the whole year as well as high-energy physics. These .groups 

produced new results in microscopic nuclear spectros copy, sum rules, 

quark ~odel , quantum field theory, scattering theory ~nd algebra of 

currents. 

The r.u.'!lb 73 r of physicists who participated in the Centre's 

work iP-S as follow3: lOj Visiting Scientists and Associate Members, 

20 Fellm·Js, 14 Gue3t Lecturers and Consultants and 34 Visitors from 

Federated Institut es. 

(e) 1968-69 -At the begilffiing of the academic year 1968-69, the 

~ork of the Centre was again focused on .nuclear and high-energy physics. 

A second course on nuclear physics was held under the leadership of 

Professors G. Alag~ (Yugoslavia) and L. Fonda (It~ly), from 7 January 

to 31 ).:arch 1969. This course rJas at tended by 187 lecturers and 

participants. 

During tne summer pe1iod the nuclear physics group was 

strengthened and r=ached the h_ghest number since its establishment. 

The high-energy ph.rsicists als , increased their number during that 

period. . 'I\;o infer !lal meetings one on dynamical groups and the other 

on renormalization theory, wer ( held in June and August, respectively. 

The research Hark ~oncentrated on the microscopic theory of nuclear 

structure and few-nucleon prob: ems, non-linear Lagrangians, current 

algebra, hadron sclttering, th Veneziano model, the quark model and 

on applications of group theor). 

An inportant factor in the life of the Centre was the generous 

grant of the Si1edish Internaticnal Development Authority in favour of 

African physicists, which provided the Centre with new means to help 

develo1nin~ countri ~s . ,-
(f) 1970 - \ second course in condensed matter entitled "Winter 

College on the The•)ry of Imperfect Crystalline Solids" was held from 

12 JanU3.r-.f urltil 10 April 1970. 'rhe course ~1as organized by Professors 

G. Chiarotti (Italy), F. Garc!a-Moliner (Spain), S. Lundqvist (Sweden) 

and J .J.! . Zir:an (UK). It was attended by 128 lecturers and participants. 
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A \·:orkshop LO solid L tate pl,ysics continued until July 

the activities of the ,J.i.nter Coll ege under the leadership of Professor 

L~~dqvist. Topical meetings on the ~ntum theory of the disordered 

state and on the many-body theo1·y of singular · effects and satellite 

stru::;tw·e in solids Here organized by this "'orkshop in April and in 

July, respectively. 

As in 1965-66, a plasr !a physics group led by Professor B. B. 
i-:a.clocntsev (USSR) and f·1.N. Rosen l,luth(l'SA) Harked from April to August. 

A p~nel on the International Co-operation in Fusion R~ ~ earch and its 

Ap_;)lications ·.-~as held at th" Cedre in June . 

The elementary particle phy~ics group was active from the 
ceginr.ir,g of tne year and. Has strengthened Q..ge:in during the spring and 

surr~er. A topical meeting on the Frontiers of Science was organized in 

As in 1969, the SHedish Int ernational Development Authority 
p!'ovided financial support to African Associate l\lembers and participants 

in tte :lir.ter College. The Ford Foundation made a s econd grant available 

for financing the Associate and Junior Associate r'Iembership Scheme over 

a three-year period. The SHedish Nathhorst Foundation made funds available 
for su~porting stays of Swedish scientists at the Centre. The German 

Cover~1ent also financed short stays of German physicists at the Centre. 
Y~e Ruder 3oskovi~ Institute in Za~reb made the equivalent of US$1,200 

a·vailable to the Centre for enlarging the existing Federation Agreement 

beb1een the Institute and the Centre. The Division of Budget and Finance 
of the IAEA made possible the conversion of Yugoslav currencies to 

~onvertible ones. As in 1969 also, the Grupo Interuniversitario de 
Fisica Teorica de Altas Energias supported the stay at the Centre of 
Spanish physicists. 

(g) 1971 - The third course on nuclear theory was held from 13 
January ±o 12 March 1971 Hith Professors L. Fonda (Ita ly) and c. Ripka 
(?ranee) as directors. It Has attended by 146 lecturers and participants. 
1 workshop under the leadership of Profes~or c. Ripka and in close 
collaboratibn \·Ji th the staff of the Univcrsi ty of Trieste was active 

until July. 

In 1971, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 
awarded to the Centre a grant in support of its activities in condensed 

~tter and another with ill~SCO as the Executing Agency, for launching 

research and training-for-research activities in applied mathematics 
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• a~d cooputer sci ence. A workshop in solid stat e phys ics was therefore 

o• ganized f ro3 1 July to 30 Sept ember 1971. It wa s direct ed by 

Professors s. Lu.!1dqvist (Sweden) and N. H. March (UK) . The programme 

in ma:thE:ma t ics sponsored by UNDP v1as the Seminar Course on Computi~g 

3.s a Langt.:.3.ge of Physics , held in August 1971. It was organized by 

? rof es sors Abdus Salam (ICTP), L. Bert6cchi (Italy and ICTP), S.J. 

Li~denbaum ( ·rc: •) u ~-.. ' and K.V. Roberts (UK), and was attended by 2.39 
scient i sts . 

Res earch in high-energy physics was active throughout the 

year- . ~~o topical meetings relating to this discipline w~re held: 

one on elec tromagnetic interactions ( 21 ~ 26 Jline) and one on gravitation 

a~d fi eld theorJ (1.3- 16 July) . Grant s from the Swedish International 

Develop!:!ent Authority (SIDA) i n support of the Associate Membership Scheme 

and of participants in ~xt ended courses .were also received. 

(h ) 1972 - The third course in condensed matter was held from 10 

Jan~rJ to 15 ~pril 1972. Thi ~ time the subject under extended and 

thorough revie>·T was elect.rons in crystall i ne solids. The programme of 
this extended course v~s planned by the Advisory Committee on Solid 

St~te Physics (Professors G. Chiarotti (Italy), F. Garc!a-1-loliner (Spain), 

s. Luncf~ist (Swe l en), N.H. March (UK) and J.M. Ziman (UKV· Altogether 

1.39 l ec:urers and participants took part in this activity, which was 

sponsored by SIDA and ~~P. A workshop on the same subject was held 

f~om Ap•il to August 1972. The second UNDP project was implemented in 

July-August. Its theme was global analysis and its applications. The 

s~er course was co-directed by Professors M. Dolcher (Italy), J. Eells 

(u~) and E.C. Zeeman (UK). The programme of this meeting included an 

introductory part follovred by a research programme. A small meeting on 

neu.ra.l neh1orks was also organized in this framework. Some 218 scientists 

took part in the Summer College on Global Analysis and its Applications. 

' In high-energy physics, research was carried out throughout 

the year. Speci~l lectures in phenomenological elementary particle 

physics Here held from October to December 1972. 
A Symposium on the Physicist's Conception of Nature was 

organized by t he Universities of Texas and Trieste and held at the Centre 

f roo 18 - 25 September 1972. 

( i) 197.3 - The year start ed with a Hinter College on Atoms'· 

~~olecul es and Lasers under the leadership of Professors A. Kastler (France), 

., 



• 
B. Edlen (SVTeden), ·I. Kovacs (Hungary) and B.L. Moisewitsch (UK). 

The Hinter College, which Has held from 17 January _to 10 April 1973 7 

was attended by 100 lecturers and participants. 

A ;.;orkshop on solid atat e physics assembled from July to 

September 1973, headed by Prof ;ssors N.H. March (UK) ·and s. Lund~Jist 
(Sweden). This activity v1as s upported by illiDP.· 

Other activities during the summer included a research 

session on theoretical astrophysics and on relai;ivity with Professors 

:M. Hack (Italy), A. Cavaliere (Italy), D.H. Sciama (UK), and F. Pirani 

(UK) as main leaders; a working group in plasma. physics with Professors 

R.Z. Sagdeev (USSR) and M.N. Rosenbluth (USA) as directors, a Summer 

School on the Physics and l~th ~matics of the Nervous System with 

Professors H. Gut tinger (Fed. !~ep. of Germany), J. 'I'aylor (UK), 

M. Con..-ra.d (Fed. F'ep. of Germany) and M. ful Cin (Fed. Rep. of Germany) 

as organizers. ~'his summer school was spons ored by the Volkswagen 

Foundation. In high-energy physics, in addition to the normal 

through-the-year activity, a topical meeting on weak interactions was 

'held fFom 26 - 29 June 1973. 

The activities during the auturr~ included an extended 

semina~ on nuclear physics headed by Professors G. Ripka (France), 

!·~.K. Pal (India) and L. Fonda (Italy and ICTP) 1 and an Autumn 

College on Mathematical and Numerical Methods in Fluid Dynamics, 

organized by Professors T.B. Benjamin (UK), J.L. Lions (France), 

G. Stampacchia (Italy) and G.I. ~mrchuk (USSR) . This College was 

sponsored by illiDP. In both prograrrunes, 100-120 lecturers and -

participants took part. 

(j) 1974 - The fourth course on condensed matter -v~s held from 

16 January to 10 April 1974 and dealt \-lith Surface Science, a subject 

chosen for its topicality and technological importance. Its programme 

was set up by the Advisory Corr.mittee on Solid State Physics. This course, 

sponsored by SIDA and illiDP, was attended by 135 lecturers and participants. 

- 17 -
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A workshop on solid state physics, headed by Profs . S. Lundqvist 
(SHeden), V. Celli (Italy and ICTP) and N. March (UK) is being 
organized from 15 June to 15 August 1974. A topical meeting on the 
applications of the renormali zation group to stat istical physics will 
take place on 29-30 July 1974. 

In high-energy physics, research has been active since the 
beginning of the year. A topical meeting on the ·Physics of Colliding· 
Beams, with an attendance of 191 participants took place on 20-22 June 
1974. A short meeting on the applications of the renormali zation group 
to high-energy hadron scattering will be held on 31 July and a topical 
meeting on High-energy Collisions Involving Nuclei will be held from 
9 to 13 September 1974. 

Other activities planned for late 1974. include a workshop 
in astrophysics in September, and an Autumn ~~thematics Course on 
Control Theory and Topics in Functional Analysis (11 September to 
29 November 1974). The Centre will also host a meeting sponsored by 
~~SCO on Science and Youth in September 1974. 

VI. MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS 

Leaving aside the social aspect of the impact of the Centre 
on collaboration between scientists from countries with different . 
viewpoints and stages of scientific knowl edge, the major achievements 
of the ICTP in theoretical physics are: contributions to symmetries, 
mathematical studies of non-compact groups [sL(6,c), U(l2),U{6.6TI 
partial wave ar~lysis, reggeization of higher symmetries, renormalization 
of non-polynomial Lagrangian theories, infinite-component fields, and 
current algebra, phenomenological analysis of strong interaction data 
cased on Veneziano and Regge models, and finite-energy sum rules. In 
nuclear physics, studies on the microscopic structure of nuclei, and 
in plasma. physics, work on non-linear phenomena have been the main 
contributions from the research groups of the Centre. 

- 18 -
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• It is gratifying to observe the share of physicists from 

developing countries in the ptblished results. Fig. 2 shows the 

number of papers published by them, in comparison with the total 

number of publications. The total number of physicists who attended 

the serni1Brs and who participated in the research activities every 

acade~ic year is shown in Fig. 3. 
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AN Il\TTERNATIONAL APPROACH TO RESEARCH IN HUMAN REPRODUCTION 

AND FAMILY PLANNING: WHO'S PROGRAMME . 

1. I :N'"TRODUCTION 

The last decade has witnessed a great surge in awareness of problems relating 

to human reproduction, particularly to the regulation of fertility. Biological, s ocial, 

cultural , economic and political considerations are all involved, but the hea lth sector . 
ha..s been one of the most immediately affected since {t has been expected to r espond 

instantly to growing demands for services. Although many of these new programmes 

have achieved a certain measure of success, numerous problems have emerged to 

which the solution could only hope to be found through research. 

How is one to develop methods, approaches and service structures t hat c ould 

potentially reach on a continuing basis most persons of reproductive age in a: community? 

B_esides the difficulties encountered in all forms of preventive medicine, methods of 

fertility regulation pose problems for research seldom encountered with other therapeutic 

agents: they may be used over very long periods of time, with little or no medical 

s upervision; many of them interfere with normal body processes; a wide choice of methods 

is rewuired to meet the varying needs of individuals. 

'Worldwide interest in these problems has led to the development of one of the World 

Health Organization's larger research programmes, covering all areas of res earch in 

human reproduction, although the emphasis is greatest on various aspects of family 

planning. Within the overall programme research is promoted on the biomedical, 

epidemiological and operational aspects of family planning, sterility, pregnancy, lactation, 

and other aspects of reproductive health and disease. Strengthening of resources for 
. . 

r esearch, both manpower and facilities is carried out as an integral part of t he research 

programme. 

The research programme is "mission oriented", focusing on issues that have a r i s en 

in national family planning programmes but that have wide relevance and international 

applicability. The nature of the problem is such that a multidis.ciplinary approach is required 
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, be it for the improvement. or development of contraceptive technology, new approaches 

to the de livery of family pl:1.nning at the community level , or study of the inter-relation 

of biolog ic:1.l :1.nd social components of human reproduction in diffe r ent populati ons . 

The forms vary in which WHO assistance is given : setting up and fund ing "Task 

Forces" for coll:lborativc studies th:1.t focus on ~the solution of specific resear c h pr oblems; 

providing support for research, both in the form of technical advic e in the pl anning and 

implementation of studies . and salaries and purchase of equipment; strengthening an 

existing research institution, or building up a new one. Recent advanc es in researc h on 

hum:1.n r eproduction and family planning are reviewed on a continuing basis by the 

Organization; reports arc published and receive wide distribution. 

Although this approach to research support does not differ in principle from that 

which guides WHO's research programme~ in other fields , the s ignificantly greater funds 

available (1973: $8. 5 million; 1974: $11 million) have allowed a slightly differ ent appr oach 

to be taken to the strategy and administration of the programme. F or example, before 

developing a new major line of activity, it has been possible to carry out a feasibility 

study on a global scale, v,rith ex-tensive consultations with research policy makers and 

administrator.s and visits to scientists and research institutions. 

Having at its disposal larger funds, the programme has been able t o open up new 

lines of research which would not have been accessible to scient ists had only small amounts 

of "seed· m oney" been available. This is not to denigrate in any way t he value t hat seed-grants 

have had in other aspects of WHO's research programme, in drawing attent ion to important 

r esearch areas and, in many instances, attracting funds to t he grantees fr om other 
) 

sources. At the same time, the magnitude of funds has permitted the building up of 

research institutions: by creating in already established centres multidisc iplinar y teams 

intended to provide a "critical mass" on reproduction research; and, in r el ation to family 

planning programmes in developing countries, by setting up national resourc es for research. 

It has also been possible to apply or develop modern techniques of management t o as s ist 

in the planning and monitoring of the more than 300 projects in the several priority areas 

of the programme. 

2. RESEARCH PROGRAMME: PRIORITY AREAS FOR RESEARCH 

Each section in the following text relates to a priority area for research in WHO' s 

pro6 ramme. It presents first the problem to which the research is addressed, describes 

in detail a few projects selected from among those supported by WHO in the specifi c ar ea, 

and discusses some of the obstacles encountered and lessons learnt. 
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Three main considerations affect the individual's or couple's choice and continued 

usc of fertility regulation: its effectiveness, the likely side effects, and other characteristics 

that affects its acceptability. The latter include its aci1.1al form, i.e. whether it is an oral or · 

injcct:1ble dntg, or one of many types of devices; the timing of its use,· i. e.whether immediately 

before or after intercourse or dissociated from it entirely; the duration of effect, including 

its reversibility; and the se.x of the user. Social and cultural considerations, as well as cost, 

also play a part in influencing acceptance or successful use, e.g. a method such as the I. U.D. 

which involves a gynaecological examination may be unacceptable to certain cultures. 

Altho!Jgh presently available methods represent a considerable advance over the · 
are 

past, they remain relatively crude, for many methods associated with unacceptable side 

effects on health, and as a whole they fail to meet the varied requirements of consumers and 

services in different countries, particularly developing ones. 

For these reasons, two of the priority areas in WHO's research programme relate 

to improvement of existing methods and assessmant of their suitability in different populations, 

and to development of newtechnology. 

2. 1.1. Existing methods of fertility regulation 

The modern methods of fertility control, especially the hormonal steroids and IUDs, 

have been developed and tested in women from more developed countries. It has been 

assumed that the same O.osage of these drugs or shape of the devices would be equally 

suitable for wome.1 from less developed countries in spite of the fact that these women 

differ in body size, diet, childbearing patterns, work habits and genetic constitution. 

1\Ioreover, large numbers of them exhibit varying degrees of nutritional deficiencies and 

are pro-e to many infections and infestations. Lack of national research and expertise on 

these questions has held back authorities from making available a number of contraceptive 

modalities for fear of their possible ill effects. This reluctance has been accentuated by the 

ambiguous and harmful effects found at times in some Western women. 

Considerable effort has been directed during the past two years in the WHO programme 

to the assessment of currently available methods through clinical trials and field studies. 

Reslilts become available within a one- to three-year period .and thus provide immediate 

feedback to the national family planning programmes. 

2. 1. 1.1. Tiesearch problems and projects 

(a) Ilormonal contraceptives 

One of the most fundamental requirements for assessment of the effects of oral and 

ir.jcctable contraceptives is baseline data on normal levels of repr~uctive hormones, and 
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on ch:1n~cs in these levels following ·u~e of di([erent preparations. Such endocrinological 

p:1r:1melcrs h:1.ve not been (detcrminecl in populations other than Western women, and 

\VIIO-sponsorecl projects, .._for inst:1.nce in Egypt, Iran, Pakistan, Thailand and Turkey, 

:1.re prodding such inform:1tion for the first time. 

Other ~tudics nre invcstig:Lting the frequency and patterns in populations of several 

de,·cloping countries of side effects that have been reported in Western women. For example, 

the effects on carbohydrate n~tabolism and liver function of combined oral preparations, low 

dose progestogens and an injectable contraceptive are the subject of several studies. Preliminary 

analysis of the data from one of the Thai studies shows that the risk of liver damage does not 

appear to be higher in Thai women. Other common side effects in Western women which 

h:1.ve led to discontinuation of usc of hormonal steroids are increased blood pressure and 

weight g:1.in. Their possible occurrence in women in developing countries is being investigated 

through analysis of the records of family planning clinics, and through in depth metabolic studies. 

The importance of lactation to infant survival in developing countries has led to WHO studies 

on the quality and quantity of the milk of mothers receiving hormonal contraceptives. 

Many family planning authorities have. been deterred from using the "pill" in their 

programmes because of the publicity given to thromboembolic incidents as a side effect of 

these drugs. This complication may not, however, be an important one in Eastern women 

where there is a clinical impression that thromboemb~lism is rare. A WHO study is currently 

attempting to document this issue more accurately. 

The widespread occurrence of malnutrition and endemic parasitic disease has caused 

administrators of family planning programmes to request guidance on the suitability for their 

programmes of hormonal contraceptives. A muli-centre collaborative study, using a common 

protocol, will investigate the effects of steroidal contraception in malnourished women, as 

measured by some aspects of the metabolism of proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, vitamins 

and trace elements. The high level of schistosomiasis in Egypt has led to the elaboration of a 

study to e.:.; amine whether additional risks to liver function exist when hormonal steroids are taken 

by ir..:-csted women. 

T~e whole question of possibly delayed return of fertility after cessation of use of steroid 

contraception, particularly in the case of injectable preparations, has been of 'considerable 

co:-. c: cn:. The problem is being studied in prospective endocrinological, studies, by follow-up of 

r<·· ... ;·i~ of menses and pregnancy in Pakistani women, and by analysing a large collection of 

:--·cords in northern Thailand. 

Another frequently raised question is whether hormonal steroids increase the · risk, 

for the "pill-user", of later having a live-born child with chromosomal abnormalities. 
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Prclimin :ny results that have recently become available, including some studies supported 

• by \\"1! 0 . clo not suggest a greater risk. 

(b) Int r:lutC'rinc devices 

Comparative studies on the effectiveness, side-effects and continuation rates of copper

bearing IUDs and plain plastic devices of different designs are being conducted in several 

projects supported by WHO in India and Pakistan. A two-year prospective study of three IUDs 

is being carried out in a rural area of Thailand by a WHO research team. A possible toxicological 

hazard from copper-bearing IUDs may lie in systemic absorptibn and storage in the liver. In 

view of suggestive evidence from studies in rats, an investigation in baboons is being supported 

by WH 0 in J\Iexico, Sweden and the United States of America. 

(c) Steriliz:1tion 

During the past few years, there has been an increase in a number of countries in 

demands for tubal occlusion and vasectomy. Different approaches to sterilization- abdominal 

and v::tginal - and different techniques - surgical · and endoscopic - are being studied with WHO 

support in the context of national family planning programmes. The relative merits of local 

and general anaesthesia and their effect on somatic sequelae constitute an important component 

of these studies. 

The possible psychological consequences in men and women of sterilization are far 

from being adequately documented. Health administrators with responsibility for family planning 

have become aware of the need for screening instruments that would identify individuals who 

might suffer from such adverse effects. A research project has therefore been started in 

Singapore to assess the incidence of post-operative psychological complications, their nature 

and the predictive power of the screening instrument. The screening instrument is based on 

five .clusters of variables relating to motive for sterilization; lmowledge of the operation; 

individuals present life situation; conscious and unconscious concepts of sterility, sexuality 

and gender; and past reaction to traumatic events. 

2.1.1. 2. Obstacles encountered and lessons learnt 

The greatest difficulty encountered in carrying out such studies, which must be done 

locally, is shortage of manpower and necessary facilities. Scientists with the required 

expertise in clinical pharmacology, obstetrics and gynaecology, epidemi9logy, biostatics, etc. 

are scarce all over the world, but particularly in developing countries. Clinical trials of existing 

methods of contraception seem so far to have held little appeal to scientists, in spite of the 

intellectual challenges they offer. Thus both consultants and training facilities are scarce. One 

solution adopted has been t0 put into a developing country a WHO research team, consisting of 

internati·onal and counterpart national staff, to carry out research and provide research 
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training. 

Studies of the endocrinological and metabolic effects of existing contraceptives 

require sophisticated laboratory facilities that are usually not available in developing 

countries. Purchasing of this costly equipment by WIIO has facilitated the selection of 

equipment most :1ppropriate to local conditions, at ·lower prices, and nearly always allows 

cus toms-free importation through \VIIO agreements with governments. It has also in part 

helped to solve the difficult problem of ensuring maintenance of the equipment, by insistance 

on the firms providing adequate guarantee of maintenance and spare parts. 

The identification of the institution, within a country, in which these resources 

might best be developed, has in certain cases proven difficult. The scientific criteria that 

need to be met are sometimes not reconcilable with the political considerations that may 

influence the local authorities' advocacy of a particular institution. There may even be 

disagreement between different government bodies such as the Medical Research Council, 

the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Education. 

The building up of these facilities takes time. · Continuity of support and stability of 

policy are needed from the institution, the government and the source of external assistance. 

Fluctuations in governments' attitudes to family planning have had their repercussions on 

research as well as on other aspects of the family planning programme. At other times, 

governments have changed the priority they place on research, and funding has been affected. 

There has alsobeen some instability in the source of funds (United Nations Fund for Population 

Activities) upon which WHO .has had to rely to build up these facilities, which do not come 

under the Organization's Regular Budget activities. 

It is often suggested that these costly facilities might be established on a regional 

basis, and that one laboratory could serve several countries. There is both political and 

scientific resistance to this concept, and the logistics of the transport of large numbers of 

blood and urine samples does in fact prove difficult. 

For certain questions requiring comparative study in several countries, such as : the 

effect of the pill in the presence of nutritional deficiencies, lack of experience in following 

accurately a common study protocol has been a considerable stumbling block, for instance 

in relation to observing correct sampling techniques, conducting unbiased inte.rviews, 

main tai ning quality control in laboratory work, and obtaining the very high follow-up rates of 

patients required for meaningful interpretation of the data. Maintenance of the required 

standards has called for considerable input of staff and consultant time, but has had a 

positive training value. 
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2. 1. 2. Dcv<'lopment of new methods of fertility regula-tion 

2.1.2.1. I1csc:1.rch problems :1.ncl projects 

E\·ery new advance in contraceptive teclmology has introduced family planning to 

aclclition:ll groups in the population while still, however, failing to meet the personal 

requirements of others. In 1972, therefore, the Organization expanded its programme of 

research to· develop new, safe, acceptable, and effective methods for the regulation of 

human fertility. Specific methods that are being developed in presently ongoing collaborative 

Task F_orces, involving 175 scientists in institutions in 31 countries, include: 

drugs: pills for men, new injectables for women, agents (prostaglandins) 

for the safe termination of pregnancy. 

devices: used to deliver contracei)tive drugs locally and at a constant release 

rate, to the uterus, cervix or vagina; those inserted in the uterus will also 

carry drugs to reduce pain, bleeding· and possibility of expulsion. 

procedures : to simplify sterilization techniques in women, including systems 

of delivering chemical occluding methods to the tubes that would not involve 

surgery and could be used by non-physicians. 

- "vaccines'' for fertility control in men and women. 

simple kits and techniques for the prediction and detection of ovulation for 

couples using the rhythm method of birth control 

Projects in these collaborative efforts are airected to early or later states of 

research on specific methods. This may be illustrated by reference to Figure 1 which shows 

the various steps in the development of a continuously administered contraceptive drug. The 

WHO projects may relate to one or several of the activities: in some instances, a compound 

may alreiJ.dy ~ave been developed by a pharmaceutical company, and WHO support is given 

to carry out the clinical trials while the company takes responsibility for the other steps, 

e.g. short- and long-term animal toxicity studies. In other cases, the WHO projects begin 

at the first step, · the elucidation of physiologocal mechanisms, and undertake either the 

complete development of the method or share the development ·costs by arranging collaborative 

projects with companies and institutions receiving funding fromother sources. A variety of 

management and systems analyses techniques are being applied in these projects to derive 

estimates of time, cost ,and probabilities of success. 

Social scientists are contributing to the exploration of further potential leads for 

new birth control methods through a collaborative effort to define the characteristics of 

potential methods of fertility regulation that might affect their acceptance in various socio

cultural settings. Biomedical scientists will then be asked to translate these socio-cultural 
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~pccificaticms into therapeutic methods. Research is starting on the value ascribed in 

different. communities to reversibility of contraceptive action, the importance of such 

side effects as amenorrhea, the potential~ by men of pills or injections for the control 

of their fertiltity, and the characteristics of various indigenous methods of fertility 

regulation . 

. Other problems that require to be overcome in developing new methods are lack 

of suitable animal models for reproduction res} arch in general, and for the assessment 

of mutagenicity, carcinogenicity and teratogenicity. and disagreement on procedures 

for the testing in man of new agents. These difficulties have led to increasing pressure· 

to formulate giudelines that are scientifically sound, economically acceptable, that safe

guard the health of the public, and do not hamper active research in the field. WHO has 

convened two international meetings on these problems. The first (held in Sukhumi, USSR) 

focused on the use of non·-human primates for research in reproduction 1 , the other on 

pharmacological models in contraceptive development2 , brought together some 60 scientists 

from national drug regulatory agencies, drug companies, and academic institutions. It 

provided the first opportunity for the three groups that are principally concerned with 

contraceptive devel0pment to meet. Some support has also been given by WHO to research 

on the possible value of animal species that have so far not been used for studies in 

reproductive biology. 

A network of WIIO clinical research centres on human reproduction has been 

established to provide a ready facility for testing with common protocols new methods 

e'merging from the collaborative research projects described above, or methods from other 

sources (other organizations, individual scientists, industry). This international mechanism 

should help avoid the problems encountered in the past with clinical trials of contraceptive 

methods, in which results obtained in Western subjects were unjustifiably generalized to 

other populations, or in which data derived from studies based on different protocols could 

not be compared. 

Another mechanism for stimulating research on new methods of fertility regulation 

is support to relatively large groups of scientists . in academic institutions identified for their 

interest and achievement in this area of research. WHO support aims at. foster~ the multi

disciplinary aspect of their work and expanding their present research and training activities. 

Although there are precedentsin such fields as cancer research, neurobiology and molecular 

1 The Use of Non-Human Primates inResearch on Human Reproduction: WHO Symposium, 
Sukhumi, 1971. 

2 Pharmacological Models in Contraceptice Development: WHO Symposium, Geneva, 1973 . 
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biology, this approach has hardly been attempted so far in reproduction research. Four 

institutions have been designated WIIO Research and Training Centres in Human Reproduction. 
J 

2.1. 2. 2. Obs t:-tcles encountered. ::md lessons learnt 

Thie particular aspect of WHO's research programme is only two years old, and it 

is cle:1.rly too early to judge it in terms of output. Some positive lessons have been learnt, 

some ob!=;tacles have emerged. Probably the most striking of the latter has been the reluctance 

of university scientists from many disciplines to commit themselves to "mission-oriented" 

research. This applies not only to biological and physical scientists but also to the social 

scientists needed for the programme. 

Considerable staff effort has gone into showing the intellectual challenge that the 

mission-oriented and collaborative effort can offer, and that such research includes.study at 

the fund:Lmental level - albeit on clearly defined issues - as well as at the applied. It has thus 

been possible to bring an increJ sing number of scientists into the programme. An added element 

of atiraction for many scientists has been the opportunity afforded by the WHO programme to 

work with high level scientists from other countries on socially relevant problems. Similarly, 

the programme has drawn collaboration from industry that might not otherwise have 

prevailed between competing firms. Certain firms have, for example, provided compounds 

for further development that might otherwise have remained shelved. 

Scepticism was expressed, when the programme was first mooted, on the ability of an 

international bureaucracy such as WHO to contribute directly to the complex process of drug 

and device development in fertility control. Figure 1 shows the many steps involved that require 

planning and monitoring, but does not reflect the variety of institutions and agencies that need 

to be involved. Did an international civil service have the necessary vision, the capacity for 

taking rapid decisions, the scientific knowledge to control such a programme? As was mentioned 

above, it is too early to give a definite answer to these questions as far as results go. However, 

experience to date shows that the structure of WHO allows the setting up in a. relatively short 

period of time a multinational, multidisciplinary research network of high calibre. The use of 

management techniques is proving useful in monitoring the large number of projects involved. 

A major factor in ensuring the success of the programme will be the ability to 

continue to attract staff with the combination of scientific lmowledge, managerial ability, 

commitment to the development of therapeutic agents, a multidisciplinary background, a 

capacity for team work, and an international sensitivity and outlook. There are few such 

individuals, and though the conditions of work at WHO are good, some qualified candidates have 

not joined because they could do better elsewhere financially and in terms of long-term security. 
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This p:1rhcul:1.r part of \VIIO's research programme is supported entirely from special 

' olunLny contributions from several governments and one private found:1.tion. The donors 

have ;lilo\\"ed great flexibility in the administration of the funds, and certain of them, 

reali zing the time required for the development of any new contraceptive agent, have 

indicated three to five year funding commitments. Although the donors have accepted one 

of the basic premises of the programme, that research should be carried out wherever it 

can best and most quickly be done, it has been a source of disquiet at times that substantial 

funds ha.ve either found their way back to the actual donor countries, or to .scientists of 

other developed countries, especially the United States that is not contributing financially 

to this programme. 

2. 2. Aborti on 

2. 2. 1. nesea.rch problems and proj ects 

In countries \vhich in recent years have legalized termination of pregnancy, 

authorities have raised many questions such as the relative merits of various techniques 

for termination at different stages of pregnancy, the dangers, if any, of repeated abortion, 

the staff a.nd facilities required for the different methods, the interrelations between provision 

of abortion and use of contraceptive m ethods. 

Techniques for the termination of pregnancy are being assessed in multi -centred 

studies in relation to immediate complications and long-term sequelae. For example, a 

therapeutic trial is comparing in Singapore and Yugoslavia the rate and nature of short-term 

(up to 28 days) complications when termination is performed by vacuum aspiration under 

general or local anaesthesia, as an outpatient or inpatient procedure. The study will be 

extended to India in 1974. Investigations of the long-term sequelae from legally induced 

abortion began in 1974 in seven countries to determine whether there is an increased risk 

of subsequent infertility, premature delivery, or of foetal wastage. The demand by many 

women for sterilization at the time of abortion has raised the question as to whether the two 

procedures should be carried out simultaneously or whether sterilization should be delayed 

for some time. The problem is the subject of a WHO project. 

The provision of termination of pregnancy has made demands on the health services 

that have raised various operational questions. Research is planned on several of these issues 

such as : the social and psychological characteristics of women that influence their decisions 

to resort to abortion; alternative ways of organizing referral and care during termination of 

pregnancy; various approaches to the provision of other methods of birth control after abortion. 

2. 2. 2. Obstacles encountered and lessons learnt 

In spite of the complexity of the subject, it has been possible to develop this part of 
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the prop;r:<mme in :1 rel:<ti\·e ly short period of time because of the small number lof experts 

from different public he:<lth :<ncl soci:<l science instit-utions who were interested in the question 

were g-l:<d to come together to pbn a concerted international effort. In an area where research 

h:-ts sometimes been subject to bi:<s (either for or against abortion), the research protocols 

desig-ned in the \VIIO programme have been welcomed Qy collaborating centres. 

2. 3. Patte rns of family formation and health 

2. 3. 1. Research problems and projects 

Different patterns of family formation, in the sense of timing and spacing of births 

and the total size of the family, are associated with different risks to the health of mothers 

and children and other members of the family. Studies, carried out so far in developed 

countries, have shown the considerably higher mortality and morbidity of older (over 30), 

higher parity (over 4) women and their offspring. This in itself constitutes a solid rationale 

for family planning. In order to validate these findings in developing countries, collaborative 

st-udies on relationships between family formation and health were started by WHO in 1970 

in India, Iran, Lebanon and Turkey. They were rapidly extended to other countries owing 

to the interest they generated in both countries with ongoing family planning programmes 

(e.g. Philippines, Pakistan and Egypt) and others with ,little or no commitment to family 

planning (e.g. Colombia and Syria). 

In these studies, social, economic, cultural and health data are collected through 

interviews; gynaecological and paediatric examinations and psychological tests are also 

performed. These data provide "benchmarks" on morbidity associated with unregulated 

reproduction as well as on attitudes to and acceptance of the practice of family planning. 

Another aspect of the studies is c'oncerned with the eh.'tent to which decisions regarding 

family planning are influenced by real or anticipated infant and child mortality. Data from 

five of the collaborating study centres have been analysed. 

2. 3. 2. Obstacles encountered and lessons learnt 

Research of this kind is difficult since it is essentially multifactorial, with the 

biological intimately related to the social, cultural a® economic. This makes it necessary 

to collect a great deal of data which requires multivariate analysis.Access to large computer 

facilities is essential for centralized data analysis. The data themselves are difficult to 

collect since much of the information is of a personal nature. Use of local personnel is 

indispensable, and the studies require the combined efforts of professional and field staif 

from several disciplines. 

Despite the apparent lack of scientists with experience in this particular area of 

research, it wa.s found possible to draw together capable multidisciplinary groups, challenged 
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by the subject ~nct who welcomed ~;uid~nce and coordination fro.m an international 

orgn.nizn.tion such n.s WIIO. The~e groups are now able to proceed to more detailed study 

of some of the hypotheses that the preliminary investigation is suggesting as well as to 

other problems in the fields of fn.mily planning. 

2. 4. Opcrn.tions rcs cn.rch in f:1.mily pl:l.nning 

2. 4 . 1. Hesen.rch problems and projects 

A variety of questions arise in the planning, implementation .and evaluation of 

family planning programmes. They range from very specific points regarding the delivery 

of care at the consumer level to broad questions of organizational strategy. The WHO 

research programme follows two main approaches: 

(a) Programme trials of methods of fertility regulation 

The introduction of any new method in family planning programme inevitably brings 

in a new set of variables for the administrator: 

what will be the reaction of the population to this method? 

how should the method be presented to the population? what terminology should 

be used? 

what types of personnal does it require? 

does its introduction imply a major rethinking of the service structure? For 

instance, if a male pill becomes available, how does one ensure that it reaches 

the mal e population and is ·used correctly and continuously? 

Carefully conducted programme trials of new methods, carried out prior to their 

introduction in the family planning, programme, will help give at least a partial answer to 

these questions . 

This app roach also fl:pplies to the study of problems that arise with methods already 

in use in family planning programmes; for instance, a sudden drop in the acceptance rate of 

a specific method, or an "epidemic" of discontinuation of use. Ongoing WHO studies address 

t hcmsel ves to such questions as r easons for discontinuation of use of the IUD in Egypt, or 

the "pill' in urban clinics in Thailand. 

(b) Org anizational strategies for family planning care 

In view of the newness of family planning and of considerable constraints in terms 

of availability of staff and facilities, research is urgently needed to obtain the best utilization 

of services, maximize their efficiency, and propose new approaches to the delivery of family 

planning care. Typical questions that arise are: 

the mix of contraceptives to be provided 

the integration o~ family planning care with other priority health activities, such 

as general maternity and child care 
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the rcsposibilitics (c. g. for contacting women, or for inserting contraceptive 

devices, distributing pills, following up patients) and workloads to be given 

to different categories of manpower (e. g. physician, nurse, auxiliary) in a 

health service to achieve a given family planning objective. The same activities 

tasks in different countries may hav~1o be performed by different categories 

of personnel and in different health service settings 

the value of domiciliary care for family planning 
j 

the most appropriate indices to be used for evaluating family planning activities 

in health services in different countries. 

Some of the WHO-sponsored operational research studies address themselves to 

several of these issues simultaneously, while others focus on one particular problem. For 

·instance, in a project in a rural ar~f Thailand ,which so far has not been exposed to family 

planning, the "cafeteria" approach to the provision. of method· is being examined. National 

family planning programmes have tended to offer only one method at any one period, and the 

question remains whether some of the setbacks in these programmes may be due to failure 

to provide for the varying requirements of the consumers. This WHO study is investigating 

the factors that affect the selection by the consumer of a specific method, its successful use, 

and reasons for discontinuation, when several alternative methods are provided on a free,. 

informed and unbiased basis. 

Support has been given by WHO to a study in rural India on the provision by auxiliary 

personnel of family care in various combinations with other health activities; these include 

services for women and for children. The number of auxiliary health workers was kept 

constant in four study "cells", each consisting of three or four villages. Preliminary results 

show a higher level of family planning practice in the villages in which family planning was 

provided with another health activity. The extent and manner in which traditional birth 

attendants can participate in family planning care are being reviewed in a study in the 

Philippines. 

Several WHO studies are examining certain obstacles that have been identified in 

family planning in order to improve approaches and content of related health education and to 

develop methods to increase consumer participation in the planning and management of services: . . 

attitudes of consumers and providers to family planning; community attitudes; communication 

channels; role of mothers' clubs; acceptance of teclmological innovations. On the whole, 

information and education activities have neglected husbands ~d male methods of birth 

control, and practically no attempt has been made to inform them about the use of ruDs 

and pills by their wives. An operational research p'roject in Turkey is giving particular 

emphasis to this question. 
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.. 2. 4. 2. Ol)st:1cles encountered :-t.nd lessons le:-t.rnt 

Dy the very n:1.ture of the complex f:-t.ctors to vihich these studies address themselves, 

they need to be c:-t.rried out in :1. gre:-t.t v:-t.riety of settings. 
'-

Perh:1pS even more th:1.n in other areas of research, a major difficulty in getting 

such studies st:trted at the n:1.tional level, where they must obviously be done by local 

staff, is the shortage of tr:tined personnel. Several disciplines are needed besides operations 

rese:trch, and a team appro:tch is essential. 

A m:-t.jor limiting factor to WHO's efforts in this field has been the absence of staff 

positions to develop this progr:1.mme. This is to be deplored ·since this sensitive area of 

service research is one in which many governments would welcome WHO assistance, where 

they are reluctant to accept aid from elsewhere. 

2. 5. Sterility, foetal development, labour and lactation . 

2. 5. 1. Rese:-t.rch problems and projects 

Sterility is a relatively neglected field, despite the fact that, in some countries, 

the problem is reported to reach public health proportions. WHO has received requests from 

sever:-tl African countries for assistance in determining the extent and causes of sterility with 

the object of establishing appropriate prevetive and curative methods. It has often been claimed 

that venereal diseases are the major etiological factors, but this assumption does not rest on 

fi.rm evidence. Protocols are being developed for various approaches to field studies and to 

the development of the research manpower and facilities required. 

The conditions that contribute to perinat:-tl morbidity and mortality vary widely in 

incidence in different parts of the world, but premature onset of labour is a major factor 

everywhere, with the highest mortality in the more immature infants. The relative inaccess- · 

ibility of the human foetus has been a barrier to scientific study. WHO studies in Japan and 

Switzerland have been evaluating the the impact of environmental hazards on the foetus. A 

protocol for a WHO-sponsored multi-centred trial is being developed to determine the 

efficacy and possible dangers of corticosteroids which are presently being widely administered 

to the mother to induce pulmonary maturation in tbe foetus, and thus avoid one of the main 

causes of infant mortality, the respiratory distress syndrome in the newborn. 

A considerable effort has also been devoted at a WHO Research Centre in Uruguay 

to research on labour, in particular to manoeuvres and medications used in the management 

of normal labour. It has led to recommendations on procedures that are to be avoided, 

as well as on situations in which active inter.vention during labour is required. T.he management 

of foetal distress in utero has been studied in France and the USSR. 
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As part of a collaborative study on patterns and trends of breastfeeding and factors 

influencing them, some research will be conducted on the influence of breastfeeding on the 

return of ovulation and the effects of hormonal and other contraceptives on the volume and 

composition of breast mille The possible transfer of contraceptive steroids or their 
metabolites to the child will also be investigated. 

2. 5. 2. Obstacles encountered and lessons learnt 

In spite of the interest of governments in assistance from WHO on the subject of 

sterility, this programme is only at its beginning; the level of clinical practice and 

research is poor on this subject, making it difficult to set up a major international 

collaborative effort. l\lorcover, in the countries where the problem of sterility appears 

to be most acute, the orientation of clinical researcp workers is primarily towards the rarer 

endocrinological causes which are presently of interest in more developed countries. It is 

difficult to find scientists with a community orientation to carry out the demographic, 

· epidemiological and sociological investigations needed to determine the causes of sterility 
and to think in terms ofthe preventive services that might be needed. 

The situation is somewhat different as regards researc.h in foetal biology, pregnancy 

and labour. Here not only is there great· interest among biologists and clinicians, but also 

there exists a reservoir of talent that would welcome involvement in international studies. 

WHO does not, however, have funds either for coordinating or for supporting such studies. 

Whereas the funds available to WHO for research on fertility regulation have increased very 

considerably over the past few years to about $10 million a year, the small amounts for 

research on foetal biology, pregnancy ana labour have actually decreased to below $100, 000. 

3. CONC LUDING REMARKS 

The description given above has indicated how varied can be the approaches to 

international collaboration in research on human reproduction and family planning. The 

possibilities of achievement in different areas are subject to different constraints: sometimes. 

as is the case with sterility, it may be deficient knowledge, in others. it may be a shortage 

of manpower at the international or national level as for operations research on family 

planning, many areas are hampered by the lack of continuity in funding, in some instances 

current fashions may virtually exclude an area, such as research on pregnancy, from support 

at the international leveL 

But the common lesson that has been learnt in developing the WHO programme, is 

that there is a very positive atiitude among scientists to international collaborative research, 

and that by tapping this wiilingness and talent the scope of research can actually be 

considerably extended, Care needs, however, to be constantly exerted in order not to 
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dr::tw scientists , either by the availability of funding or the broader prospects offered by 

intern::ttion:Ll colbbor:Ltion, :1way from research on local and national priorities. 

This d:1nger is most easily avoided where some structure for the administration 

of rese:1rch exists at the national level to define coherent research policy in this field 

and to provide mechanisms for the implementation of the research programme. It is 

surprising how seldom, in developed as well .as developing countries, a research policy has been 

been formulated in hum:Ln reproduction and family planning as· well as in other areas of 

health research. External assistance and training in science policy and research organization 

in family planning and human rc;production has rarely been offered, or for that matter, 

requested. It would seem that few assistance agencies wish to spend funds on such activities 

that h:1ve little visibility and no quick returns, and few recipients have insisted on using 

research funds for this preliminary groundwork. The Organization is attempting to remedy 

this deficiency by bringing together policy makers and administrators responsible for 

research in human reproduction and family planning in a series of working groups to define 

the major issues and strategic approaches. 
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/ 24th Pugrrash Conference on Science and Horld Affairs 

Baden near Vienna, Austria, September 1974 

?. Calogero (Italy) XXIV-15 

Di01.logue of Strategic Systems 

(Interlocutors: Salviati, Sagredo, Sicplicio) 

s~.l.: A few centuries ago we met to debate an issue that, albeit 

of a scientific nature, had a major philosophical impact, hence, 

especially in the long run, a profound influence on •·rorld affairs. 

~he ~ain difficulty that stood then in the way of agreement was tho 

contrast betvreen those of us who 1-rere prepare·d to abandon long held 
and }deas; 

beliefs 0::1. the basis . of n_ew evidence A and those vrho refused to givo 

(1) 

up the traditional doctrines. It is therefore appropriate that we meet 

today again, to debate an issue that, although quite different from 

that discussed in our previous dialogue, might be of coQparable 

i~portance to world affairs. 

Sasr.: You are quito right in p6inting out the topicality, and 

importance, of the debate on strategic systems, although your linkage 

to our previous debate is rather biased. 

Sim::>l.: Indeed in matters of great political relevance tradition 

is itself a major element of the equation. For instance, when we defend 

the ~i~, it is not only because of the perfect nature of the number 

Three, e) and because if in some, however unlikely, contingency, the 

retaliatory capability of one of its components 1-rere to become 

unreliable, we would still have two systems left, so that if ia some, 

however unlikely, contingency, one more of its components were to 

become unreliable, 1-1e vlOuld still be left with one . Actually the 

ar~~ent is considerably more subtle. The fact is that once we have 

a Triad,_ our transition to a posture based on anything less than that 

(for i:J.stance, only on Two strategic component~, each of which able by 

its~l~ to inflic unacceptable damage in a ret~liatory strike) might 

be perceived by our adversaries ~s a sign of weakness, and therefore 

mignt oislead them into believing that they could try to evince out 

of it soQe political advantage. Pressure, coni~rontation and crisis 
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could e;~,siliy folloH from a miscalculation of this nature. ( 3) And 

"there is wOre to it i for even if Our Ol.dVersarios, '\·ThO knot-/ the f .. cts, 

~ig~t well =ealize the fallacy and danger of construing ~ny ;~,dvantage 

out of such a si tu;~.tio.n 7 others \olhO are ouch less .knov-Iledgeable - be 

they ot:.r allies, or in tho non-aligned sector - might be misled into 

iz:terpretir.g our change of posture as an indicator of vroetkness; and 

~!lis oi6ht ;;.dversely affect our world-Nide interests. 

Sa~.: Thia argument has to me a deja vu flavor. Docs it not 

boil down to fe~ of any novel development, lest it shatters the 

st•:tus quo? Of course, it is a strong argument, as vTO know from 

. . (4 ) b t pre~ous ezper~once; u it is certainly based on a very myopic 

pc:::'spective. 

Sal.: I could not agree with you more. But let me get to the 

~ain point. The resources allocated to strategic weapons by the major 

po•e:::'s have been growing enormously (or, as some say, obscenely) over 

t2:.o last, say, tHenty years; and much more has grotm tho destructive. 

potential of these \'Ieapons. 1-/he·re is such a divergent process leading 

us to? EoN ~uch of a premium should be put on stopping, and indeed 

reve:::'sing, this process? 

Si1:1 ol.: We are well aware of the dangers implicit in the. continual 

g:::'Owth of the size and sophistication of strategic arsenals. For . this 

reason 'tre are careful not to initiate developments that might force 

the other side to accelerate the race; indeed we have given up trying 

to achieve the capability of a disarming first strike. But as long as 

the other side is racing - indeed, ahead of us in terms of several 

strategic par~eters - it is only prudent that we keep up. Tho maintainanco 

of a strategic b~lance is indeed essential to preserve the equilibrium, 

on w~ich political detente is based. 

SafT.: But in many strategic indicators it is your side that is 

~ead, ~d the other th~t is trying to catch· up. Yet you are now going 

for ~ expansion of your strategic forces, that appe~s directed to 

a counterforce role. 

Si !'~ml.: --- I repeat, we ~e eager to begin a reduction of the 
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str;;:.t_cgic forces by mutual agreement and on terms of parity. That is 

our first preference. And we would be quite contont if both sides 

avoided tbe ac~~isition of major counterforce capabilities. But \Ve 

are . troubled by the momentum of the weapons of the other side, and 

;.;e sir.:ply c01..nnot igno:re the prospect of a grmo~ing disparity bet-rreen 

the two r:;:,:..jor nuclear porTers. \·le do not propose to let an opponent 

th=eaten a major component of our forces without our being ~ble to 

pose a co:::~pe.r:..ble threat. \ie do not propose to let an enemy ·put us 

in a position where we are left with no more than a capability to hold 

his cities hostage after the first phase of a nuclear conflict. And 

certainly we do not propose to see an enemy threaten one or more of 

our a.llie s ;Ii th his nuclear capabilities in the expectation th-.t we 

would lack the flexibility .and resolve to strike back at his assets 

c~d those of ~ country ·supporting the threat) in such .. way as to 

o~e his efforts both high in cost and ultimately unsuccessful. 

None of this should be taken to mean that exact symmetry must oxist 

between the two offensive forces. Our side is willing to tolerate the 

existence of as~etries provided that, in an er-. of -.lleged parity, 

t.b.ey do not all favor one party. But •·:e are not prepared to -.ccept a. 

- situation in which all the visible ~symmetries point in one direction. 

Sa.;,-r.: And l-lha.t do you moan by "visible 11 ? 

Simol.: This is a good question. The point is of course that 

u:less it is un~biguously clear that no imbalance or trend i~ in the 

cards_whi~h · might be interpreted as favo~ing the adversary- unless 

this is cryst~l clear to friends and foes - prudence requires that we 

take appropriate me-.sures to restore that confidence which is after 

all the fund-.r:lent-.1 guarantor of pe-.ce and of detente •• 

Sal.: Eut if the other side takes a similar stand, is this not 

the recipee for indefinite continu-.tion of the str-.tegic arms r-.ce? 

And let :o ask once more, where is this going to lead us to, in the 

long run? 

Sim::>l.: In the long run, you kno•-t, we shall -.11 be de-.d. 

Sa~.: This is-. good joke, .but surely an irresponsible sta.nd 

Dn~ ~ ne~ision maker (~nd also for-. str-.tegic analyst). For instance• 
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b.o·,.; d.o you envisage· coping \vi th nuclear proliferation? Do you think 

you c~~ stop the proces~ in an environment in which the strategic 

aros race between the Superpowers goos on unabated? Or you have givon 

up worrying about it? 

Si:;:ol.: The prevention of nuclear vleapo.nS proliferation stomds. 

very high on our list of priorities. Have wo not signed and ratified 

t~e 1;on Proliferation Treaty, and indeed tried to convince all other 

co~tries to accede to it? 

Sac-.: And. l'o"hat about the prevention of" the so called "vertical" 

proliferation, namely the strategic arms race between the Superpowers, 

that was supposed to be a sort of guid pro guo in exchange for tho 

renour:.ciation by other countries to· go militarily nuclear? After tho 

NPT, we have witnessed and are witnessing substantial technological 

and n~erical expansions in the strategic weapons of the nuclear weapons 

powers, and especially the Superpowers, USA and USSR; not to mention 

the slap in the face.reprosented by the last agreement on underground 

nuclear testing,Which is really something like a bad joke. 

Sinor.: We are continuing to negotiate in SALT, and,,as I indicated 

above, our position is a reasonable, peace~loving, one; it is the other 

sid.e that insists in trying to get, ·or retain, some a4vantages, at least 

in so~e sectors. 

All you have said up l;o no•-r - and moreover, an objective 

analysis of the developments over tho last ye~s - implies that it is 

ucl.ikely that any substantial SALT agreem~nt l-rill be achieved, unless. some-

~g drastic occurs (a major nuclear accident? a major socioeconomic 

crisis?). Short of that, I continue to believe that the only (faint) 

hope for a significant disarmament agreement (i. o., one resulting 

e.ventu.ally in substantial weapon reductions) lies in a change of focus 

i!l the SALT negotiations to escape the parity argument, which gets, 

eventu~lly interpreted so that each sido cannot afford to bo inferior 

in ter~s of ~ strategic indicator - an argument that, even if overruled 

in the negotiating process, pops up again (and no less d~~agingly) in 

the ensuing debate within the decision making system of each Superpower. 
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IndeeQ such ar~uonts could be largely bypassed by structuring 

~he ;~.gree:nent in terms of .a procedure; namely, rathor th;m trying 

(-.:;:successfully) to agree on \·that to reduce, to negotiate instead 

~ht' rules of a disarna:uent sh.heme. which might .be e·asily devised so 

as to i~~ly over the years substantial weapon reductions, providing 

~hroughout the process maximal security to every pa~ty. The procedural 

r-u.le~ could be symmetrical, although they \.;ould result in unsyt1motrical 

- bu~ bala~ced - reductions, corresponding to the objective lack of 

s~T~et~y that characterizes the real world; thus
1
the hawkish criticism 

ch;:.rging the negotiators with sell-out and gullible acceptance of unfair 

ter:ls should be so:ne\·That muted. !.Iibreover, such -. procedure v1ould decouple 

the intern~l debate within the decision making system of each Superpower 

ove::- \ihat to reduce from the decision to accept' the onse-t of the 

disAX~aoent schem~. a decision that could therefore be taken more on 

the b;~.sis of general principles and lon~er range perspectives, with 

~uch less scope for bureaucratic attrition. 

To illustrate what I have in mind it is perhaps appropriate to recall 

the "archeological" example. "\·ihen an archeological expedition undort-...'<:e s 

~ ca~pai~ of excavations in a foreign country; it must of course ask 

;>e~::lis.sio!'l. ~rom the government of th-.t country. !-1any countries grant 

such permission under the provision that only a certain fraction, say, 

one-half, of the material (statues, vases, etc.) discovered be exported; 

the rest is to be left behind and displayed in. host musoums. Therofor.e . 

at the end of the .excavations,the archeologists and officials of the 

host country must meet to divide the total bounty ~nto two parts. 

Clearly, should a negotiation start l-Ti th this provision, it would cost 

likely end in a stalemate, in view of the great difficulty in assessing 

the v;.lue ot the different items. This \·Tould happen even if both pa:b.ties 

started with the bost of intentions to agree on a fair division ~ccording 

~o the accepted 50-50 rule. But a very simple trick succeeds in 

co::1;>.letely byp-.ssing the controversy over the coQparative ·v;l.lue of each 

ite~: the archeologists divide all the material into two equal lots, 

exercising their own judgement, and the officials of the host country 

sub~equently choose one of the tl·TO lots. 

~his ex-.mple points to the possibility of inventing a procedure to 

achieve a goal desired by two parties which avo~ds tho controversy that 
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'l..,rould al::1ost certainly erupt if its impl~mentation l·Tero instead attempted 

by direct negotiation. 

The problem of limiting the strategic arms race between the .suporpowers 

is ~r.alogous if we believe that the chief decision-makers in the 

United States and in the Soviet Union do wish to achieve this aim, but 

find its attai~~ent extremely hard· due to the difficulties inherent in 

the negotiating process." (5) Indeed, the adaptation of such an approach 

to disaru:1ament is not difficult, although non trivial; its practi-eality 

has been discussed in some detail clseHhere. (5)· 

Of course, disarmament proposals that· take an across-the-board 

app~oach - such as overall budget limitations (whichdo, however, raise 

difficult problems of their O\'ln) - also partake of the same general 

philosophy. 

Sagr.: You may be right. But you know, that's just not the w~ 

iniernational treaties are made. 

Sal.: Well, I wonder. But let me return to the central issue. 

Since time i~~emorial it was prudent for a man, or a nation, to be as 

·well equipped as poesible to counter any conceivable threat. In 

in-ternational affairs, to be \-lell prepared for l'rar rras the recommended 

policy to maintain peace ( 11si vis pacem, para bellum"). In this context, 

.having mo~e strategic options at one 1 s disposal could only be con d.de.red.. 

desirable.. Such a concept is therefore doeply engrained in the psychology 

of the public at large, and of the politicians and decision makers ~who 

are their leaders. To be sure, there is now some realization that, in 

so~e cases, having more options at one's disposal may fore~ others to 

strive for the acquisition of similar options, the end result being a 

net loss for almost all the par~ies involved (the exception being 

represented by those groups \·Ihose interests, economic or bureaucratic, 

are vested in the continuation and expansion of the ·arms race)~ Indeed, 

as ~e just heard, a lot of lip service is p~id tQ such concepts; moreover, 

it was just the emergence of such an understanding that brought into 

being the ABb1 Treaty. Yet concepts that have a millen.nial - historic 

background are slo\-1 to change t much too slow as compared to the 

increasingly rapid pace of technological development. This ·is, it 

see~:~s to me, the fundamental problem that \-Ie face j and the origin of 
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our frustrations; it takes much too long to remove obsolescent conceptions ; 

a.;1d. es :lecially so, uhen clever analysts try to recast them in sophisticated 

ter.:1~ (nflexioility11
), sounding much like thePtolomeists of' Galilee's 

time~ with their eccentrics and epicycles •••• (
6) 

S<l.<-:-r.: Hhat you are saying is probably correct, and yet rather 

useless, since it haz little, if any, normative content. 

Sal.: True; but ideas are important; and so is intellectual 

honesty. Thu~ let us at least try to expose the f'allacie~ where wo 

believe \ole :spot them; and insist in rais~ng basic questions, even if 

they sound unsophisticated. The main one is: .whore are we heading ~r 

in the lo!lg run, that is, 'over the next f'ew decades? 
~ 

'--. 

( l) G. Galileo, DiD.logo dei l-ias simi S;btemi (Di-.loguo of the Gre-.t 

no=ld Systems), 1632. The main sciontif'ic issue debated in this book 

(the m;;;.jor work by Galilee) is the comparison between theP!;olemaic 

(Earth-centered) and the Copernican (Sun-centered) systems. 

Si:nol.: " ••• Non avete, primieramente, che oltre alle tre 

d~ensioni llO!l ve n 1 e altra, perche il tre e ogni cosa, o 1 l tre 

e ~er tutte le banda? e cio non vien egli conf'ermato con 1 1 autorita 

o dottrina de~ i Pittagorici, che dicono che tutte le coso son 

~eter~i~ato da tre, principia, mezo e f'ine, che e il numero del tutto? 

E do7e lasciato voi 1 1 altra ragione, cioe cho 1 quasi per legge naturale, 

cot.r n~ero si usa ne• sacrif'izi degli Dei? e che, dettante pur cosi 

la ~;;;.tura, alle coso che son tre, e non a meno, attribuiscono il titolo 

di tutte? perche di due si dice amendue, e non si dice tutto; ma di 

tro, si bene ••• ", ibidem. ("Don't you have primarily that, besides 

the three dimensions there is none other, because the throe is all, 

and everrhhere? and is this not confirmed with the authority and 

doctrine of tho Pythagoreans, \V'ho say that all things are determined 

by three, beginning, middle and end 1 that is the numberof everything? 

And where do you place the other argument, namely that almost by natural 

law, euch number is used in tho sacrifices of' the Gods? and that, by 
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nature, of three t~ings, and not of less, it is ~aid all? because of ., 
t ;.;o it is said both. 01.nd not all; but of three, you do ••• ). 

( 3 ) This Bentence, 01.s well as sovcr01.l others in the following, are 

verbatim quotes from a recent official document l-rri tton by a 

major str~tegic analyst and decision maker (easily recogniz01.blc by 

the o~porta). Thoso quotoa have not boon identified 01.a it would be 

unfair to 01.ssociato these points of view i-Tith tho one side that is 

~ore candid in expounding thorn. Indeed, judging ' from the decisions 

on ~eapons developments and deployments, such points of view must 

~~y gre01.t weight within the decision making systems of both 

Superpowers. 

(4) "Dico cho lri pare che V. P. et il signor Galilee facciano 

p:rudente~ente a contentarsi di parlare ex suppositionc e non 

assolut~~ente, come io ho sempre creduto che habbia parlato il 

Coper~ico. Porche il dire che, supposto che la terra si muova e il 

sole stia fermo~ si salvano tutte 1' apparenze meglio che con porro 

gli occe~trici et epicicli, e benissimo detto, e non ha pericolo 

nessuno; o questo basta al mat ~matico: ma volere affermare che realmente 

il sole stia nel centro del condo e solo si rivolti in se stosso 

senza correre dall 1 oriente i n occidente, e che la terra stia ncl 3° 

cielo e giri con somma volocita intorno al sole, e cosa molto pericolosa 

~on solo d' irritare tutti i filosofi e theologi scholastici, ma anco 
II 

di nuocere alla Santa Fede con rendere false le Scritture Sante;J•• • 

("I say that you and mister Galileo ;.rould be well advised to speak 

hypot.b.etico:~.lly and not absolutely, as I - always thought ·copernico ·did. 

Because to say that, assuming the Earth moves and the Sun st~nds, 

one can roconcilo all evidence· better than by introducing the eccentrics 

and epicycles, is well put, and involves no danger; and this suffices 

to the m~thematician; but tQ actually say that the sun is at tho 

ce~tor of the world and only revolves unto itself without running 

from Orient to Occident, and that the Earth is in the third heaven 

and rotates with extreme velocity around tho Sun, this is something 

that stands in great dangor not only to irritate all scholastic philosophere 

-.nd theologians, but also to damage the 'li6ly Faith by proving the 
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Hol:>- Scriptures to be wrong; ••• 11 ) .From a letter by cardinal Roberto 

3ellar~ino to the Carmelitan monk P. A. Foscarini, in Opere di Galilee 

Galilei, XII, PP• 171-172. 

( 5) · F. Calogero, Proceedings of the Twenty-Second Pugwash Conference 

on Science ~d World Affairs (Oxford, Engl~d, 1972), PP• 305-317. A 

slig~tly revised version of thi~ paper (from which the sontenco quoted 

~ere has been t~en) has been published in Scienco and Public Affairs 

(3ulletin of the Atomic Scientists) £2, 16-22 (19J3). 

(6) A:t the time of Galil.eo theFtolemaic_, Earth-centered, theory had 

~eached an extreme degree of sophistication, to accomodate the large 

bo~ of detailed astronomical data. Indeed, according to some science 

histori~s, these sophisticated refinements allowed this theory to 

fit the experimental evidence then available evon better than the 

Copernican, Sun-centered, model did; although of course the basic 

conception was totally wrong. Is this a lesson? 
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POWER TO IMAGINATION 

XXIV-16 -

In Paris in '68, one could read on the walls: "L'imagination au pouvoir" 

(power to imagination). The idea that some entirely new approach has to be found, 

so that a problem apparently impossible to solve can be treated, · seems relevant 

to the intricate political situation in the Near East. It is very difficult to imagine 

that knots can be untied if one goes on quoting sacramental sentences from the· 

p2.5t : rights can always be opposed to other rights; it is a fact that no boundary 

exists that has not been the result ofa balance pf forces and a compromise. One 

can say that no boundary exists that h~ been considered the best solution by any_ 

of the countries involved. If one does not wish a new war to occur, one must 

look for the combination of two less than ideal but acceptable solutions. 

On examining, for instance, the history of the boundaries between France 

and Germany, obviously one can say that Alsace was a German country before 

the seventeenth century and that it was practically a German country just before 

the First World War, but that it was French from the seventeenth century to 1870 

and from 1918 to the present. Today, it is French again, but many people living 

there work in Getmany; indeed, the European Economic Community, which was 

the hope of very few dreamers fifty years ago, now makes the entire problem 

obsolete. Whon one reads what the French and German jingoists wrote before or 

immediately after the First World War, it is obvious why two wars have occurred; 

everyone had solid historical reasons to feel self-righteous: something entirely new 

had to be found to make a solution possible. 

When one looks at the situation in the Near East and when one listens to 

the people involved, it is difficult not to think that the last one to speak is always 

right. and he probably is; but the problem is not to be right or wrong, it is ~o be 

able to forget one's own point of view long enough to understand th~ other's. --to 

know that whatever has occurred in the past, people in that unhappy part of the 

. world will have to live together, will have to do things together, will have to mix 

and try to become, if not one united people, at least complementary elements of a . 
region at peace. To achieve this state will be the job of many years. There is no 

time to lose. 
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DIFFEREl-."T APPROACHES TO INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN 

SCIEKCE A~l) TECHNOLOGY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO 

ATOMIC. ENERGY 

' 

~~e u~ilization of nuclo~r technolo~jby tho developing countries v~rics in 

inte~sity from those which have nuclear power programmes and nucle~r research 

ccn~~es on the one h~~d, while at the other end·or tho spectrum are those looking 

f o:r- ~:a:te:- for village settlements in the rural development of tropical A:frica. 

~n~ queGtion of· the transfer of this technology is a problem of special importance, 

therefore , for the developing countries. Their needs range from the creation o~ 

loca.l skills and experlis·e a.l'ld the. acq~isition of techniques, to the financine-

of r.riclca~ ?roj~c~s requiring, in certain cases, largo amounts of capital. Nuclear 

ru1d conventional technologies are interdependent and have to be related to specific 

co~Ci~i ons prc~iling in dif~crcnt developing countries. The introduction of this 

pa~i~~lar technology in a developing country depends to a large extent on the 

state of i ts scientific and technological infrastructure. A substantial effort 

has 1 therefore, to be made to develop tho . infrastructure to the point where tho 

acs~il~tion of nuelcar technology becomes relatively easy. 

L'"l general, the tzye and scope of assistanco provided by the Agency depends 

on technical 2..1'1d scientific, as \'tell a.s specific nuclear development in the 

r~-uesting countries. A description of the type o£ assistance most frequently 

re:ruesied by various co\Ultries of the same category, from .the point of view of 

~hs:r degree or development, may be a usefUl illustration of the methods. utilized 

in t r a.."'l.Sferrin.g nuclear technology. 
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{i) Countries that arc taking tho firot steps towards 

technical, ncicntific ao well as nuclear development. 

Approximately 20 per cent of the total membership belong 

to this category; 

(ii) Countrico that havo mado some progress in introducing 

nuclear science and the application of radioisotopes 

(iii) 

in agriculture and medicine, etc. Approximately 30 per 

cent of the total membership belong to this category; 

Countries \.,.hich have established, or have planned to 

establish in the ncar future, , research reactors or sub

critical asoemblies, or both, and already utilize tho 

application of radioisotopes. Approximately 30 per cent 

of the total membership belong to this category; and 

(iv) Countries that have nuclear reactors for poHer production 

either in operation, under construction or in an advanced 

stage of planning, or are undertaking the improvement of 

industrial processes, and devoting substa~tial funds for. 

research -and development. Within this category it is 

estimated that there are some 15 developing countries 

~th active nuclear progr~~eo. 

The availability of trained personnel is of course of prime 

importance at all stages of development corresponding to the 

categories described above, and is a pre-condition for passing 

from one stage to another. The needs in training, as indeed the 

needs in other ~ypes _ of assistance, will vary, however, from 

catec;ory to category. 

First cate.crorv. Scientific and technical education is a predominant 

requirettent for this group of countries. · The· establishment of ·a. 

nucleus of scientists and technicians capable of laying the foundations 
. . 

,for the develcipment of 'various peaceful uses of atomi~ .energy)s ·. -

-r .~ ·-· -- · .• · ... 

L~ i ,,.._ 
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the main proble~. The ·prime importance of crerttin~ facilities 

for the teacbin{r of n.tomic encrcy scienc'3s at institutes of hichcr 

edu(:atio!'l. has beco!"'le evident O'ler the years. In tho United. ~.rn.tions 

f?.mily, close coo;>erntion \·rith l.J''ESGO ·is maintained and panels 

COr:lpOsed Of rcprescntati VeS Of the deyeloping COUntries, tJ!f.~SC':O and 

the A~ency have provided advice .on the curriculum in those 

institutes of hicher education. · Specifically, ·\·lhen developing 

cou..'1tries rerruire assistance \·rhich involves _a. C!.irect ;?.nd close link 

Hith the developr.mnt of atomic encr&"'JJ such as, for instance, in 

nuclear physics or radiochemistry, the Agency sends visitins-

professors. 

Fellouships, especially for the training of future higher 

education instructors, and the provision of scientific equ).})ment, 

have a co~plc~entary role. Countries in the firs·t categor~t: 

so~eti~es seek assistance in the application of radioisoto,es in 

Hed.ical and asricultural l'lork; r;uch projects are usually arried 

. 
out i!l scientific facilities ldth a. ·small staff and a modest amou.."lt 

of equipment • 

Second. cc.t~~or~r. Countries of this rrroup include those which have 

made so~e proeress in nuclear scic~ce and alre~~y have research 
.. ( 

inst i tut i 0!1S. Their needs are often characterized by a relationship_ 

to economic aspects, such as an increase of -crop yields by proper 

use of fertilizers and, in sor:te cases, developr:tent of ne~., plant 

strains by induced mutatio!ls. The application of radioinotopas is 

mostly used a.s a. ne"l'r tool to assist them .in scientific a!'ld technir.::al 

. . 
;;ork Hhir.h has already been u.ndort~\:en by conventional meana. Si!lce 

over 25 per cerit of the Aeency's ~nsi~tRnce to developing co\mtrir.s 

consists of aid in the · azricultural sector, this reflects tl-.e value 

. . 
-. ---.. - ---- ·- -..... . ··'-- - - ----:-· ---- _ _ _ J 

, , . 
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of nuclear technolo~J·i~ specific cases, such as the more econo~ical 

usc of fe~tili ~':!r::: Hhich can only be dudil)d by nuclc<.>.r techniques. 

Considerable savin.c:;~ have already been mai!.c in d~veloping countri"es 

as a reso.1l t of assi~t~.nce in this field. Similarly, the introduction 

of hieh yielding 5trains of seeds has led to increa~cd ·yields. 

It is also cor.1:non for this group to utilize nuclear t~chnirtueo in 

r:-cdicine, p2.rticularly in relation to diagnos.is and ·therapy of . 

dineases endemic in those countries. The introd.ucticn of a radio-

diagnostic se~r.ice in hospitalo and th~ uses of ·radiotherapy are 

conu"!!on fedures in · pro:jra!:lnes of the l~st ten years. 1-lhen the 

services and facilities are c·stn.bliohed, any further a~sist~nce from 

~he United !Tations fa~ily is a m9.tter for the rlorld Health Or,?;?..nization. 

A further form of c>.id commonly requested by this gronp io in the 
. l 

} 

pros_pecting for, and development of, their nucleco..r mineral resources, 

eithe~ fo~ their v~lu~ as an export co~modity or as a provision for 

the a~ticipated ~.1ture needs of the country in nuclc~~ ~atorials. 

Ini tiall:r, this prospecting.::was · usuall~r carr:i.ed ou+, as p:i.rt of 

an overall ninerc.l resourceo 5Urvey of the country but in recent years, 

due to the need f>r ur?..niu.rn on a \·rorld-t-lide sc?..le, inclividual nuclear 

mneral surveys are "beinr; U..l'ldcrtuken and laree-nc~le ,rojcct 

assistc~c~ U? to the ~ctual development of economic r~sourccs, i.e. 

pre-inverrt~P.nt sta~e, has an1 is being carried out. In this ~ou.p 

also, utilization of nuclear techniques as an aclclitic·~Hl.l tool in 

tJater S'lpply and ·irri!;a.tion projects in ~·Ihich tritiu..r- tracer nethod.s 

are "·PPliefl., h?..'J h~~n a sit'ilificant fea.t ·nre •. Conventional hydrolo.:;ic<>.l 

se~viccs a~e bc5.n~ advi:::;ed on the role of tracers in their hY9.rolo:;ic 

~u1ies. '!':'lis Z!'Cttp of countries, dnc.e it ha::; !!l<l.d~ a sta.rt in ·the 

use of nucle::r technoJ.o;;_-r in cconoHd.c and scimitif5.c develor)j~cnt, 
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tends to loo~ to the lon~term pla~~ing of nucle~r tcchnolo~f 

in develo,!:Hncnt, and the A!!cncy asdstn countri~n by th'.! usc of 

·atomic enc!'~Y }:>lannerfl, \·rho · are senior scienti:J'ts and. e:nginccrn,.., 
. . 

._ri.th the tas~-:_ of es:Jes:Jin~ the s~tuation in the coun~ry, idcntifyine 

those pro[;rZU.'lL'les l:hich may benefit from <>.n application of nuclear 

t~chniqucs 1 a~d also Givi~z advice on oreani7.ation~l and 

a.dninistr<!.tive infra.stnlCture requir~d· to e.ssimilate nuclea:r 

tech.'1ol o~;. 

The tr~imng needs froM the second . category of countries 

eophasize the tra::l.ning of specialists i'n ve.rious tec'!miqucs in the 

applicatio~ of radioisotopes, especially in aericultuxc, hydrology 

a'1d medicine. The Agency n.lso sponsors training cou!'ses in the 

ap?licc>.tion of isotopes l·Thich arc of particular benefit to this 

g!'OU}). Assistance is also given in ftmdamcntal nuclear education 

'With emphasis veering gradually fron visiting profe::;so!'s to 

fello~·rships for post-eraduate stuclies. 

This catc!;ory consists of countrbs that have 

established, or plan to establish in the near future, research 

reactors, sub-critical assemblicG, or both. The~ u~~ally have a 

comprehensive range of scientific instihitions and po~sesn the 
' ! 
I 
f . . 

Dain element of technical knodedge necesso.ry to nnable them to ·i 

obtain· full benefitu· of nuclear teclmology. These conditions are · 

not o~ly desir<!.blc for the application of radioisotopes but are 

necesnn.ry for the operation of a nuclear reseD..rch reactor a."ld the 

ancillary labor~tory facilities. Such fc~.Cilities c-.re most 

effectively operated in pla.cP-s Hher~ there is ready nccesn to 

essential technic3.J. services, E:p.are parts nnd.-supplie3. This 

ca-tegory of countriec maken po~ ~:ibly the t;rc:l.tcst vollll!le of dCT~~nd 

•-· - --- - ..--,4 -· .. 4 .. - - r . • 
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Rcneareh rcn.ctorn Here provided to ·nearl,y 30 

dcvelopint; countries under bilateral auspices n~d \·rith the 

Hithdra,·t2.l of financial 2-nd other support by the donor country, 

the Agency had to assume conside~able rccponsibilities. for 1-1hich 

resour-Jes ·.-,ere lacking. The nature offue assistance provided 

is often similar to that received from countries in the second 

&--roup but, in addi-~ion, t;reater emphasis is laid on health phynics 

and radiological protection, metallurgical research, fuel elements 

fabrication, nuclear elpctronics and instrumentation, as Hell as 

on reactor construction, safety evaluation and research pro~ar!lmine. 

There are many exanplcs of Agency assistance in highly speci:>,lizcd 

applications of radioisotopes in industry, biolo~, cntonoloGY 

~~d n~elear irradiation. Fuel fabrication, proccssin~ of urani~~ 

ores al"ld production of uranium metal are also on occaf:lion carried. 

out by this group of cotmtrics. 

The training needs are cxcr.!plified by the training of reactor 

physicists and engineers, specialists in nuclear 1-;aste manazcment, 

!l.eal th p!1ysicists and spe.ci~.lists in isotope _applications, particularly 

Fourth cate~ory. Developing countries in this categor,y have 

initially arranged for assistance through bilateral channels, but 

the Agency's aid is usually in conncxion with. more specialized 

activities, such as the evaluation of reactor hazards, fuel reprocessing 

and special metallurgical problems. Surveys of. economic fea~ibility 

of nuclear po\o:er; . site and hazard evaluation; health, safety and 

waste management; missions composed of 3 or 4 members, ara features 

of the aid to this group of countries • 

. . 

j• 
~ . ' . 

. ' 

I 
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Sevcro.l dcvclo,in~ countri.::a ln.ve nuclcnr pm·:cr :::tr• .. tion:J in 

operation or unncr con~truction. Hnny othor~, forcsce:i.n~ the 

shortc.~c of con'!cntion::tl pmrcr sou;cccs in ·the next tuo dcc~dc3 1 

nave c<t:'ricd. out or n.re c.:trr;rin;; ont feasibility sturJies~ The 

'\-!!:tole procesn of the introduct:i.on o.f nuclc:u• po~·rcr require:> the 

state c•:m-:;erned to ntart plnnninrr n:t let:!.Gt 8 to 10 yc:.1.rs bofor<) a 

nv.clear ~la'1.t in ~o GO · into 09erdion. · In prepara.t:i.c·n for this 

1-ror~-:, t11C Agencytc progr3.r.>..ffic i::; being increasingly utilized by 

n~·;eloping coun·trics for the esGcn'tit:!.i tr<-1-ininG' of pc:-rzonnel. 

An e:>:p:>..>'l::led training procramrnc for nuclear pm·rer is shortly to be 

'tmriert:J.!-:en considi'l10 of a specialized lonc;-ter:J courze for 

scientists and. enGineers, to be repeated a"lnually for a five yea.r 

:period.. J1t · the s~.!:1c tiT!Ie 1 t\-;o or three more specialized cmtrncs 

of short dur<:>..tion Hill be held anually. , 

In -~he li:::;ht of the energ-J situation, the Agency in 1972
1 r . 

initiated a nuclec>.r po~·1er mar~~et mtr·v~y involvin::; the an9.l~r~is of 
· developing 

the future pouer rcquire:.:ents of V/cmmtHcs, as a. b<.sis for 

ci~ter:::~i:1in3 the overall requirer~ents for all developi··tg countrien. 

The S'J.ccess of thi:::; survey he.s led further developin,3' countrien to 

request a survey of the potential of nuclear pouer in their c?untr;r 

?.nd t ·he. snrvey ~s being ex:pc:m-::'l.en. 

It i::; possible to iden·tify four staees Hi"th re~ar ~. to the 

introduction of nuclear poHer. The firnt is a preli1inary sarv~y · 

by the Gove~1nent. The second is a preliminary study t-1hich could 

require a total of 1 or 2 man years of effo:rt by expc:rts. Technical 

assi!Jta!'lce is u-tili?.ed at the:t st~e, particularly to nhm-1 if thf! 

time scale is realistic. The third sta~e is a f·~asibility stu~ly, 

Hhich is normally c<1.rricd out l1y a firn of consult?..nt en~neerr;, a..l'ld 

follOh"rn. by the prcp;uoation of tenders and the :provi~io'l of assir:tance 

.· 
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in cnluation of the bido recei vcd. For this sta~o, the Ae~ncy 1 s 

technical asnintancc procrarnme is utilized, eopecin.lly in helping 

the !;OVern'l'ent- · to choose a suitable connu.ltant en{;lneerin~ firm. 

At the fourth stRge, assistance is provided in supcrvisin~ the 

. . 

construction l·IOrk and in the eventual corrunissioning of the pm-r~r 

reactor, l·lhich is normally carried out by one ofihe oonsultnnt 

engineerin6 fi1~s. 

·. 

.• 
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TOWARDS NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT: 
NEED OF A GRAND DESIGN WITH A TIME SCHEDULE 

XXIV-20 

It has been nineteen years since the Russell-Einstein Manifesto was issued. 

There it was stated that an agreement to renounce nuclear weapons as part of a general 

reduction of armaments would serve certain important purposes, although it would not 

afford an ultimate solution. The manifesto also pointed out that, whatever agreements 

not to use H-bombs might be reached in time of peace, they would no longer be 

considered binding in time of war. 

The keynote of the Russell-Einstein Manifesto was elaborated in the Vienna 

Declaration issued by the Third Pugwash Conference, held in KitzbUhel and Vienna, 1958. 

This declaration stressed the necessity, fir3t of all, for the elimination of all wars, and, 

secondly, stated in det~l the necessary conditions for terminating the arms race. One 

year later, the 14th UN Genern.l Assembly adopted unanimously the 82 Country Resolution 

with Respect to General and Complete Disarmament, wherein two declarations, one by 

the UK on the 17th of September, 1959, the other by the USSR on the 18th of the same month, 

were mentioned. 

As far as nuclear disarmament is concerned, no appreciable progress has been 

made since then. On the contrary, the nuclear arms race between the USA and the USSR 

has been escalated spirally and the proliferation of nuclear countries has not ceased. 

In the meantime, the confidence in the so-called nuclear stalemate, due to the highly' 

developed nuclear weapons systems in both the USA and the USSR, has infiltrated even 

the minds of intellectuals in the nuclear countries. Hence, peopl.e, particularly the 

ymmger generation, seem to have lost interest in the problem of nuclear disarmament. 

Indeed, the Pugwash Conferences have constantly pressed for the solution of 

nuclear problems and several proposals have been seriously discussed at them. However, 

it is also true that we have not yet acquired any bright prm: ... ect of even slowing down the 

nuclear arms race, although several efforts to avoid nuclear catastrophes have been made 

between the USA and the USSR (e. g., the hot line, SALT-I, and the agreement to prevent 

nuclear war). There may be different interpretations of these slight advnnces and 

different opinion~ oi bow to proceed from here. For instance, some may hold that until 

a certain structure of the world will be established, in which war will be made ex"tinct, 

we shall not be able to expect any disarmament. In any case, it is of primary importance 
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for us to make efforts to eliminate tho causes of war in co far as possible. Furthermor8 , 

it appears rather di.:ficult to separate nuclear armaments and modern non-nuclear arm

aments in questions of rnaintc.ining a balance. Some consider that we should therefore 

sock general disarmament. We do not deny tha~ these statements have some basis. 

Nevertheless, we are convinced that the nuclear arms race and nuclear proliferation, 

because of the self-driving mechnnism that governs their development, should not be 

neglected while we seek suc!J r.1ore general sclutions. 

Since the first two nuclear bombs were dropped successively on Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki in 1945, nuclear weapons have so far not again been triggered, but they have 

been used several times for expJ.icit political purposes. It is needless to say that the 

extensive development of nuclear weapo:1s sy.::;tems has given rise to an enormous danger 

in case the so-called nuclear deterr._mce fails. At the same time, the feasibility of 

malting small-size nuclear· weapons has bee:1 increasing conr,iderably, due to the spread 

of nuclear power plants in mnny countries. In nc1dition, the still-prevailir1g legend of 

nuclear deterrence is likely to int~C:nsify tile desi.re for m•.clear weapons of the countries 

who do no: yet possess them. The world forgets too easily thn.t nuclear war can happen, 

but must not be [tllowcd to occur. 

Under these circurns'c:mce:::;, we think it is worthwhile to concentrate our efforts 

to search out definite ways towards nuclear disarmament by means of intensive collab

oration among the world's scientists. In fact, we have accumulated a great deal of 

proposals, comments and discussions with regard to nuclear dlGarmament from the past 

Pugwash Conferences. Therefore, if we Temind ourselves of the fourth paragraph of 

the Russell-Einstein Manifesto we might bo able to reach a meaningful result. This 

paragraph reads an follows: "Vve shx.l try t~ say no single word v1hich should appeal to 

one group rather than to ano~her. All, eqt!ally, 2,re in peril, and, if the peril is 

understood, there is hope that we may collectively avert it." 

Of course, while we realize the complexity of the problem, we believe that 

Pugwashites have to fnce this difficult task. We J apru1ese Pugwashites arc planning to 

oo ld a Pu~wash Symposium at Kyoto from the end of Augus~ to the beginning of September 

1975, focusing on nuclear disarmament. The first Pugwash Conference was the first 

attempt of the scientists of the world to tnlk together about the problems of peace since 

the Second World War; similarly, tho corning oymposium to be h0ld in Japa."'l will be the 

first such unde-rtaldngof Japanese Pugwashites. Hence, we would like to adhere to the 

size and style 'of the first Pugwas:1 Conference as much as possible. We are looking 

forward to mn.kin~ a new grand des5.gn and a time schedule towards nuclear disarinament. 
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In the following, we outline briefly our tentative programne. · First, we shall 

try to derive a few fundament::U principles with regard to nuclear disarmament from the 

past disarmament talks and discussions, especially from the records of the Pugwash 

Conferences. These principles must be acceptable to every nation, so that they may be 

building stones for our edifice of peace. Secondly, we shall classify common under

stnnclin~s of the nature of nuclear weapon systems. This work will not be easy, because 

the nuclear policy of each country has been strongly affected by its own historical and 

social background. However, in order to reach a definite agreement in a limited time, 

it sce41s quite important to collect the c01:1mon understandings as much as possible. 

We urge our colleagues to join this undertaking and to exert their intellectual 

abilities in close collaboration with members of the younger generation. 
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K. Tsipis (SIPRI) 

A NEW NEGOTIATING BASIS FOR FUTURE STRATEGIC ARMS 
LIMITATION TALKS 

I. Introduction 

XXIV-21 

Predicting that it would be very difficult to arrest the deployment of MIRVs 

at the SALT II negotiations, J.P. Ruina writes in his article "SALT in a MAD world" 

" ... even limiting them (the MIR Vs) would be difficult, for there are so many ways to 

measure equality -- the total number of warheads, the total number of missiles, the 

total num!Jer of missiles that have multiple warheads, the total explosive power of 

missile payloads ... " He goes on in the same article to point out that the inability to . 

agree on which physical parameter of a missile force should be used as a common 

measure of strength will probably lead to an impasse. A few days later, H. Kissinger 

confirmed this prediction by singling out the same absence of a common denominator 

of nuclear strength as the reason for the failure of SALT II to achieve substantive a:rms 

limitations; he is quoted in the New York Times of 5 July 1974 as stating that "the key 

obstacle to a break-through ... was the difficulty of agreeing upon how to balance missile 

totals and warhead totals." 

Warhead yield, re-entry v.ehicle accuracy, number of re-entry vehicles per 

missile, number and size of missiles, all are parameters with which one can measure 

one or another performance characteristic of a missile force. As long as there is no 

agreement between the participants at SALT which of these variables or combination of 

variables must be used as a yardstick to decide equality between the two arsenals, all 

future efforts at controlling strategic weapons appear doomed ab initio. The present 

disagreement stems from the built-in differences in the two arsenals: the US arsenal 

contain·s fewer and smaller missiles than the Soviet strategic force, but more re-entry 

vehicles with better .performance characteristics. The Soviet arsenal has larger 

missiles and larger warheads but lags behind the US missile force in technological 

sophistication. Thus, each country is interested in controlling the further increase 

of a different variable, thereby generating .the impasse. 

This paper proposes a new parameter of missile performance as a measure 

of equality that essentially integrates all the above variables into one quantity. This 

parameter appears to have two major advantages over any other variable that 
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describes missile performance. 

i. It incorporates all the relevant variables that describe the counter

force or counter-value performance capabilities of a nuclear arsenal 

into a single number. 

ii. Therefore it provides a straightforward method 

a. to compare quantitatively the total destructive capacities of the 

two missile forces 

b. to calculate the level of damage which the missile force of one 

nation can inflict upon the missile silos of the other. 

Section two of this paper presents and analyses briefly the mathematical 

derivation of this parameter and offers an illustrative example of its use. The last 

section, again briefly, raises and attempts to answer some questions related to the use 

of this parameter as a negotiating basis in future Strategic Arms Limitation Talks. 

II. The proposal 

As has been shown previously, the probability_ that n warheads, each of yield 

Y (in megatons); delivered with an accuracy expressed by a CEP (in nautical miles), 

* 
will destroy a missile silo hardened to withstand overpressure H (in psi), is: 

-' 

K·n 
Pk(ll) = 1 - exp <- 2 (f(H)) ~) 2H'3 

where y~ 
K = 

(CEP) 2 

The product K. n describes completely the performance of a missile since it incorporates 

the number of re-entry vehicles n, their accuracy (CEP), and the yield of each of the 

warheads they carry. 

Therefore K. n descrioes. completely the cwnulative lethality carried by a 

missile against a silo. The product, then, of the K.n of an individual missile times 

the number of such missiles M in a nuclear arsenal of a nation, is a quantitative measure 

of the ability of this nation to inflict damage upon an opponent's missile silos or other 

civilian or military installations. 

The parameter K has another useful property. As has been shown previously, 

K can also be used to calculate the lethality needed to destroy a silo of given hardness, 

H, with given probability, Pk, since: 

K = 2H~ L f(H)] ~ \ ln(l-Pk)\ 

* [ f (H)]~ is a correction factor of order .1 

./ 
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Therefore, if a nation possesses the number S of silos each requiring lethality K 

to be destroyed with a given probability Pk, the total amount of lethality that an 

adversary's missiles must carry to achieve that task would be K · S. 

By simply comparing the value of K · n · M = K · N, where N is the total number 

of re-entry vehicles in the arsenal of one country, with the value K· S of the second, 

one can decide whether the strategic forces of the former threaten the survivability 

of the land-based strategic missiles of the latter. By calculating the K · N value of 

the missil.es of each country one can compare quantitatively the strengths of the two 

arsenals. 

It is recognized that arms-limitation agreements are essentially political in 

character. Thus it may be thought that a highly technical, and somewhat mechanistic 

approach, such as the one proposed here, would not really be a very useful approach. 

This proposal suggests that the use of the K · N and K · S values as a negotiating base is 

not artificial and mechanistic since it provides a common realistic negotiating ground 

that permits the political considerations to play their important role. 

It is proposed then that the .US and the Soviet Union use K · N as an agreed upon 

measure of the strengths of their national strategic missile forces. Then a negotiated 

agreement on a common K· N value for both countries will ensure equality of 

performance of the two strategic forces, independently of the precise composition of 

each force. For example, if it were agreed that each country will be allowed 

K. N = 20, 000, one nation may decide to reach this aggregate by deploying one thousand 

missiles each with two re-entry vehicles of K=lO, and the other by having 500 missiles 

each with five re-entry vehicles of K=8. Thus, once overall equality of performance 

is established by agreement, the detailed complexion of each arsenal is decided 

internally in each country independently of the other. 

It is further proposed that in order to guarantee the survivability of the land-based 

missile forces of both countries the same analytical method is used to extend the 

agreement to the number and hardening of silos. This can be accomplished by specifying 

that the K· S value for each country be fixed, that it be equal in the two countries, and 

that K · S be several times larger than K · N. Under this last stipulation, the survivability 

of at least a large portion of the silos in each country is guaranteed with mathematical 

certainty. Once again, equality of the K· S values in the two countries leaves the 

combination of hardness and number of silos, tha~ add up to this value,· to internal 

choices in each country. 
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III. Corrolaries to the proposal 

It is suggested intltis section that the proposed basis for negotiations at SALT 

is politically and diplomatically feasible, and, furthermore, that any agreements 

based on it are verifiable by national means. The highly technical character of 

the ABM treaty has established a diplomatic precedent for the inclusion of technical 

. terms, such as the product of K and N, in international arms control agreements. 

The extensive internal flexibility that a nuclear weapons limitation based on K· N 

values affords the participants suggests that such an arrangement would be politically 

accept11ble. An agreement based on K• N and K · S values permits a wide spectrum of 

strategic and technical options. Furthermore, by safeguarding the future invulner

ability of land-based missiles, it could elicit the support of the US Air Foroe and 
1.. 

the Soviet Strategic Rocket Forces. 

An agreement based on K· N values is readily verifiable by national means of 

inspection. The number and hardness of silos is readily observable. The accuracy 

and number of warheads on a MIRVed missile can be verified unilaterally by 

monitoring the testing activities of each country. Finally, the yield of available 

warheads is either known from past tests or can be calc·ulated by monitoring the 

underground testing of new nuclear devices. If the aggregate K· N loading of the 

missile force of one country is agreed to be much smaller than the total K· S of the 

silos of the other, then small departures from the agreed missile K · N value will not 

be significant, thereby obviating the need for a very high level of confidence in ( 

verification . Such an agreement appears to be stable with respect to suspected 

violations. If one participant decides to violate the agreement, either overtly or 

covertly, the effort necessary to overcome the gap between the K · N loading of his 

missiles and the K· S needed to destroy the silos of his opponent will be so intense 

and so protracted that it will be detected. The other participant can then react in 

time, thereby redressing the balance and thus making any decision to depart from 

the agreement a p~iori unprofitable. 
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CONCERNING INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION 

IN THE FIELD OF BIOLOGY 

XXIV-22 · 

The policy of peaceful co-existence between the two social and political systems 

on our planet is favourable to the development of international scientific collaboration 

today. Tllis policy was consolidated further after the recent meeting between the First 

Sccret..'lry of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, L. I. Brezhnev, and the President 

of the U.S. A. , n. l'vi. NLxon. The approach to the problems discussed at this meeting 

showed the prospects for the development of cultural and scientific collaboratiom not 

only between the Soviet Union and the U.S. A. , but also among all countries. The advanced 

preparations for the forthcoming European Conference are also an important factor 

creating conditions for the development of cultural and scientific collaboration among 

different countries. 

As a result of the present favourabl e i~ternational situation, of the wann breeze 

in international relations , the problems of international scientific collaboration appear 

in a new light. There are more favourable possibilities for using science, . this powerful 

and creative force, for peaceful purposes: for the welfare of mankind, for improvement 

of the standard of life, for the prosperity of culture. In this respect, the great importance 

of collaboration in the field of biology should be pointed out, since biology is the science 

of life, of nature in its diversity, of its creation, development and utilization. One of the 

most important aspects of this collaboration is the selection of biological problems which 

should .be given the greatest emphasis through the united efforts of scientists from the 

different countries of the world. The problems which receive special attention should 

be those in which most cow1tries are interested and those problems whose solution would 

represent the greatest advantage to the most people. 

Of course, the problems of biological science on which the army of thousands of 

scienti sts is working are numerous. When one reviews the subjects being studied in the 

different academies, universities and scientific institutes in the field of biology, one finds 

that the same subjects, the same problems, are studied in many countries. An attempt 

at systematizing some of the problems on which international collaboration is imperative 

yields the following order: 
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1. P r oblems of liie rela.ted to the origin, movement and development of living 

org :1n isms in ontogenesis a.ncl philogenesis .. Here are many problems related to 

m olccula.r b iology, to the pa.rt pl:lycd by nucleic acids in transfering hereditary information, 

to photo.- syn t hcsis , to synthesis of artificial albumen, to biogenic stimulants, to longevity 

of ma.n, etc. T he pr oblems of inclustria.l micro- biology and especially of the importance \ 

of the enzyme s ystem's n.nd micro-orgn.nisms as factors for albumen synthesis , i.e. of the 

t ransformn.t ion of micro-orgn.nisrns from enemies to friends of men, are particularly 

curr ent. T herefore, intern::ttional scientific collaboration in this field should be improved 

by establis hing inte r na.tional institutes and l aboratories to assist the solution of these 

problems. There are great prospects for indus trial microbiology, genetics, enzymatology. 

bio-chemistr y and other branches of biology. 

2. The next pressing problem is related to man and his environment. This topical 

probl em has been a favourite subject of many congresses, conferences and symposia during 

the past 2 or 3 years. As is well !mown, it is r elated to the scientific.6tudy of m et hods and 

means for t he protection of nature, air, water, the biosphere, and in general, of the conditions 

in whic h man is bor n, lives and works. Technical progress and intensive industrialization, 

part icularly in some regions of Europe and the U.S.A., have a negative influence on the 

environment. This fact requires the continuation of international collaboration among 

scienti s t s working on this problem, but in a m ore specific way. Independent solutions of the 

problems r el ated to man and his environment in the small countries and local measures 

taken cannot alone have positive results. 

3 . T he third important biological problem requiring a coordin~tion of the efforts 

of al l s cientis ts relates to fighting some of the diseases of men, animals and plants. These 

ar e cancer , cardiovascular diseases , the use of drugs and alcoholism. They represent 

real disaste rs for modern society. As is !mown, a great number of national scientific 

institutes exist. Collaboration on cancer pr oblems was one of t he items in the last agreement 

signed . between t he USSR and the USA. However, t he misfortune of cancer is so great that 

all efforts should be coordinated on a world s cale. A world institute to deal with cancer studies 

s hould be founded . Future generations will be gr ateful if such an institute is established and 

if s uccessful m ethods for preventing and limiting this disease are found .. 

Some epizzotics of virus etiology such as foot-and-mouth disease of cloven-hoofed 

animals which appear periodically in some countries are very dangerous and can provoke 

economic crises. A world institute should als o be established with a view to fighting this 

di seas~. 

One of the essential problems related to the production of food is the fight against 

some diseases and pests of plants, such as the harvest bug, widespread in some African, 



'Asi:ln and even European countries. It is necessary to fight against some pests, . such as 

:;rasshoppcrs and caterpillars, which devastate large regions of some countries. New 

efficient biolo:;ical methods should be found to· exterminate these pests, and they can be 

developed through establishing close economic collaboration. 

4. Another urgent problem requiring vast international scientific collaboration 

is the scientific location of new sources of food for the population of our planet. The 

forecast is that the population will reach 6 billions by the year 2000. Therefore the provision 

of food, and especially proteins, should be doubled through the use of biological sources. 

The oceans, rivers, plants and animals are the primary biological source . . Industrial 

micro-biology is the second source, and the third is chemical synthesis. Consequently, 

close international collaboration is necessary in this respect. 

There are many other biological problems, connected particularly with medicine 

and agriculture, which require international scientific collaboration on a large scale, but 

it is not necessary to deal with them here. 

The forms of this collaboration are numerous. They include, in the first place, 

inter-governmental contracts for scientific collaboration, in which biological problems 

should play a more important role. Also included are scientific committees and groups 

at UNESCO, FAO, the World Health Organization,the International Atomic Energy Agency· 

and other special organizations of the UN. 

The contribution of non-governmental international organizations is also an 

important one. It is worth mentioning here the modest, useful activity of our own Pugwash 

Movement, of the World Federation of Scientific Workers and the special international 

unions of biologists. 

The contributions of the different scientific congresses, conferences and symposia 
.../ 

on biology are also valuable. 

We have mentioned above only some problems and forms of scientific collaboration 

in the field of biology among different countries. It is evident that this collaboration should 

be developed to include more countries, taking ~nto consideration the favourable climate 

on our planet. The forms of collaboration should filled with more content. There are 

favourable prospects for this. 

In establishing international scientific collaboration, biologists must be active 

in the search for more suitable methods and forms of close. cooperation, so that the .efforts 

of all scientists can be united ·with a view to finding solutions to the complicated biological 

problems which now wait for the warm rays of science to elucidate them. Thus, we shall 

do our duty and we shall contribute to placing science, this great creative force, at the service 

of peace and the welfare of mankind. Biology, the science of life, should serve life, its 

development and prog~ess. 
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IAEA E~""PERIENCE IN SAFEGUARDS IN RELATION TO THE NPT 
AND THEIR FURTHER PROSPECTS 

Til~ Non-}:PT Sttfc.o;uttrds System · 

The development of a system of safeguards by the IAEA began in the 
c.:-,rly years of the Accncy's existence. ·The system, as for11rulated prior 
to the advent of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons , 
un~ envont a number of revisions. It is now known as the Agency's Safeguards 
System (1965, as provioiono.lly extended in 1966 and 1968) and is contained 
in document I~7CIRC/66(Rev.2). It is primarily facility oriented, having 
orj .c:i n."llly boon dove loped in tho first plo.ce to serve in connection with 

project tts-reemonta, safeguards transfer agreements or unilateral submission 
<tF,rcements, which as a rule pertain to single facilities or to a limited number 
of f~cilities rather than to all of a Stateb nuclear activities. In fact, 
nndor a safeguards agreement pursuant to INFCIRC/66 a State may put a single 
fncili ty under Ar;ency safeguards while retaining unsafeguardod all or part of 
a nuclear fuel cycle. 'T'n~ system provides that nuclear material supplied under 
project agreements or submitted to safeguards under a safeguards transfer or 
unil~toral submission agreement shall be subject to safeguards as well as nuclear 
:ntttcrial produced, processed or used ' in a facility which has been supplied under 
project ar,reements or submitted to safeguards under the various other types of 
a.{;Tcement. 

Tho stated purpose of I rWCIRC/66 is to establish a system of controls to 
pcrmi t t .he Ae;ency to comply with the oblieation in the Statute providinr; that 
the hg8ncy shall ensure, so far as it is able, that assistance provided by it 
or <d ito request or under its supervision or control is not used in such a way 
tts to further any military purpose; and to apply safeguards, at the request of 
the parties, to any bilateral or multilateral arrangement, or at the request of 
a State, to any of that State~ activities in the field of atomic energy . 

;.:ost of the agreements '-u.nd~r this system transferred to th.e Agency the 

execution of safeguards commitments included in bilateral co-operation agre!'!monts . 
In 1970 <\ total of 32 States were involved in 44 safeguards agreements vii th the 
Til l :/\. Annex l which reflects the growth of safeguards from the beginning up to 
the present, illustrates the extent to whioh safeguards had grown when NPT came , 
into foroo. 
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llpoll the entry into force of tho NP'l', tho Director Gener.:~.l, in ili:1rch 1') '{0, 

n•\vi t:C"cl l·it' l:lbcr St:li.eo of the conoidornble preliminary work which had boon clon0. 
,., l ll l 11:1n undcnt.-w in tho Secretariat bearing upon ·~ho manner in which tho l1p;cncy 
c o11lci. fulfil ita respons ibilities under tho Treaty. 

I n 1\pril 1970 tho A{>cncy's Board of Govcrnoro established a committee , . 
on 1·1ld ch <HW ~;embe r Sta te of the Ar;ency could be repreoentcd, to advise it ao 
... nn.t tor of urc;ency on the Ar;cncy 'a safer,uards responsibilities in relo:tion 
to .ili''l' nnc.l in particular on the content of tho ngrcernenta which non-nuclear 
\;c· .•pon S't:dcs party to l'.'"PT are required to conclude with the Arsency under 
Article III thereof. Dele gat ions from 48 J.lember States participated in the 
r·.,, n•11 i l. tc0. 'n Hork. 'l'iie Committee me-t from 12 June 1970 to 10 March 1971, 
i 1 ·I •1 i 11[( 82 meetincs . Ito report conoio ·~ed of recommendations for the content s 
!J f' ;, ·1_!'1'? (.ll.:ll'dS ap;TCC~ents 1 including a firot part relating to the baGiC lcg:tl f 
f\l l'' llci nl nnri aclministrative obligations of the State and tho Ar;ency and a 
r.•'f~on•l p.•rt setting out in detail the technical safeGUards procedures to bo 
fr>llo,.;ocl. On 20 April 1971 the Board requested the Director General to usc 
tlii.G nntcrial as the basis for ner;otiatinc agreements required by Article III 
of in''l' . 'I'he text has boon issued as A[';Cncy c.locument HIPCIHC/153· 

llr> ~.h rlo cnmcnt IJWCHIG/66 nnd documcn~ HWCIHC/153 contain the b:tr: i c pr:i nr:i.n lr. 

!.l• ·1l. .. :,1 ···::1 t:\ J'oln 11hr1.l) be :i.lnrlciiiCIItccl in n 1nannc1' rlr.11:i {~ncrl to avoid h:•l/IIH' r'i n,<~ tl1r~ 

c•· ' ll'f>lni.c a111l technical development of the State (t~his principle is cont:tj ncrl in t he 
iirt l'- li l''\' ~;yr:;t("m :-t.lsr) or international co-operation in the field of p c.:1ccful nu~lr.ar 
,'"lr. ti v i ti.e:-1 includin~ intern~tional exchan~e of nuclear material. 'l'he f\J",0nc~r :l, j Il l!) 
:1 L c c; t:1b l i r.hi n~; and npp lying an impa rtial, objective a.ncl widely acccpt:1bl c r.n. fq;n;~rrlr, 

r.:; :: t r ;n 1 nnd. one which is non-discriminatory ae between the Partieo. 

!J'lfe(,I t"-rdo are to be applied to all nuclear ~_TJatcrin.l in all peacefn l Jlltclr:1r 
.•r:l.iviticn (mt arc concerned only with verifyina that thoro io no divorf1ion of 
11• r;l c ;o. r m::~.tcrial from peaceful uses to nuole::tr wou.ponn or other nucle!'lr oxp lo r;:LvG 
rl rv i r.r o . An importa.nt and novel feature of the Agency's safeguards in connr c l . .i nn 
;-;i Lh 1;PT 1 io the formal requirement for the Stato to establish its O\m oystcm ,, 
acnountinrr for and control of all nuclear material .aubjoot to safeeuards . 
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Safeguards are to be applied in such a way that the Agency in the ·pro~ess of 
~scertaining that there has been no diversion, muy verify findings nf the S~atD'o system 
Ti1c A&0nc~'s verification shall include independent measurements and observations 
conducted in accordance with procedures laid down in detail in the agreement. J 
Tne Agency's verification activities are limited to those locations where nuclear 
material is reported to be present. 

The objective of safeguards as st~tcd in c~ fe guards agreemento is the timely 
detection of diversion of significant quantities of nuclear material from peaceful 
nuclear activities to the manufacture of nuclea~ weapons or of other nuclear 
explosive devices or for purposes unknown, and deterrence of such diversion by the 
risk of early detection. 

The safeguards measure of fundamental importance is material accountancy, 
based on a system of so called "material balance areas." The material balance 
area is a functional concept intended to facilitate the control of movement of 
material into or out of, and the determination of the material balance in, a 
e;iven area. T'ne material ·balance area can be a part of a facility,- i·~ can be 
coincident with a facility or it can consist of several facilities. The use of 
ihe concept permits safeguards to be concentrated on key measurement points 
-v:here the flow or inventory of nuclear material mey be determined. Under the 
m~terial accountancy approach the Agency is informed, from records and by means 
of reports, of changes in the inventory of nuclear material in the material balance 
area. It can thus establish the book inventory for each such area and by verifying 
that this is consistent with the actual situation the Agency can detect possible 
diversion that might be hidden by falsified accountancy. Periodically physical 
inventories are taken by the operator and verified by the Agency. The difference 
that may arise between the book inventory and the ·physical inventory at the end 
of a period for which the material balance is established is the so-called "material 
unaccounted for". The significance, in absolute and relative terms, of this amount, 
and ita limits of error, serve as an indication as to whether diversion may be 
taking place and determines the ' need for any further action, including subsequent 
investigation. The Agency's verification activities thus lead to a statement .in 
respect of each material balance area for the. amount of material unaccounted for in 
that area over a specific period and of the accuracy with which this amount is known. 

I 
_·i ~ 
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T·la tori al acco\mkmcy is complemented by containment and surveillance 

ma~surcn. For containment use is made of the structural features of the facility 1 

o ~plificd as appropriate oy such devices as seals to ensure the actual preGcnco 

of nuclear material where this is reported to be. Surveillance employs methods 

ouch as the uoe of unattended optical and other inotruments t o ascertain wheth or 

tho m\\torinl flow is aA reported. 

TI•o starting point for the application of safeguards is set at a stage in 

the fuel cyole where nuclear material reaches such purity and composition as to 

make it potentially suitable for nuclear use. 

The ae-ree~ont provides tha.t when nuclear material is exported from the 

Stat8, safe~<ards in respect of ' that material terminate as far as the State 

in ~uestion is concerned. A system of advance notifications and of reports 
. . 

io included to ensure that the Agency has knowledge of the destination of the 

exported material. 

It should be noted that Article III.2 of NPT places all States party to 

the Treaty und~r the same baoic obligation not to export source or special 

fissionable material or equipment or material especially designed or prepared 

for the processing, use or production of special fisAionable material to any 

non-nuclear-Hen.pon State unless the source or special fissionable material ~nvolved 

Ghall be subject to safeguards. In July 1974 the Governments of the United Kingdom, 

the Soviet Union and the United States advised the ·Director General that they 

'>-iOU l d henceforth provide the Agency on a continuing basis with information 

re~rding exports and imports of nuclear material out of and into the three 

rcnpcctive countries. This adds to the credibility of Agency safeguards activities 

in non-nuclear weapon States. The text of the three indentioal letters is 

at:tachcd. (Annex 2) 

The requirements for reports to the Agency on safeguarded nuClear material 

arc set forth in the agreement and elaborated in so called Subsidiary Arran[;t: mcnts ) 

which specify in detail, for each facility, how the procedures laid down in the 

awccment are to be implemented and where surveillance and containment me<.1.nuroG 

~ro -to be applied. These Subsidiary Arran~monts also indicate the so called 

Gtratc!;ic points to which routine inspections are to be confined ao vrell as the 

key measurement points where material flow or inventory are determined. 
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1'1 c rntJ.ximHm inspection effort that · may 'be devoted to the various . categories of 

fn.ciliticr; is defined in the agreement. It also contains criteria to determine 

tiw actual routine inspection effort to be applied. 

Present Statnn 

Ti1e application of safeguards under an a&reement concluded pursuant to 

I iit-'CIRC/66 io suspended while an agTcemont pursuant to NPT is in force rti th 

the State concerned, but the original a&reement remains in existence. It is 

Hortn noting, however, that since tho entry into force of NPT a number of 

additional ae-reements have been concluded under the INFCIRC/66 System with 

Stateo that are not pnrty to the Treaty. 

As of [ 1 June 1974 J the situation regarding the signature and ratification 

of the I.'PT, and the conclusion of safeguard·s agreements with the Agency in 

connection with the Treaty, was as follows& 

Numbe r of non-nuclear-weapon States 
thnt had signed lWT 

Number of non-nclear-weapon States 
party to NPT 

Numbe r of non-nuclear-weapon States 
that had concluded the required 
safeguards agreements 

Number of safeguards agreements in force 

[ 95 J 

[ 79 J 

[ 43 J 

[ 32 J 

Thus 54% of the non-nuclear-weapon States party to 1l'T had concluded the required 

safer;uan:l s agreements with the Agency, inolnd.in{{ almost all the non-nuclear-Heapon 

Sb.ten that have any significant nuclear activities. Annex 3 gives f\u ... ther 

details of the status of NPT safeguards agreements with non-nuclear-weapon St~tcs, 

inch-!-ding States with 'l'thich negotiations are proceeding. Annex 4 shows the t.i tuation 

r~ith reopoct to each signatory State. The Agency is actively placing its services 

at the disposal of Member States in helping them to conclude tho safeguards agreements 

required by the NPT. 
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'l'ho folloHine; approaches have boon adopted in connection with certain 
r\ v~n situ~tionn: 

( i) Hi th Sto. tea that nei thor havo nuclear material exceedirlp,-
thc f1U::tntitative exemption limits e;iven in the agreement 
nor nuclear ma'torial . .io <\ fadli ty, a protocol io conoludccl 
Hhich h;J.s tho effect of acfcrrinrr ·t;ho application of oafcQ.1ardo 
until the State hn.s in ita torritory or under ita juriGdiotion 
or control a quantity of nuclear matorial exceedinc; thooo limite. 

~ 

(ii) In the caGe thf\t the State i? a party both to tho NPT and the 
Treaty for the Pronibi tion of Nuclear Hcapons in Latin /uncric8. 
(tlw 'l'lntclolco Treaty), the : pre;Hnhlo of tho arrreement refero 
to both Treaties. The dura·tion cluuoe provideo thl\t tho a&rccmc nt 
rcrnaino in force an long as the State is a party to either or both 

I Trc.:.ticn. A lternati vcly, a ~:pooil\l protocol to tho 1WT · A~r.cmon ~ 

( i j i) The av-ccment Hi th the non-nuclcur-wonpon State a mcm1l8ro of the 
Europr.~ n Atomic Enerrzy Conunurity and tho Comrnuni ty i tr::elf (not yet 
in forcr)iA accompanied by a:protocol which takcf:l account of "l:hc 
exis-tence of the Euratom saf~gJt.:.rdR r.yr.tcm by opecifyi:nr.; conrlitiOJJ;; 
pnrl moi1.nn for co-operation in the applic<ttion of safeguards bEJtl·men 
the tHo orp;aniz<ti;ion::;. 

( i v) 'l'lln tr.xt cont .~.incd in DWCTHG/153 ha3 o.lrw b0on uoecl nn the 1J.<:>ic 
for an arrrccmont with a Sta"to that is a Prtrty to the Tl::ttclolco 'j'.rca'L,y 
only, Hi th GOme ada.pt<ttions ncc0.AGary to take cure of. "c,portr:" <JJHl 
"non-cxrlooi vc mi li ta.ry uc:c" ·, in rfl&'7lnl to v1hich that Tro::tty cl·i .ff0r:1 

from the NPT. 

(v)· tt h;J.A to be l'emcmbcrcd thnt 'tllo obli [;at ions of Statco parL.v ·[:n :• ,r' lTf ' IJC!1tl;r; 
un•ll"r HlFGTHc/GG c:o beyond thor;n ari r.illf~ froJn . the 1-ll''f', in th l" :, ,., 1, .. ,, 
th:-1t r;uch n.f,Tet:JTJClltr. not only prohibit the 111;e o.f the i l.("IIJG co v " n . i ''" l·h0 
r:afc~:_':nardo ar;recment for dcvelopmcn~ anrl rn~ nuf.:.cturo of n. t~:r llll!;lc:'l· 

cxplor,ive device but ah:o j n any othr.r activity th<tt furl.ll'::!n; ::t 111 i .l i l:: q·.v 

purpor;c. vlhcn an <t{';rCCillOnt unclcr IlWCIRG/GG rcmo.inn nn~r"n·1c ·• l , 1u · ····p : · ~ 
,., ;,t..~.·l , e h::to c:om:ludc<l nn nt70emont under 'tho NP'l', the \1llfi. ,:rL:d ~i 111: 111 .'1·• 1' 
t he former :not to furthor o.rw Jnilitn:ry purpooe rem.:.in::1 v . .,lid .r.r.v crLhc1 ,., r·:·, 
even tllouc;h tho unclr.rtnkin~ pertains to opooified nuol ei1.l' material , 
equipment and faoilitioa. 
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'!'he Ar;ency's safeguards development work is nimcd at m::dcin{~ the 

j mplnrncntntion of aafec;uaros as effective, economical and unintruoive no 

pnr.niblc. TI1iG is bein6 achieved, in particular, by the imrrovcment of th8 

111~:1\ l1ilfor,u:1.rds information handlinG ayGtcm, tho cstablishmrmt of nn:1.lytical 

r::crvices - utilizing laboratories in Member St<des - the developmen-t of 

nnn-flnr;tructive ass{\y teohniqll{!fl' a.nn. "the uAe 9f Qqu.ipm~nt t)1at fiin both 

j rnp rove rooul ts of verification and roduco tho need for human ourveillnnco. 

Tho technical effectiveness of safeguards increases with the ~ experience 

the !lr,r:ncy acquires by the implemen·tation of both systems, as well a3 with 

the adoption of new methods, technirrues and new equipment. 

'l1le ph,ysical protection of nuclear ma·tol;'ial is an eenential supplement 

i.o th<J Stato 's nntional 8YS tom of accountinG for nnd control of nne lear rn~ttc:'ri:•l. 

The cotnblifihment and implementation of a physical protection oyotcm Hith:in a 

; 1:.-d:c iG rccoQ1izcd by the Aeency ao beinG the rosronsibili ty of that Stai:e. 

fo'lrrthor, it follo1·1o from the provir,ione of INFGinc/153 thnt the rccponoib i l i.ty 

fr>r phynical protection of aafeeuarded nuclettr material in ·the caso of intcrn:ctiOJ1.o.l 

trnnsfern ia a matter for a(;I'eement bet\.;con tho States ooncernod. However, th8 

fl ,r;c llC'.Y hnG a.sAumed an advisory rolo in this area. Hi th the help of conaul t:-1.11 to 

;qvJ of .o. pil.ncl in 1971 and 1972, it h:1a drawn up ~idelines on tho m:J.ttcr, lltld. 

f\ n0t of recommendations was published and mado available upon rorrneot to about; 

fi.fty Stv:tca (Soe Annex 5). 

'l'h o political stren£rthen~ng of the NPT, in the sense of ita vrid.or nccc:'ptP.lKO 

nnrl nclhr> rance by maey more countries, seems to depend prepondnr<t.ntl;y on t vm 

f::1r.toro: 

(a) the nbocncc of international tcnsionn leading to the prcvalonr,e of 

a fooling of international stability and secur) ty; o.nd 

(h) nir,nificant pro(;Tess in disarmamE:lnt commencing with nuolenr HnP.~.pCitto 

folloHed by conventional onos. 
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A clim<Lto of internn.tion.'"\.1 peace ;mel otnbili ty inovi tnbly e;onerntco 

n fr-clj nr; of socuri ty, and provides probn.bly ·~he beat p(lycholor;icnl deterrenco 

to the otockpilinr; of anns and the build-up of military potential. Such a 

clirnnte would induce those States, which novt wish to keep their nuclear opt.ion 

open boca.use of unstable political conditions, to become parties to the ll'PT. 

In the personal opinion of the authors the achievement of internat~nal stability i s 

not possible. in a world en~aged in a reckless arms race. A stand-still in the stockpiling 

of arms followed by reductions is an absolute pre-requisite for attaining such stability . 

~110 conscnouo of informed opinion is that a start must be made in nuclear 

rlir,nn71.1mcnt followed by reductions in conventional arms. The primary recponcibili'ty 

for takinr; .the initiative in nuclear dioarmnment is that of the Super PoHero, 

11oth of which are reported to have "over-kill" capacity. Unfortunately, their 

e fforto as reflected in the agreements following their Stategic Arms Limi t;J.tion 

'I'alb;, undertaken in pursuance of Article VI of the NPT, do not inspire the 

rclfHiAi to confidence that tangible pro{~reoo ir; beinp: made in 'disarmament. 'l'he 

SJ\I.'I'-1 AP;Tcementa set limi ta on the numbers of missiles for each of the tHo aides 

bnt not on tho numbers or sophistication of nuclear war-heads. Ao one lea.rned 

annlyr.t of the SAL'l'-1 Agreements put it "we have noH a strange situation in 'rlhich 

!UHV nuclear warheads increase in number and in destructive capabili tics as n.' resuH 

of n successful disarmament tr~aty." For a meaningful s ·t;art all the nuclear Heap on 

. S t;Q.t8G must a{;l'ee on a comprencnsi ve t 'est ban and on a complete cut-off of the 

produc·tion of special fisa ionable mat·erial for weapon purposes. The development and 

sophintication of the low-yield tactical nuclear weapons by the Super Po1.;crs (the 

GO c<Lllod mini-nukes) is a very alarming move. If the nuclear wenpon States 

despite their atrategio nuclear capability, consider that these are nooeosary, 

hoH is· one to convince the non-nuolear-1.,..eapon s ·tates that they are not necessnr'J 

to them also? \'lhat is the guarantee that the size of the weapons '"ill not cocalate? 
I 

Informed opinion holdo that the lack of progreso in nuclear diaarrn;unenl; V/no.kcnn 

tho Ni'T . It is believed that some countries, which are on the threshold of either 

sicnil1G' or ratif'ying NPT, are hesitating to do so. The alarming rate of vertical 

proliferation of nuclear weapons io causing serious concern to tho ad.heronto of 

tnc liPT, r;ho had hoped that the NPT would be a fore-runner of more effocUvo nuclear 

rrir.n.rmament measures. Valuable time is being lost, and with eaoh day tho solu-~ion 

of the problema inevitably beoomea more diffioult. 
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An nltcr~•tive method of obtaininrr wider acceptance of and adheranco to 

the liPT \·/Ould ue for the industrialized nations to make it a precondition for 

th0 r,upp1y of nuclear reactoro and other nuolear plants that tho recipient 

c01mtry muot be party to the NPT. This approach, however, is of dubious 

vnl\tc becnuee of the withdrawal olauae in tho l-o"PT. Aftor receiving the rcaotoro 

or nnclcar plants a country could renounce the NPT on the groundo, or even on 

the pretext, of nntional security considerations. In the ultimate analysis 

n pre-condition of the above nature, if unaccepted, can at beat only delay a 

conntry in its determination to acquire nuclear weapons capability. Perouaoion 

rather than coercoion seems to be indicated for the suocesa of the NPT. But there 

c~n be no doubt about the futility of any measure to strengthen the NPT in the 

abE~cnco of a desire on the part of the nuolee.r weapons States to abjure nuclear · 

weapons altogether. 

. ..... . 
!.J • • 
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GHOWTll OF AGENCY SAFEGUAHDS 

, a/ r.J.:t . .J::A . t_=o;c,;y;:n:w Number o( Slates ~<'llh safeguards agreemenlJ -

, • 1 Numher of nuclear power slalioru under safeguards or containing safeguarded 
nuclear material ~l't;_/ 

n: ;:'l:'~:::r;:c il ;.n,-. r:DPI ~1\,'(e) of nuclear po,..er stations under safeguArds or containing safeguarded 
nuclear rnAieriAl (In hundreds) 

r:;-:-: --:77 ~:: .-:. •:;;;;:;"i'ml Number of reactors other than power reactors under aafcguards or containing 
safeguarded nuclear material:_/~ . · · 

~/All data relate lo safeguards asreements approved by thello.ud up to 30 June o( the Indicated year, 

~/Dala relate to reacton under construction or operational, 
J 
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International Atomic Energy Agency 

INFORMATION CIRCULAR 

ANNI~X 2 

INFCIRC/ 2 07 
2G .Tuly 1971 

GENERI\.L Distr. 

Original: ENGLISH and 
' RUSSIAN 

NOTIFICATION TO THE AGENCY OF EXPOnTS AND IMPORTS OF 

NUCLEAR MATERIAL 

On 11 July 1974 the Director General received letters dated 10 July from the Resid ent 

Hepresentatives to the Agency of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kin gd om 

of Gr eat 11ritain and Northern Ireland and the United States ofAmerica informing him that 

in the interest of assisting the Agency in its safeguards activities, the Governments of these 

three J\'lcmbers had decided to provide it henceforth'with information on exports and imports 

of nuclear material. In the light of the wish expressed at the end of these letters their text 

is reproduced below, 

I am pleased to inform you that my Government, in the interest of assisting 

the IAEA in its safeguards activ'ities, has decided that the Agency should be provided 

on a continuing basis with the following information: 

(1) With respect to the anticipated export of nuclear material (excluding 

exports of source material for non-nuclear purposes), in an amount 

exceeding one effective kilogram, for peaceful purposes to any non

nuclear -weapon Sta te : 

(a) The organization or company which will prepare· the nuclear 

material for export; 

(b) The description, and if possible the expected composition and 

quantity, of nuclear material in the anticipated export; 

(c) The State and organization or company to which the nucleat· 

material is to be exported and, where applicable (i. c, in thos e 

cases in which nuc lear material is processed further in a second · 

State before i:'etransfe r to a third State), the State ancl organization 

or company of ult im a te destination, 

The fore going information will be provided normally at least ten dnyr, 

pdor to export of the material from my country; confirmation of eac h 

export, including actual quantity and composition and date of shipment, 

will be provided .promptly after shipment; 

(2) With respect to e a ch import, in an amount greater than one effective 

kilogram, of nuclear material which, immediately prior to expot·t, iR 

subject to safeguards, under an agreement with the IAEA, in the State 

from which the material is imported: 

(a) The Stat.e and organization or company from which ·the nuclear 

material is received; 

(b) The description, composition and quantity oi nuclea.t material 

in the shipment, 

, I 
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The information described above will be provided as soon as possible . 
after receipt of the material. 

It is intended that the provision of the information described above will be 
initiated ns soon as possible and not later than 1 October 1974, The details of .theRe 
nr-rnngcments cnn be discussed with you or your staf£ whenever convenient, . 

My Goverrunent would appreciate this information being brought to the attention 
.of all Members o£ the Agency by means o£ an iniormation circular •. 
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I. 

Situation nG of 1 Juno 1q7~ \rith r~~roc t to ratiCication of 
' '(;;-:~c.ccssion to)__!l_P7 by Jion-Jfncl_!:~~ITr!:~'OOJ!_flt:\tCrt .qnrl st;J.tl_l.Q 
9L.n~.::<2lJ..:!..t?.<.?ilS or G::>.f c~~rd n nr.r.~:..~'!!).~.D-~ r. hr)t. \·rccn t h11 f\c;r. nc:t. 
nntl t.lwr;o ~:antes in connection wHh tiln 'l'cc~ty 

22.h'\l number of NH\o/S hnvine ratif_i cd N._!YI' (or acceded to _it): 

79 Statos of which: 
I 

23 Stntes hnvo "oi{,;Tlificant" 
nuclear nctivitioo. 

.56 Stntco do not have "significant" 
nuclear activities. 

II. Stntus of NP'r SnfcfiUardo f\g.recmcnts 'rrith NNHS~t: 

' 

I NNi-JS with NNHS Hithout . siljl1ificn.nt significant Agreements 
nuclear nucle<~X 

Toto.l 

aoti viti en activities 

In force 19 13 32 

Sicrn'3d but not yet ,' 

2 4 , .... 6 in force ~-·, .. } 

Approved by Board of 
Governors but not yet 1 4 5 
signed 

Under negotiation 1 18 • 19 

No formal request for 
17 17 -negotiation 

Total 23 56 '19 J 
* . For identification of the States concerned, seo attached tnblo, 

___ j 



Situation on 1 Ju:':'le 197<1 wjtht·esJ'><'ct to the signatur·e of, 
ratification of, ur accession to, NPT by non-nuclear

weapon States, and the conclusion of safeguat·dH 
agreements between the Agency nnd these States in 

connection with NPT 

Nun-nllcll'nr·-wenpon States which hare 
slgnc·d, J' lltlflcd or acceded to NPT~ 

;\ r,:ha ni stan 
f111~lr nli11 
/\ust l'ia · 
!Ia r·h01dos 
llr.ll!illlll 

llolivia 
!lot o: w :11in 

ll11l1~ a ria 
lhll'lllldi 
C:o rrlet·oon 

C<111:1da 

( 1) 

(> ntr·nl African Republic 
C had 
Chinn, Hepubllc ot . 
C(dnmuia 

.C:"1:t n Hica 
Cypt'l)S 
Czeclooslovak Soclaliet Republic 
llnhomey 
I >cnmnr· k 

llnn1inican Republic 
1-:cuadot• 
Ft:ypt , /\rab Republic of 
J·:t S;rl\'ador 
J-:tltinj>in 
l•'j j 1 

l•'i nland 
T.:;1.bon 
Camhin 
G C' r11ran Dt>mocratlc Republic 
(;cnniwy, Federal Republic ot 

Gh;u1a 
Cr·el'ce 

Gu;rt('maln 
lln i ti 
]I oly Sec 

ll n1uhrrn s 
llunr.nr·y 
1<-el;rru.l 
lndoneRia 
lt·nn 

l1·n'l 
lr ·•!ln ncJ 
ltnly 
Ivory Coast 
.Jnn1aicn 

,lnpnn 
.lol'<lan 
K('nyn 
l~hnrr.r lll'publlc 
l<or·r.a, ncpuul!c of 

i ~ 

Date o! ratiCicntjon 
or ncccsaior~l 

(2) 

'I Fc\Jrunry 1970 
:1:\ .JaHue.r·y 1 U'!S 
20 June 1969 

2G May 1!l70 
20 /lpl'il 1 !)G!) 

5 SC'ptcml.rcr 1969 
19 March 1971 

8 January 1969 

8 January 1969 
25 October 1970 
10 March 1971 

· 27 January 1970 

3 Murch 1970 
16 ·February 1970 
22 July 1969 
31 October 1972 

3 January 1969 

24 July 1971 
7 Mar·ch 1969 

11 July 1972 
5 FebruarY. 1970 

1 It ,TuJ.;v 19 72 
. 5 February 1969 
l9 .. February 1974 
31 October 1969 

5 May 1970 
11 !\larch 1970 

22 September 1970 
2 June 1970 

25 February 1971 

16 Mny 1973 
27 Mny 1969 
18 July 1969 

2 February 1970 

29 October 1969 
1 July 1968 

6 March 1973 
5 March 1970 

11 Fcl.rruary 1970 
11 July 1970 

2 June 1972 

I" l no formal request for l'lr3gotj ation, 

Safeguards ngr·cr.rncnt with 
the /lr,l'ncy 

(3) 

Undl'r nr~:oti;~tion 
Approve(l b.v th0 nor.ird 
In for ·cc: 23 July I 972 
Under ne~ot1at1on 
Signed : S /\pl'il 1 !)73 

Approved b,y tho Doard 
Unul't' ncgotlntion 
In force: 20 February 1 !)72 

In force: 21 February 1972 

Signed: 12 July 1973 
In force: 26 Jnnuat·y 1973 
In fot·cc: 3 Mnr·ch 1972 . 

1n fot·ce: 1 1\lnrch 1972 

In forcc11 October 1973 
Under nc~:otiation 

Under net;otiation 
Lunder ncr.otiat i on ·l 
In force! ?.?. l·hrr.ll 1973 
ln force: 9 Fchruary 19'{? 
Under ncgot1ation 

In for·cc : 7 1\lnl'<:h 1 !172 
Si{!nl'<l : 5 April 1973 

Sic.-ned: 23 AU(';llGt 1973 
Provistonnlly In foa·ee : 

1 1\lnr·ch 1 !J72 
Under negotiation 

flnproverl hy t hn _Doard 
"Itr Ioree : "l J\u~ut; l 1 !J • 2 

Undot• ner;ot ir1.t ion 
In Coree: 3U 1\l:lrch I!J72 
Signed : 12 July 1972 

: In . foroc: 15M(~ 1974 

In Coree: 29 F('lli'U:li'Y 1972 
In Coree : 29 Fchnr:lt'Y 1972 
Signed: 5 Apl'il 19'13. 

Under n.:!gotinlion 

Under negotiation 
Under negotlntlon 
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( 1) 

Lil•y:1n J\r01b nl'publlc: 
I .ll~l'rnhourg 
l\lud:'l!ilHCAr 
l\1 :dny .. tn 

:'llnltllvo•-

l\1nli 

l\1:"~11:\ 

i\1:llll ' ilillfl 
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0\lor·occo 
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l'hol iJ•jdll i'R 

)'pljlllrl 

H'lln:\llia 

S :111 l\1:. rlno 

!'t ' IH. ' j ~; l} b 
s;,.,.," J .cone-/ 

i'ill,: ;oprJ I'I' 
Sn11o:oll01 
i'c>uti H· r·n Yemen 

Slld:lrl 
Sri l .:l nka 
Sw :'1 ;· i l:111,d 
S\~o c d••fl 

S\'.'i 1, r1 · l nnd 

~;y r · i;on i\rnb Hcpubllo 
'J'h,..il:o nd 
·rn,:•J 
'J'P rq ::1 

'J'J ·inirlarJ nnd Tobago 

'1'11ni ·~ia 

T•rr l:t·y 

" t'l"' '. \'rJita 
\ l n•J !""Y 
y, . ,, . ,u rl ~ 

VH·t- J';:lrn 

Y• ·rrl' 'll , J\1 · :~h ll t•publle of 

Yt q:•,•dn \·l n 
i'.~ lrr · , ll"J1Uidir. of 

(2) 

20 February 1970 
15 ,July 1 !170 
20 May 1970 

5 March 1970 

0 October 1 !J70 
5 MArch 1 !>70 
7 flpr•il 1070 

5 Mar·ch 1 ()70 
6 Februnt·y 1 !J70 

211 J\pt•il 196 !l 
21 ,Janu:u·y 19G9 

14 May 1969 

30 Nov!'mbcr 1 !J70 
5 January 1970 

I 0. September 1 !)G 9 

6 f-1arch 197 3 
27 September I %8 

5 February 1969 

1\ Fehnrtoi'Y 1 ()70 

3 M011'Ch lfJ70 
5 Octohl' l' 1972 

12 ,June 1 !JG!J 
4 Februat·y I !J70 

10 August 1970 

17 December 1970 

5 March 1970 

31 October 1973 
11 Ueccmbct· 1969 

9 January 1970 

21\ Sept em bet' 1 !l.G9 
7 flecemher 1972 

2C. February 1970 
7July1971 

26 Februnry 1970 

3 March 1970 
31 i\ugur;l 1970 

10 Septcrnbet' 1971 

3 l\hu·ch I fl70 
4 August I !)70 

1\NNEX 4 (cont.) 

(3) 

Under negotiation 
In fot·ce: 5 M:lrch 1!173 
In force: 12 June 1973 

Sl~:ned: 5 i\pril 1973 
In force: 14 June 1073 
In force: 29 Fchrunry '1972 

llnclcq• lllll{fltlntlon 

Under negotiation 
Under ncgoti:ltion 
In fot·ce : 31 .January I !173 

Un force 1~ Goptembcr 1973 
In force: 5 Scpt""'"cr I !172 

Sif,!ncd: 30 Janu.,1·y 1 n73 

In for·ce: 22 June I !172 

Si1;nrd: 5 Apt· il I n3 
Sit!IICd: 5 Apl·il I '1 '/3 
In forr.c : 29 Vcbr ' IIHI'Y 1 !1 '12 

Approved b,y the Boo.rd 
Under negolintion 
In force: 1 March 197 2 

[Under nr.r,otiationl 
SIJ!IWd : 21 l-'o·ln·u:11·y I !J'I:J. 
ln force : l I O<'loilt·r· I !172 

In force : 27 Octoher 1972 

Under negotiation 

[Under negotiationl 
Under negotiation 

Under negotiation 

Approved by the Do .. rd. 
Uruler nej!otilltinn 
Under nccotiation 

Under negotiation 

[umier ner,oliationl 

Si~ned: 24 Scpt<'lllh"t' 1971 

In fo rcc 9 Jn nun.r,v J q '{ .1 

In force 23 ])occm'uc r lr.J'( 3 
In fot•cr.: 9 Novemh c l' 1 !J/2 

'}.I 1'hr lllf'lrrnRiion r·q,·odnc rd In columno (I) Ami (21, wllh I he •••crpllon o( lhnt rclnflnlt to Slr·o·rn Lrn11r, wn• 

prnvl•l•·rl 10 lhr fo~cncy hy lhc drpoollory Govrrnrnrnl• of Nl''f, anoi on rnlry In colunu) .(l) tlors nol illlJrly 

li11· r•prr••lon or nny opinion on the pnrt of the Srcrrlnrlol conccr · nln~ lhc lr~ol etatuo of any country · 

or trrrllnry or o( lla authorillco, or concerning lho d~llnollaUon ol "" lrontler•, 

1:._ / lla" not yet acccdrd 10 NI'T, 
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PROSPECTS FOR EUROPEAN SECURITY AND CO-OPERATION 

IN THE NEAR AND MORE DISTANT FUTURE 

In this paper I want to consider problems of European disarmament and 

security. Compared with the situation about 10 years ago (it is useful to re-read 

the relevant papers at the 11th and 13th Pugwash Conferences of 1963 and 1964), 

I want to stress the importance of considering the possibilities for European disarm

ament today in the context of the social, political and cultural development of Europe, 

and not just as an isolated topic restricted to the military situation. If we realize 

the strong interaction between different aspects of development in Europe, we may 

be able to formulate more effective proposals for improving the European situation 

with respect to armaments, as well as other aspects. 

I Considering the political development of Europe since World War IT, we note: 

1. The period 1945-1955 was primarily a "cold war period"; the antagonistic 

relations between U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. were reflected in a sharp division, 

'the "iron curtain", in Europe. The precarious relations between the different 

parts into which the former Germany had been divided also formed, in itself, 

a source of tensions. Further, the fall of Hitler's "Dritte Reich" left a rather 

chaotic situation in Central Europe. 

2. Since about 1955 the relations between Eastern ·and Western Europe have . gradually 

improved, although this process has had certain ups and downs. The economic 

and cultural relations between Eastern and Western Europe have been intensified; 

the military and political situation has become less tense. strongly related to 

the situation in Europe is the relation between U.S.A. and U.S.S.R., which has 

also gradually improved in this period. 

3. The normalization of the relations between B. R. D. (Federal Republic Germany) 

and D. D. R. (German Democratic Republic) in 1972 and 1973 has mostly removed 

the "problem of the division of Germany" as a constant source of political tension 

in Europe. We may note that the "German problem" was thoroughly discussed 

at the 11th and 13th Pugwash Conferences and that recommendations with respect 

to Germany were made in 1964 by Working Group 1 of the 13th Pugwash Conference, 

to which the political agreements of 1972 are very close. 
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4. Decolonization has b'een a further important gradual process, in which the 

countries of Western Europe had to give up position of (out-dated) power and 

had to liberate themselves from the burdens of the past. The last colonies 

to become independent (of Portugal) are doing so only now- in 1974~ This 

does not mean that the problems of the former colonies are solved: m·any of 

the former colonies are now poor, developing countries ·with immense problems 

with respect to food,. population growth, employment, etc. 
r-

5. Regional organizations, mainly for improving economic co-operation between 

different countries, have come into existence in Western and Eastern Europe, 

in particular E. E. C. (European Economic Community) and Committee for Mutual 

Economic Aid (also known as Comecon). It is clear that, on the one hand, the 

smaller European nations are too small to exist as indepedent economic entities. 

On the other hand, the history of regional organizations is as much one of failure 

as of success. 

Considering the development of these issues over the past 10 years, we 

may note how slow the ,really big issues develop and how long the path is from 

proposals for improvement made by a small group of people to their eventual political 

realization, 

II With regard to nuclear weapons and the military situation in Europe, a concise review 

of developments is, for example, given in the SIPRI monograph "Force Reductions 

in Europe" 3 (especially in Ch. 2), to which we may refer for many details. The 

military situation between NATO and WTO countries presents a certain symmetry 

and even a certain stability. At the moment, it seems that the situation in Europe 

is not a major source of tensions in the world. On the other hand, vast amounts of 

money are still spent by the European nations on military purposes, which could be 

spent in far more constructive ways. 

With respect to the local situation of (nuclear) disarmament in Europe, there 

have been both a number of successes and a number of failures during the recent past. 

Among the successes is the fact that the number of countries which possess and 

manufacture nuclear weapons independently has certainly been restricted as a 

consequence of the nuclear 'test-ban treaty" and the "non-proliferation treaty". 

Further, the fact that theM. L. F. (Multi-Lateral Force), which was considered 

seriously by NATO about 1964, was not established has in a certain way avoided a 

possible additional route toward nuclear proliferation, and may have improved the 

relations between U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. (cf. e.g. ref 2. pp. 33, 34). 
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Proposals with respect to (nuclear) disannament in Europe, which have 

repeatedly been made or are now under discussion, include: 

(a) zones with reduced nuclear or conventional armaments; 

(b) mutual force reductions by NATO and WTO countries. 

(The history and present situation in this respect is given e.g. in refs 1, 2, 3, 4.) 

We consider both these proposals as desirable goals, if they can be realized 

in a suitable fonn. We do not want to go into a more detailed discussion of these 

proposals than has been given already in refs 1, 2, 3, or 4. However, in the last 

part of this paper we want to point out a number of possible future developments and 

trends, which may be favourable in themselves, and which could, in addition, make 

easier steps toward European disarmament by building up mutual trust. 

III Potential developments and desirable aims for Europe in the future 

We want to mention the following possibilities as to the future developments in 

Europe. They deserve to be discussed thoroughly, due to their impact in building 

up mutual trust between Eastern and Western Europe, a mutual trust which may, 

in turn, catalyze mutual military force reductions in Eastern and Western Europe: 

1. It is clear that most smaller European nations as economic units are too small 

for independent economic planning . Certain forms of economic planning 

embracing Western as well as Eastern Europe seem desirable. The possibilities 

of adopting 4 or 5 year plans extending to the whole of Europe should be seriously 

discussed. In the recent past E. E. C., Comecon and certain international 

treaties have certainly increased international planning; on the other hand, 

these organizations have also lrnown many failures and definitely need to be 

improved in many respects. 

2. Amongst the desirable aims of European (economic) planning we mention: 

(a) full employment while avoiding numerous migrations of "guest workers" 

from, e. g., Spain, southern Italy and southern Yugoslavia to more 

northern countries in . Europe; this will require substantial capital invest

ments in certain areas of Europe. 

(b) responsible planning for the whole of Europe covering the following 

elements: 

energy policy; environmental pollution; the use of raw materials; 

population policy aiming at approximately stationary population; a cut 

in military budgets, in a balanced way for Eastern and Western Europe 
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(such a cut would in turn allow increased aid from Europe to developing 

countries). 

3. Generally speaking, the growth of a form of federal structure for the whole of 

Europe seems desirable, on condition that this does not suffocate the justified 

desires of any separate country or region. E. E. C. and Comecon are examples 

at the economic level of certain forms of regional organizations. It might be 

that on a military level the building of a European Security System could be done 

better by transforming NATO and WTO into components for mutual information 

and decision making in Europe, rather than by abolising NATO and WTO 

immediately. 

4. The fact that substantially different political systems coexist in Western and 

Eastern European countries must be recognized; on the other hand, there exists 

a kind of "cultural heritage" common 'to all European countries. An extensive 

exchange of persons and ideas is considered by many people as an essential 

condition for building up mutual trust. A topic of this importance must certainly 

be discussed thoroughly. 

5. Certain adjustments may be quite feasible also amongst countries with different 

political systems either in the near or more distant future, e. g.: 

(a) synchronizing periods of economic planning in various European countries; 

(b) systems of currency exchange amongst the European nations. 

6. Certain local conflict's, which may have a negative influence on the stability of 

the European situation occur more or less at the borders of Europe, e. g.: 

(a) the Arab-Israel conflict; 

(b) the Cyprus conflict. 

It would be very desirable for European security and stability if some settlement 

for these conflicts could be found. 

In part III of this paper we have listed a number of topics which,we want 

to emphasize, have strong ties to the problems of European security and Disarmament. 

We have in this paper discussed their connection to European Security. They must, 

however, also be taken into consideration when discussing Disarmament . 
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+) 
Hr\ VES A 1\TD HAVE-NOTS IN THE NEAR EAST AND NORTH AFRICA 

Erllurd I:ppler, the former ninister for economic development of 

the Federal Repub lic of Germuny, has pointed out recently that since 

the oil crisis of 1973 one has to distinguish between four types 

of developing countries: 

1) developing countries \ ·Ti th considerable oil resources 

2) developing countries with considerable raw material deposits 

3) developing countries at a comparatively advanced level of 
industrializution, and 

4) developing countries \"lhich possess none of the ab'ovc cited 
c huracteristics, <md \·Thich must be considered the true 
have-nots ar.10ng the developing nations. 

In evaluating the economic status of the nations located in the 

rJear East and North ~frica one would do well to apply Mr~Eppler's 

system of classification. Oith the exception of category 2, all 

types of developing nations can be found in this region. In 1972 

its oil production amounted to 3o,9 percent, i.e. almost one third 

of \"iorld production. It "~:las shared by the various Arabic countries 

in the following way: 

Oil production in the Near East in 1972 

Saudi Arabia 
I'(mTait 
Libya 
Iraq 
Algeria 
Abu Dhabi 
Qatar 
Oman 
Others 

Total 

in Ni 11. tons 

285,5 
151,2 
lo6,7 
71,6 
52,o 
5o,6 
23,2 
14 ,i 
117 1 2 

8o2,2 

+) The statistical data used in this article are derived mainly 
£ron various U.N. publications. Another useful .source is t.'1e 
bulletin on 11 The I·licldle East and North Africa., by the Europa 
Publications Limited, London. 
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If we consider the oil revenues of all OPEC countries which 

coraprise besides the Arabic states such major producers as Iran, 

Venezuela and Nigeria , they are likely to be higher in 1974 by _ 

so~e 5o to Go billion dollars than in the previous year. hbile 

it is uncertain ~~ether oil prices can be maintained at their pre

sent high level in the near future, revenues from oil exports will 

continue to be high in the years to com~. This is bound to alter 

drastically the econoDic and political status of the oil producing 

countries in the \·!Orld cor.u"Tluni ty, even though none of the major 

oil producers of the l'Jear East can be expected to set out on a 

course of rapid industrialization vlithout first modernising its 

economic and social infrastructure . . As in other regions of the 

world, industrialization in the Ne ar East will undoubtedly prove 

to be a tiii\e-consuming and tortuous process. 

There arc only a few countries in the Near East alid North Africa 

\·Jhich can be considered to belong to category 3. Foremost ar.~ong 

these is the State of Israel \"lhich has attained a level of in

dustrial ization Hhich calls into question the present practice of 

counting it anong the developing nations. No matte r \·7hat criteria 

are used (G. N.P. per head or percentage of active population 

engaged in industry and commerce), it \·!Ould seem more justified 

to regard Israel as part of the advanced industrial \·lorld. 

Count;r-ies at a comparatively advanced level of economic developr:1ent 

in a ~ore proper sense are Lebanon, Egypt and Algeria . Among these 

only Lebanon enjoys a coii\paratively high national income per head 

o f population (approx. $ GGo,-- in 1971) Hhich is due to its 

diversified structure of the economy , especially to the \"lide range 

of services such as cor:1merc i al, banking and tourist serviG~s. 1'7i th 

the e::pansion of industrial activity in the Near East and the 

nassi ve infl0\·1 of oil-revenues the importanc"e of Lebanon · as a 
. . . 

co~"Tlercial intennediary is bound to increase. 

i"lhil c Egypt \·li "ch its rapidly rising population must still be 

counted w~ong the poorer nations of the Near East (G.N.P. $ 22o,-

in 1971), it has made considerable and promising efforts in recent 
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ye~rs to e:~~nd its industrial production. On completion of its 

cm:rent ten-year pl~ri the governr.1ent hopes to step up steel output . 

fro~ its present 45o.ooo tons a year to 2 million tons a year, 

ce~cnt from 3,G million tons to 6 million, crude oil from C 

15 r.1i llion tons to Go nillion, and electric pm·1er from 7 .ooo million 

J~\-.'h to 19. ooo million J~l'lh. 

l'IoJce\'lorthy is the prospective steep rise in oil output \·lhich 

no doubt \'lill help Egypt to finance ,part of its ambitious industrial 

p:cogrw.1r:1c. Revenues £ron oil e;~ports \·Jill not, hovmver, be la::::-gc 

enoughto provide sufficient financial underpinning for its growing 

cconony. Foreign aid will continue 'to play a significant role; part 

of this r.1ay be provided by oil-rich Arabic countries as the recent 

financial offers by :iCing Faisal of Saudi l\rabia seem to indicate . 

.i\lgcri.<...'s economic position is similar to that of Egypt. Its na

tional incone per head ($ 3Go,-- in 1971) is higher by about~ but it, 

too, hcts cr.1barked on an a."7\bitious programr.1e of industrialization 
it 

Hhi ch uill be able to finance to a considerable extent from its 

oil and natural gas revenues. Exports of ra\·1 materials and agri

cutural products will bring in additional foreign exchange, but 

\!ill hardly be lars;e enough to make 1\lgeria entirely indepc:mdent 

of f oreign aid. Pronises of substantial aid from 1\rabic sources have 

so far been lacking. 

Lastly, there arc ~ few countries in the Near East and North 1\frica 

Hhi ch may be considered the true have-nots of the region.)since 

t hey possess neither oil, nor other ra\'1 materials , nor have so 

far made noteuorthy efforts at the industrialization of their 

ccono;".~ies. Syria, Jordan, the t\-10 Y 2.1-:1ens, Tunisia, Sudan and to 

a lesser e:~tent llorocco r.1ust be regarded as members of this group. 

i'li th the exception of Syria and norocco / \·lhich have considerable 

natural resources, this group lades the prerequisites for quick 

industrial growth, unless it is generously supported in its efforts 

by its rich neighbours and by industrially advanced countries. 
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7he recent steep incre~se in oil prices h~s also accentuuted the 

difficulties of those developing countries in the Hear East Hhich 

l~cl~ oil or other n~J.:ionul riches. 'l'he guudrupling of the oil price 

\!i thin o. yeo.r, ho.s o.dversely o.ffected not only the cost of energy, 

but ~lso thut of fertili:::ers ~nd t1ltir.1o.tely, the prices of various 

food-;,tuffs. !loJ:eover, by \·JOrsening the inflationary clir.tate of the 

industriully ~dvunced nations, the rise in · the price of oil has 

led to <1 fuJ:ther incre~se in the price of industrial cornmoditiGs. 

It has been estir.ttited thut the total cost arising from higher 

oil prices, dearer food-stuffs and industrial products has more 

thun offset currGnt developr.tGnt ' aid recGived by the dGvcloping 

countries fror.t thG r.~ore advanced co~ntries. In consequence, the 

situation of some of thG have-not nations has become truly critical. 

TentativG plans huVG been dra\m up "t:li th the intention of allGviating 

the financial crisis \·rhich most of the developing countries are undergoi~ 

at prGsent. OPEC has announcGd the founding of a development bank 

for thG explicit purpose of extending aid to dGveloping countries· 

\·lhich are faced v1i th heavy balance of payrrent deficits. Other 

schemes propose the strenghtGning of existing intGrnational in

stitutions such as HlP, IDA and others, by enlarging their cupital 

base through thG infusion of capital from oil producing countriGs. 

To the knO\·lledgG of this \·Triter, 01\PEC, the Organization of Arabic 

Oil E :·:porting Countries, hus so far rGfrainGd from pursuing multi

luteral scher.tes dGsignGd to bring aid to the Arabic have-not 

countriGs. On the other hand, aid on a bilatGral basis see.'7ls to 

have beGn forthcor.ting in gGnerous proportions. A case in point 

is the recent offer to Egypt by Paisal of Saudi Arabia mentioned 

abovG. It is, of course, 'difficult to judge how much of such aid 

is eamarkGd for military purposes, and hm; much is meant to 

r.teet purely economic needs. 

At presGnt, uherG the chancGs of v;ar and peace seem to be 

evenly balanced, the er:1GrgGnce of a genuine mul tilatera·l aid or

ganization in thG Near East, to Hhich the oil-rich countries ·as 
~ 
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\"iC)ll <:lG Isr<:lel could conU:ibute c<~pit<:ll <:lnd J~n0\'1-hO\·T, r.mst be 

dccJ ~1eL1 hi<Jhly unliJ-ely. :ror the tir.le being, the present h<:lph<:lz.::trd 

sycte:"i\ of bil<:lter.::tl uid ui th its knm·m dr.:mb.::tcks' \·till no doubt 

be continued. Under its uuspices political affi~ities between 

st<1tes \Till count r.~ore th<:ln r.::ttionally established economic 

priorities. 

'l'he emergence of .:1 senuine peace \·TOu'ld, of course, drasticully 

ultcr the economic prospects of the whole region. Pirst, it uould 

inmedi<~tely lift. the eno1.T.1ous military burden from countries 

like Egypt., Syria, l\lger i<1, S<:1ucli ·1\rabia and Israel, and thereby 

set free substantial resources as well as manpower for the pursuit 

of peaceful purposes. Espcci<1lly Egypt, 'i'lhich among Arabic countries 

h<1s tr<1vclled furthest tm·Tard tin industrial 11 taJ~e off 11
, \·Tould 

greatly benefit from a definite cease-fire. Second, present obstacles 

impedin<J the setting up of a multilateral aid organization for the 

region could be easily surrwunted, since the need for close 

econor.~ic cooperation bet\·Teen neighbours \·TOuld becor.1e parar:10unt. 

l\s noted before, econor.~ic aid allocated on the basis of regional 

plans rather than political <:1ffinities, would ensure optimal use 

of capi t .al ancl l~nO\·T-hO\·T. Third, recognition of Israel by its 

l\rabic neighbours as a legitir.~ate trade partner would greatly sti

mulate trade Hi thin ·the \·lhole region, for the .economic structure of 

Israel, Hith its er.~ph<1sis on more sophisticated capital goods, 

seems highly complementary to that of its ir.lr.lediate neighbours. 

It seer.~s hardly necessary to add that the intensification of 

intra-regional trade is an excellent method to further econociic 

growth in a large developing area. 

The present oil bonanza in the Near East and North Africa offers 

great opportunities as Hell as grave dangers. If it is utilized 

in an endeavour · to bring pe<1ce and · prosperity to the \·Thole area, 

it: may \·Tell mark a turning point in the history of its ancient 

peoples; if it squandered on the procurement of more and better 

ams and on the financing of more and greater \·lars, it may bring 

about the destruction of all its inhabitants. 

L 
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NET RECEIPT OF INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPING COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES, 
'
1 ODA~ FRON PAC COUNTRIES AND RECEIPTS FROM MULTILATERAL AGENCIES 

==============~==========~================~====================== 

1969 - 1971 (ANNUAL AVERAGES) 

Country Bilateral f-lul ti- Total Per capita 
lateral recei12ts 

f-!io ~ "1io s Mio $ $ 

l) Kuwait 0,04 2.91 2,87 4 .. 37 
2) Qatar 0,00 

3) Lebanon 4.23 7ol9 ll,o L12 4~ 32 
I 

4) Bahrein 0,23 o.o4 0,27 1.,27 
5) Saudi Arabia 0.20 1.,12 1.,32 0411!3 
6) Oman o. ll9 0.,01 0.,50 2.,44 
7) Iraq - 0,02 8~48 8 .s Ll:6 0 0 90 
8) Algeria 109,69 6.,33 116.,02 8,69 
9) Tw1.isia 97,52 23 ., 72 121,24 24.,65 

10) Syria 1.67 15.28 16,.95 2q 89 
ll) Norocco 88 0 31 16 .. 25 104,56 6~95 
12) Jordan 28~28 3l-t30 59.58 26,57 
13) Egypt 15. 2.9 11.,39 26,68 0,82 
14) Sudan o.21 10 .1 94 11 0 15 o"l 73 
15) Yemen (P.D.R.) 1,51 1,88 3\539 2Q78 
16) Yemen (A.R.) 5 .. 87 2 0 54 8 .,41 l" 51 
17) Israel 62 0 74 0,10 62.,84 22,27 

416,26 133~66 549 .. 92 

-----

Source: OECD, 1972 Review, Development-Cooperation 

110DA11 ::: OFFICIAL DEVELOPl'lE~T ASSISTANCE 
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• 
G N P per head of the Arab states and Israel 

\ 

~==============================~============= 

1971 ' 

Country Population GNP at market :erices 
(in 1000) in mill. per head 

US$ (US$) 

1) Kmv-ai t 830 3 7200 3 1860 

2) Qatar 127 300 2,370 

J) Lebanon 2, 80Lt 1,840 660 

Ll) Bahrein 216 140 640 

5) Saudi Arabia 7,L187 4 7010 540 

6) Oman 600 270 450 

7) Iraq 9y750 J,560 J70 

8) Algeria 14,438 5 7260 360 

9) Tunisia 5?245 1,670 J20 

10) Syria 6.509 
I 

1,090 290 

11) Norocco 15,379 4 7o4o 260 

12) Jordan 2,380 620 260 

lJ) Egypt J4,o8o 7 1540 220 

14) Sudan 16,135 1,900 120 

15) Yemen (P.D.R.) lrL±70 170 120 

10) Yemen (A.R.) 5,900 480 90 

17) Israel J,OlO 61600 2,190 

Source: Weltbank Atlas 1973 
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ASSIHILATION AS A FACTOR IN ARMAMENTS PROLIFERATION 

The example of CD weapons, and its relevance to the 
present disarmament negotiations 

The joint US-Soviet communiqu~ from Moscow dated 3 July, 1974, contains the 
f o llowing passage: 

Both sides reaffirmed th~ir interest in an effective international 
agreement which would exclude from the arsenals of states such 
dangerous instruments of mass destruction as chemical weapons . 
Desiring to contribute to early progress in this direction, the 
USA and the USSR agreed to consider a ~oint initiative in t he 
Conference of th e Committee on Disarmament with respect to the 
conclusion, as a first step, of an international convention 
dealing with the most dangerous, lethal means of chemical warfare . 

The reference to a ".ioint initiative" in the CCD might possibly be interpreted 
as a step forward when set a gainst the corresponding passage in the US-Soviet 
communiqu~ of 25 June 1973: 

Considering the important role which an effective international 
a g reement with respect to chemical weapons would play, the two 
sides agreed to continue their efforts to conclude such an 
agreement in co operation with other countries. 

But in fact the grounds for optimism are not strong. It is disturbing to learn , 
for example, of super pover a ~reernent on a stepwise approach to the problem--on 
confining the "first step" to "the most dangerous, lethal" chemicals. And then 
there is the fact that the decision to go for any sort of chemical treaty was 
(and probably still is) still pending in Washington, whatever the communiqu~ 
may have suggested to the contrary. To the extent that the consequence of this 
may be an undercut ting of the US Defense Department's stance in the National 
Security Council's consideration of the matter, there are grounds for optimism; 
but to the extent that the communiqu~ may be public-relations rhetoric 
substituting for any real superpower interest in multilateral armaments 
limitation, there are also grounds for pessimism. 

The fact of the matter is that, when the National Security Council review of 
chemical-weapons policy got under way earlier this year, the odds were heavi ly 
wei~hted a gainst a policy outcome .that favoured any immediate , significant step 
further towards ch emical disarmament. The best that could be hoped for ·was a 
decision against foreclosure on the disarmament option and against endorsement 
of the Army's plans to embark upon a new round of chemical-weapons buying. This 
would allow {ime, hopefully, for the pro-disarmament faction in Washington, such 
as it is, to increase its strength, and for the So cialist countries in the CCD 
to formulate a more defensible position on the question o~ international 
verification. All in all, therefore, the prospects for rapid progress on 
chemicals at the CCD do not look bright. 

Against this background it is useful to consider the long-term implications of 
a failure to reac h agreement oq chemicals, and--the opposite side of the same 
coin--the goals that should be established as the long-term objectives of a 
chemical disarmament agreement. 
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Elsewhere,!/ I have argued that the primary function of a chemical agreement 
should be to constrain proliferation, because it is in the possibility of 
proliferation that nerve ~as presents its gravest threat to . international 
security, a threat which could greatly exceed that which is thought to exist 
in those few areas of the world where nerve-gas weapons are at present 
deplo~f7d• In a .paper I submitted to the Pugwash C\v Workshop in Helsinki this 
year,~ I explored certain of the conceivable determinants of chemical 
proliferation; for the present paper, I have sought to define and analy~~ one 
of these determinants more closely, namely the process of assimilation.21 

THE CONCEPT OF ASSIMILATION 

Hany, very different, modes of combat come within the category of chemical/ 
biological warfare (CB\v). Its scope is large because toxic and infective agents 
have potential applications throughout the entire spectrum of armed conflict-
from the global war at one end to the sabotage or terrorist activit1es of 
dissident groups at the other. Yet the same is true for most other agents of 
warfare at the disposal of armed forces--explosives, bullets, flame, &c. And 
just as these are lil<ely to be used in conjunction with one another, so also 
are CB\V agents unlikely to be used in isolation from them. One may therefore 
ask, as many CB\v professionals have done, what justification there is for 
making a special category out of CB\V, and of treating CBW as a special case 
in disarmament negotiations. 

The justification is to be found in the attitude of the military themselves. 
There do not appear to be any countries whose military do not treat CBW as a 
more or less special case. To varying degrees around the world, CB\v has its 
own separate or~anisations, institution~, logistical procedures, training 
programmes, and so forth. In few, if any, countries can these be said to be 
fully integrated into their background. \Vhere CB\V instruction is included in 
the basic curriculum of recruits, the training is rarely extensive and is 
generally limited to the elements of protective countermeasures. In the very 
few countries where offensive CDW training is given, it is for the most part 
limited to special cadres. CB\V thus lies outside .the mainstream of military 
tl1eory and practice. Military inttrest, as regards armaments, has always 
centred on explosives, projectiles, and other means of physical destruction. 
Until such ti~e as the principles and technology of CB\V have become more 
fully assimilated, CB weapons will remain 'unconventional'. The process of 
assimilation is the process whereby novel, 'unconventional' weapons hecome 
accepted as 'conventional' weapons. 

Isolated as they are within a distinctly outcast category, en weapons have 
acquired an array of moral and legal proscriptions that is unique amon g 
present-day armaments. This, however, is something with which most novel weapon 
technologies of the past have had to contend. Users of the cross-bow, for 
example, in Twelfth Century lmrope risked excommunication by the Church; and 

i/rrepare d statement to the Subcommittee on National Security Policy and 
Scientific Developments of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, US House of 
Representatives, 2 Hay 1974. (The hearings of the Subcommittee have since been 
puhlished under the title U.S. Chemical Warfare Policy.) 

~'Binary nerve gas weapons: their economic, environmental and security 
implications for the United States, includini their likely effects on the 
international chemical disarmament negotiations', February 1974. See especially 
pages 39-42. 

2/This paper draws ~rom earlier published work of mine, in Volumes I, II and V 
of The Problem of Chemical and Biological \Varfare (SIPH.I, 1971-73) and 'C BW : an 
introduction and bibliography' in . Political Issues Series (Center for the St~dy 
of Armame nt and Disarmament, Los Angeles) vol.J ~o.2, March 1974. 
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gunpowder went througl1 a long period of moral opprobrium before becoming 
assimilated.· People eventually became accustomed to these developments, and 
the weapons became conventional. Incendiary weapons provide a further example: 
witness the obloquy that fastened upon the recorded users of Greek Fire in 
medieval Europe, or General Beauregarde's expressions of moral outrage during 
the American Civil \var, or the special attention given to flamethrowers in the 
League of Nations disarmament deliberations, and then the increasing 
conventionalisation of napalm and other incendiaries during the Spanish Civil 
War, World War II, the ~orean War and Viet-Nam. 

()' 

CB weapons have been in sporadic use for at least three thousand years, so 
what is it that has imp:eded their assimilation? References to th~-few· and far 
between, it must be said--occur throughout the recorded history and literature 
of many civilisations, including tl1e Epic and Vedic Indian, the Hellenic, the 
Roman, the Byzantine, the Sung Chinese, and that of medieval and renaissance 
Europe. The information available does not permit an assessment of the military 
significance of these early instances; but it seems reasonable to suppose that 
CBW could not compete seriously with other forms of warfare until the 
prevailing accomplishments of technology bad reached an advanced level. The 
efficfacious use of CBW agents unde~ combat conditions is not easy, and requires 
rather sophisticated equipments. Advancing further with this hypothesis, one 
may identify the point at which CDW acquired importance with the great influx 
of natural science and scientists into the military world at tl1e time of World 
War I. · It is certainly the 6ase that much of present-day CDW theory derives 
from tl1e practical experience of chemical warfare during that war. 

The French were the first to use chemical weapons during the war, but it was 
Germany that made the crucial technical innovation. She alone among the 
belligerents, at the outbreak of hostilities, bad access to the necessary 
technology (in particular, an industrial capacity for large-scale liquefaction 
of chlorine gas). She turned to it in 1915 as a possible way out of the trench 
warfare stranglehold and in the face of an acute shortage of the nitrates 
needed for explosives-manufacture. The other major belligerents soon caught up 
with her, however, and by the end of the war had far exceeded the scale on 
which Germany was capable of conducting chemical warfare. There were in all 
between one and two million CW casualties. 

There are three principal ways of secu~ing battlefield casualties ''ith CB\v 
agents. Liquefied chlorine gas, and its subsequent developments, enabled one of 
these three to be exploited on a scale that had never before been approached 
with any of them. ~he earliest recorded CB weapons worked either by parenteral 
injection, as in the case of poisoned arrows, or through contamination of food 
or drink. In the tl1ird method, that of bulk dissemination, the agent is used 
to pollute the air breathed by the enemy or to contaminate the ground ov~r 
which he moves, thus creating a hazard to the skin. Cylinders of li~uid 
chlorine, releasing a dense cloud of the gas when they are opened, permitted 
an unprecedentedly higlt level of toxic air pollution, one which could be 
localised with a fair degree of precision over enemy positions. Much, of course , 
depended upon the prevailing weather conditions, particularly wind direction, 
but as artillery techniques developed, so also did the possibilities of using 
agent-filled projectiles to compensate for unfavourable weather. 

Bulk dissemination remains the most important of the three offensive CBW 
techniques. The oth~r two are limited essentially to sabotage and assassination, 
although recent technological advances may have broadened the applications of 
the parenteral one (notably the possibilities for using deliberately 
contaminated shrapnel or multiple-fi,chette munitions, as in the DIACBA 
development programme of the US Army). From an operational point of view, 
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however, there are many practical difficulties and unpredictabilities 
associated with bulk dissemination. Thes~ speedily became apparent during 
World War I and they persist to th~ present dal, despite intensive endeavours 
in the weapons laboratories to mitigate them. 1hey constitute one of the 
major discouragements of CBW, and may be identified as a principal constraint 
on the fuller assimilation of CB weapons. 

TBE TECHNOLOGICAL CONSTRAIN'P ON ASSH!ILATION 

The constraint noted above is essentially a technological one, and therefore 
sensitive to technological progress. It has several components. One has been 
alluded to already, namely weather-dependence. Quite a small change in weather 
conditions can necessitate ' a ten- or even a hundred-fold increase in the 
number of CB munitions needed for a particular mission--or, conversely, may 
vastly increase the hazard downwind of the target-area, thereby endangering 
friendly personnel or noncombatants even in the distant neighbourhood. The 
allowances that must be made for this will gravely complicate logistical and 
operational planning. 

A second element in th~ constraint arises from the protective countermeasures 
. that are available against bulk dissemination: respirators, protective clothing, 
automatic alarms, and so forth. Modern versions of these are capable of 
providing a ratl1er high level of defence against CBW attack. The significant 
point, however, is not that protection is available, but rather that, under 
combat conditions, tl1ere will be great uncertainty, first, about bow well the 
enemy is in fact protected; second, about the extent to which that protection 
impairs his overall fighting efficiency; and, third, about the degree to which 
the stresses and strains of combat will have opened gaps in the protection. 
Damage, haste and poor discipline will inevitably combine to make even the 
best-prepared defensive posture vulnerable to a CB'v attack that is sufficiently 
heavy; hut the attacker will not be able to predict his results with any 
confidence. The one exception to this is, of course, in the case where the 
enemy is known to lack any form of protective capacity whatsoever; and it is a 
significant fact that all the major instances of antipersonnel CW since World 
War I--in Ethippia during 1935-36, in China during 1937-45, in the Yemen during 
1963-67, and in Indo-China since 1964--were initiated against an enemy incapable 
of deploying antichemical protection. 

A third element in the technological constraint is time-dependence. With the 
sole exception of the sensory irritants, no CBW agent produces an immediat0. 
effect. In addition, CB'v agents can remain active and dangerous in the 
environment for a period of anything between minutes and years. Although military 
attractions may reside in this for certain specialised types of operation, the 
complexities which it '•ill introduce into forward planning may be very great. 
Its consequence is that the effects of CB weapons are poorly controllable, not 
only in space, but also in time. 

The importance of tlJe technical factors outlined above cannot be overemphasised, 
for it is on them that the likelihood of future cnw critically depends. The 
technological constraint, in conjunction with the psychological one noted later 
in this paper, provides a plausible explanation for the humble status of CBW in 
military circles today. But both constraints are vulnerable to change. It is 
possible to envisage a weakening of the inhibitions about CBW and a concentration 
of technological resources into the development of CB weapons that are militarily 
and politically more amenable than those available at present. This is what has 
been happening over the past thirty years in the case of napalm and other 
incendiary weapons. 
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INCEi'l"TIVES FOR ASSHIILATION 

The incentives that might promote the assimilation of CB weapons can also be 
cate~orized as technological and psychological. As regards the latter, CB 
weapons are pre~minently weapons of terror. Han's fear of poison and disease 
appears, on historical evidence alone, to be extremely deep-rooted, so that 
exposure to CBW agents, or the threat of exposure, may elicit very powerful 
responses. A potential user of CB weapons might well suppose that these 
responses would act in his favour. lie might even value them as r an instrument 
of strate~ic blackmail or deterrence. The I\£tion of CB weapons as 'the poor 
man's atom bomb', particularly biological weapons, bas been around for many 
years. 

The technological incentives remain much as they were during World War I, with 
certain additions. Bulk dissemination of CBW agents provides a means for 
attacking large area targets; and airborne CBW agents can penetrate into 
spaces protected a~ainst physical attack. These are factors of some moment 
today, for the great weight of tactical firepower--nuclear and non-nuclear-
now available has imposed doctrines ·of dispersed deployment in which ground 
forces are scattered over . wide areas. On a weight-for-weight comparison, cnw 
agents could be considerably more potent tl1an almost all military casualty 
agents, even fissionable materials, thus suggesting a role in compensating for 
quantitative manpower inferiorities. The 'biospecific' ' character of CD weapons, 
namely their capacity for leaving inanimate objects largely intact, bas certain 
obvious attractions, both at a tactical and at a strate~ic level. And the 
recent emergence of 'incapacitating' CBW agents, ones that cause predominantly 
nonfatal battle casualties, could provide a means for lessening some of the 
political costs of using armed force--a consideration which, on the civil 
fromt, leads police forces to use tear gas. The development of antiplant and, 
to a lesser extent, anti-animal CB weapons has added a further dimension. 

TTIE PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSTRAINT ON ASSH!ILATION 

It is conceivable that if rigorous analyses were made of all the technological 
constraints and incentives that would govern resort to CB\1 in particular war 
scenarios, with full regard paid to the capabilities of existing CBW tecl1nology , 
offensive and defepsive, the balance of judgement might, in some scenarios, 
favour use of CB weapons. This is certainly something which the advocates of 
CB weapons have long claimed, not least before US Congressional appropriations 
committees. The details of the analyses have, however, usually been shielded 
from general scrutiny by security-clearance requirements. If, nonetheless, it 
is assumed that the analyses have been adequately founded and their conclusions 
reasonable , the question still remains as to why past advocacies of CB weapons 
have not be en more sue c es sful. \fuat other reasons are there for the r e la ti ve ly 
low level of military interest in CBW, and could they chaQge with time ? 

The factors that seem to be at work here may be thought of as the 'psychological' 
constraint referred to earlier. Whether in fact a psychological explanation 
for them is to be preferred over, say, a behavioural or a sociological one is 
a matter for further study. The constraint has bad its most obvious expression 
in, first, the attitude that still seems to be widespread in military circles 
that cnw is in some way dishonourable, impugning military codes of professional 
behaviour, and, · second, in the legal proscriptions that are associated with CBW. 
Since its earliest days, the use of CB weapons has been considered peculiarly 
reprehensible, a view that was embodied in Roman and in Islamic law, and which 
is retained in a more explicit form in the modern international law of armed 
conflict. The central element in the present-day legal proscription is the 
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1925 Geneva Protocol, an international treaty to which most States are 
parties, albeit still with the important exception of the United States 
(larg ely at whose instigation, however, the Protocol came into being). The 
Protocol outlaws use of CB weapons, but has nothing to say about their 
possession. 

International law is closely bound up with public opinion, which it serves 
both to define and to direct. \n1en opinion changes the law be~ins to weaken, 
but opinion on CB\v seems to be as hostile as ever, despite recurrent attempts 
at modifying it. In the short term, these attempts have sometimes succeeded 
(as when the US Army Chemical Warfare Service succeeded in blocking US 
ratification of the Geneva Protocol in 1926), but opinion on CRW has always 
tended to revert to its former state. Considered on purely logical g rounds, 
there is no convincing reason why CBW should be regarded as any less acceptabl e , 

. ~ 

or more acceptable, than other forms of warfare. here is undoubtedly an 
element of paradox in the degree of attention it has received fr om jurists . 
To say this is not to call into question their wisdom; rather, the 
irrationality of the situation, and its persistence in the face of 'rationalising . 
attempts by CBW advocates, indicaies the strength of the underlying 
psychological and sociolo g ical factors. 

ASS HIILATION · AND THE L!\\1' OF ARHED CONFLICT 

The record of international law in restraining wartime behaviour is not 
impressive; the law has more often been the servant, not the master, of military 
expediency. in the case of CBW, however, the relevant law will remain a 
substantial restraint at least for as long as the appurtenances of CBW remain 
poorly assimilated by the military. More important, the law constitutes ~n 
obstacle against further assimilation. 

Conversely, eros i on of the law on CB\v will facilitate assimilation . That is 
why the present controversy regarding the legal status of herbicides and 
irritant agents, such as CS and the tear gases, is so important. Lar ge l y as 
a result of their employment by US and allied forces in Indo-China, and 
subsequently by their adversaries, CS weapons are now the furthest advanced 
towards assimilation of all CB weapons. But the Vietnam-related efforts t o 
reduce, through n&D, the technical and operational limitations of CS wea p ons, 
and to increase their military utility and attractions for regular combat 
forces, has inevitably meant a weakening of at least the technological constraint 
on the assimilation of all types of CB weapon. This, it should be noted, was 
by no means an unintended consequenc~ of the use of CS--and herbicides as 
•rell--in Viet-Nam. During a recent interview, the senior US Army chemical 
officer .of the time was utterly explicit on this point: the Vie t - Nam war 
provided a much-needed opportunity for him to demonstrate the value of his 
wares to the Army at large, and for the Chemica~ Corps to secure that combat 
role which would enhance its status and protect it from bureaucratic 
repression in \vash .ington. CS employment, chemical crop-destruction and chemical 
defnliation were only three of many CBW proposals put forward by the Chemical 
Corps for the Viet-Nam war. 

The Geneva Protocol is the strong est available bastion against this pa r ticular 
process of assimilation. It is therefore to be hoped most fervently that, when 
the US National Security Council comes to consider the new interag ency study 
that has just been completed on the question of US ratification, it will 
rescind the present US "understanding" that the Protocol does not cover 
herbicides and irritant agents. 

There is another locus of potential erosion. Since 1970, it has been the 
Bri t ish Government's position that, althougl1 tear gases are covered by the 
Protocol, "CS and other such· gases" are not. The decision to adopt this 
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bizarre interpretation arose out of t l1 e ex i gencies of the si t ua t ion in 
Nor t l1ern Irelond (where CS weapons were being used), even thou gh the Protocol 
is not applicable tl1ere. But since last year, the British Army has been 
stockpiling weapons bas~d on the newer, and more potent,ag ent CR 
(dibenz[.!?_,£][1,4)oxazepine). The effects of CR are· much longer-lasting than 
those of CS, and fall within the current US definition of an incapacitating 
agent. What ever tl1e present US position may be on CS, it does at least 
foreswear the first use in war of incapacitating a g ents. Yet, because in the 
British Defence Minis t ry's view CR is evidently subsumed within ''CS an d other 
such gases", the British Gover.nment is apparently reserving the ri ght, unless 
it withdraws its 1970 interpretation of the Protocol, to use incapacitating 
agents in war, as well as CS. 

ASSH!ILATION A~D CB DISARMAM ENT 

In 1972, after nearly four years of talks on CBW at the ENDC/CCD, the Biolo g ic a l 
Weapons Convention wa s o p ened for si gnature. It contains a commitment t o 
negotiate further, and in " good fai t h", for the elimination of chemical weapons. 
The fact t hat biolo g ical weapons were separat ed out from the CB we apon s c at e gory 
can be understood in t erms of assimilation. The practice of BW is technolo gi cally 
more demandin g than tha t of CW, and ·p sychologically more disquieting . BW a gen t s 
have characteristics whicl1 are difficult to harness for offensive purpo ses , 
and which do not fit at all easily into military practice. In the ca se of tl1e 
United ·S tates, biolo g ical weapons were the subject of an R&D pro g ramme 1vhich 
became quite intense during the early 1960s; but, even so, no one devic e ever 
passed through acceptance trials by the US Air Force, th e potential us e r 
Service for whom they were least unsuited. Tl1e weapons seem to have come up 
a gains t major technical problems which there was no g reat incentive to have 
solved. The recently-destroyed stockpile of BW agent s, and the production 
facilities for tl1em, were in support, less of a military capability, than o f 
a development programme that had become moribund. Chemical weapons, in contrast, 
were less poorly assi milat ed, and the United States (and maybe ot h er countries 
too) is not yet willing to forego their possession. 

The su gg estion here is that it is the extent to which a particular class of 
weapon has become assimilated which determines the prospec t s for its elimination 
via a partial disarmament a greement. The agreements on · col~teral measures 
which have been concluded so far would seem to bear this out, for they are 
·directed against activities which the military has no particular wish to 
indul g e in. Dispiriting though this conclusion may be, it has a practical 
corollary: the long-term stability of a disarmament a greement will be determined 
by the extent to which it brings under con t rol the pressures towards further 
as s imilation. 

Research and development activities are an obvious source of pressure in t h e 
ca s e of chemical weapons. There are two particular areas of concern, neither 
of which have yet received the attention they deserve from the CCD. 

Th e first is that of incapacitating a g ent research, because it is t hese a g 0nts 
that most t hreaten th e psy cholo g ical constraint on as similation. U11 t il ra t her 
r e c e ntly the problem did not seem to have all that much urgency, lar g ely 
hecause of the di ff iculties which t he R&D teams concerned were likely to h ave 
in com i n g up with a militarily attractive a g ent. The importance which tl1e US 
Ar my at t ached in the early 1960s to tl1e psychochemicals SN and BZ was soon 
shown to be unfounded; and the inclusion of toxins within the Presidential mv 
r e nunciations of 1969/ 70 precluded the further development · of PG . Ru t i t now 
se~m s t h a t the US Army has found a new and more attractive candidat e, a 
p ercut aneously-active ant~choliner g ic glycollate code-named EA 3834. This new 
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psychochemical, and munitions for it, are now in the terminal stages of 
development. 

The second area of concern is that of C\'i protection R&D. Since it is unlikely, 
and probably undesirable, that a chemical agreement could ever be negotiated 
that proscribed antichemical countermeasures, the supporting U.'I.:D will 
presumably continue. Yet it is precisely from this type of work that several 
of the major developments in 6ffensive CW techniques have in the past 
originated. 

ASSHHLATION AND NILITAJlY DOCTTliNE 

Since use of chemical w~apons is ille~al, their continued stockpiling seems to 
imply a scant regard for the provisions of international law. But the laws of 
war derive what strength they have from the sanction of reprisal, so that as a 
retaliatory capability the stockpiles can he given a sort of justification. The 
fact that they are also available for initiation of CW, law or no law, is no 
doubt seen as an advantage by those who value a wide range of mi"litary options; 
it is seen as a disadvanta~e, and a reason for pursuing chemical disarmament, 
by those who see in this ambivalence a source of international mistrust and 
tension. 

Clearly there are parallels to be drawn here with nuclear weapons, but they 
should not be taken too far. States that possess nuclear weapons have by now 
been forced to condition themselves into at least some degree of readiness to 
use the weapons. So, with greater or lesser reluctance, nuclear weapons have 
been accepted intq military doctrine and the doctrine has been modified to 
accomodate them. Such is not yet the case with CB weapons. There is a school 
of thought among strategists which holds that CBW has an important role to 
play as an intermediate rung on the ladder of escalation, providing a firebreak 
option between conventional · and nuclear war. But this is a precarious 
rationale, for the more rungs there are, the easier will the ladder be to 
climb. Current British policy, for example, appears to envisage nuclear 
retaliation against CBW attack. 

What also has to be kept in mind is the strong element of ex post facto 
rationalisation that runs through much of military policy-making, both nuclear 
and non-nuclear. One of · the effects of mobilising science and technology in the 
service of national defence is that ne~ weapons tend to appear before there is 
·any obvious requirement for ~hem. The technologies conceined have a momentum 
of their own, and so long as a thriving military technology is valued as an 
element of national security, military policy and doctrine must be elastic 
enough to accomodate it. This does not seem to have been an easy task in the 
case of CB weapons technology, which, at least in the United States, has long 
been outstripping military requirements; and the military authorities concerned, 
as distinct from the CB\'i advocates, have so far sho'm little enthusiasm for 
attempting it. \\'ben they have been forced to articulate a reasoned CB weapons 
policy, the doctrine of like-with-like deterrence has, for all its obvious 
shortcomings, been put forward. Time could well bring with it a very different 
attitude, if CB disarmament does not come about first. It is entirely 
conceivable that the march of progress within the R&D laboratories, and a 
loosening of the inhibitions about CB\'i, could promote that wider assimilatjon 
of CB weapons which would be the essential prerequisite. 

,JPPll, 16 .'\ugust 197 1-i 

nerliner Projektverbund der 
DPrghof-Stiftung ffir Konfliktforschung, 
Preie Universit~t Berlin. 
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TJIE PROPOSED Tlin.ESII OLD TEST DAN TREATY -- A STE P 

BACKWARDS FOI\ ATIJ\IS CO TTROL 
---·-------- ----- -

At the }~scow summit meeting in June 1974 the United States 

and the Soviet Union announced their intention to conclude a 

new threshold agreement that would limit underground testing of 

nuclear weapons to yields of not over 150 kilotons. A signifi-

cant component of this agreement, and one which has been insuf-

ficiently publicized, will be a provision to spell out procedures 

for the expanded use for peaceful purposes of nuclear explosives, 

which might have even larger yields than 150 KT. In 1963 when, 

because the two nations could not agree to ban all nuclear explo-

sions, they were led to agree on a limited test ban treaty (LTB), 

the addition of a threshold on underground tests would have been 

welcomed. 

In 1974, a decade later, the world has a right to expect 

more. Given the very extens ive nuclear testing by both the U.S.S.R. 

and u.s. and the imme·nse stockpiles of varied nuclear weapons which ., 

both now have, the military gains from still further · testing will 

be insignificant. The problem of discrimination between under-

ground nuclear explosions and earthquakes, which was the ostensible 

difficulty in negotiating a comprehensive test ban in 1963, now 

seems much less consequential . Furthermore, the considerable im• 

provements in long distance seismic detection and identification 

have increased national capabilities for discrimination between 

explosions and earthquakes to the point where on-site inspection, 

r 
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the former bugaboo, no longer seems technically significant. 

The unwillingness of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. to propose a 

tree)Y to ban all nuclear tests must be viewed as a signal from 

the two nations that, despite world opinion, they are not really 

interested in stopping all tests of nuclear bombs. 

Setting the threshold for the proposed new treaty as high 

as 150 KT is particularly unhappy. It will permit the U.S.S.R. 

and the u.s. to continue nuclear weapons test programs not signi

ficantly different from those they have pursued in recent years. 

Nor will the threshold agreement be more useful than the present 

Limited Test Ban Treaty in restraining the development of nuclear 

explosives capability byCnon-nuclear powers. For example,the 

recent nuclear explosion test by India was only about· 15 KT. To 

add insult to injury, even the 150 KT threshold is not scheduled to 

become operative for almost two years. Finally, the impact of the 

proposed agreement on the Non-Proliferation Treaty will almost surely 

be negative. The non-nuclear states will view this new proposal as 

a sham, hardly consistent with Article 6 of the NPT ~1erein the par

ties undertake "to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective 

measures relating to cessation of the .. nuclear arms race ••• " 

Of particular concern is'the projected U.S./U.S.S.R. agree

ment for nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes which will pre

sumably permit explosions above the 150 KT threshold and which is to 

be agreed on by the two nations in advance of submission of the 

threshold test ban. Skeptical non-nuclear nations will see this as 

another avenue for big power weapons tests especially if the arrange-
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ments do permit "peaceful" explosions of larger than 150 KT. 

Furthermore, if earthmoving nuclear explosions are contemplated, 

as seems probable, they will almost certainly produce sufficient 

radioactive debris to cause it to be present outside the territori

al limits of the nation of origin, which is prohibited by the Limit

ed Test Ban Treaty of 1963. The consequent weakening of the LTB 

~uld be a seriously regressive step. 

These defects persuade us that the proposed threshold agree

ment with its peaceful explosives agreements will be a step back

ward in arms control. We strongly hope that the U.s.s.R. and the 

U.S. will reconsider these unfortunate proposals and that serious 

negotiations will be promptly resumed on what the world really wants 

and needs, a treaty for a comprehensive nuclear test ban • . 
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A positive fact of our epoch is the increasing · effort of a growing number of 

states and nations to establish a system of relationships which will enable every 

nation to develop harmoniously, promoting at the same time peaceful and friendly 

co-operation in a climate of detente and mutual understanding. 

In this tremendous effort one can see that the peoples of the European 

continent have learned by e:h.-perience, as recent and not too remote history clearly 

showed. 

Europe, a continent of unbridled cultural development and advanced civiliz-

ation has contributed in very large measure to progress of mankind; the material 

and spiritual treasures of our continent are testimony to the unlimited possibilities 

of its nations' creative genius. But, unfortunately, in the course of history, and 

particularly in our century, this continent has been stirred by violent conflicts 

leading to two World Wars, producing incalculable losses, material and spiritual. 

At the same time, the objective reality has proven that, although the existing 

potentials of the nations of our continent are the same, the impact of national and 

social factors have differentially influenced their levels of economic and social 

d~velopment. Using as an index per capita national income; the international 

statistics show that, in Europe, the relation between highly developed countries 

and less developed countries, from the economic point of view, is represented by 

a ratio of 5 or 6 to 1. It is a positive fact that, since the Second World War, 

several nations \vhose development level had been lagging behind, are succeeding 

in reaching, by their own tremendous effort, an economic and social development 

which will constantly reduce the huge gap left from the past. 

It is a well known fact that Romania - a country with an old culture, with a 

hardworking and gifted people, and following the road of socialism, has recorded 

remarkable successes in its social and economic development, while abolishing 

any form of exploitation . Within a short historical period, this underdeveloped 

country , with its backward industry and primitive agriculture, has become a highly 

industrialized country , possessing a modern, mechanized agriculture, a country 

whose science and culture has asserted itself not only at the national level, but 
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also in the world arena . 

Thus, those industrial fields which are decisive for economic progress 

h:we experienced great development- e. g. the machine industry, electro

technics, electronics, the ·chemical industry, siderurgy, and so oh. After the 

nationalization of the means of production, the level of industrial production 

recorded a 14.3% rate of gTowth yearly; and in 1973 it grew by 14. 7% over the 

1972 figure . 

The e>..'iension of tec.hnical progress in agriculture has been given a great 

impetus, and the rate of growth of agricultural production thus increased from 

2. 7% during the 1956-1960 period to 6. 8% in 1973. 

Together with industrial and agricultural development, education, science 

and culture have made great progress. Education was developed in towns as 

well as in villages, and ne.w relationships were created in social life and in 

practical activities related to the needs of societal development. , Secondary 

school education has been made universal beginning with 1974. In this way, 

Romania has become a country on the way to full economic, industrial and social 

development. 

In the context of the wishes of the nations of Europe for a better life. and 

for international detente, action has been taken, which is destined to create on 

our continent a system of relationships between states giving each one assurance 

that it can develop free from any danger, that its development is to be harmoniously 

and peacefully co-ordinated with the development of other nations. This is what 

one calls security, collaboration and co-operation among the nations of our 

continent. 

Taking a retrospective look at historical events, it can be ascertained that 

it has not been long since the concept of security was connected, in some way or 

another, to relationships of domination and exploitation. Thus, it was considered 

that a small country - from the point of view of its number of inhabitants and of 

its area, or a less developed country , must depend, from the political, economic 

and social point of view, upon a great country, a powerful and more developed 

country, a country which could protect it, that is, could offer it "guarantees" 

of security for its continual existence. However, experience, unfortunately 

tragic , has proven that these systems were not only inequitable but also non-viable, 

since the small countries were always backward countries and their economic and 
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social development was subordinated to the interests of the great powers. There 

was, therefore, a continuous economic and intellectual exploitation, with their 

natural resources u~ed by and for the benefit of these great powers. History has 

refuted such guarantees, or systems of guarantees, since in practice they never 

deterred any intervention, whether armed or not, or prevented modifications and 

annexations of territories or direct interference in the internal affairs of other 

states. On the positive side, these experiences led to the development of 

national consciousness and of concepts, now happily almost universally accepted, 

concerning the equal role of every nation in establishing a climate of detente and 

international co-operation on our continent. These concepts, which are the · 

foundation of the current European Security and Co-operation Conference, are 

based on the principle that, after all, security is a matter which involves every 

nation equally, small or great, more or less developed. Indeed, history has 

proven that, during the great tragic conflicts of the not too remote past, sufferings 

and losses affected almost all states equally, and that, therefore, security cannot 

be considered separate from the international context. Furthermore, security is 

linked to the concept of mutual respect and equality among all nations of our 

continent. The existence of disparities in economic, industrial and social develop

ment and of differences in militiary potential, cannot and must not constitute a 

differentiating factor between security and development. After all, the human 

capacity of the countries to produce material and spiritual goods is not different, 

and the existing differences in levels of development is not the consequence of their 

own efforts, but the result of their forms of government and of their systems of 

eJ\.rploitation and oppression. These differences have always represented a factor 

promoting insecurity and instability. The equality of all states, small and great, 

as a basic concept, implies a whole succession of concepts destined to contribute 

to the establishment of universally desired security and collaboration. Thus, non

interference in internal affairs implies that every state must have the inalienable 

right to choose the path toward the system of economic and social development 

which it considers to be the best. This means that in a real security climate 

no influence should be exerted in order to change an existing political,· economic 

and social system. 

The concept of non-interference in internal affairs is linked to the concept 

of respect for independence and international sovereignty and the concept of 
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territorial integrity (the system of boundaries) . National sovereignty and 

independence represent, in fact, the inviolable right of every nation to be master 

of its own territory and of the goods existing within it. History has proven that 

th e dependence of a small nation on a great one has always been a breeding ground 

for interference , for disagreements and conflicts. Aware of the necessity for 

peaceful co-oper ation, nation s have understood this concept as indispensable to 

real progress. 

There are states with different social-political systems on the European 

continent, among which the socialist system must be particularly considered. 

This does not mean that nations, convinced by their own experience of the superiority 

of tlieir own system,· can try to influence the existing systems in other countries. 

Even within the framework of the socialist system, based on the abolition of human 

exploitation, a system in which people become the only owner and beneficiary of 

all natural, material and spiritual goods , using them to promote their prosperity, 

different ways and means of implementing the strategy and progress of development 

can be followed, taking into account the specific features of each nation, the present 

level of it s development, it s customs and tradition s. This does not mean that the 

developm ent of every nation must be carried out in an insular way. As in every 

human society, every nation learns and borrows from the experience of other 

nations what it considers useful for itself, and , in its turn, every nation imparts 

its own knowledge and the fruits of its own creative activity. Therefore, collabor

ation and co-operation are the first conditions fo r a security system and for mutual 

understandin g on the continent. 

The military aspects of security must include, as partial measures for 

disengagement and disarmament, the withdrawal of military troops, existing on 

foreign territories, to within their own national boundaries, the closing of all 

military bases and at the same time the corresponding reduction and elimination of 

troops, so that these bases no longer constitute a threat to other states, and finally 

the abolition of the military blocs. The central pivot of stability and of respect 

for the new relationships in Europe, as well as of the underlying premises of 

development and co-operation, is the concept, imposed by the requirements of 

real ity and the examples of history that, under no circumstance, should force or the 

threat of force be used in international relations, that all conflicts or disagreements 

must be resolved only by negotiations, by peaceful discussions among the interested 

parties. 
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The existence of a military potential and armaments - certainly different 

from cmmtry to coW1try - have always been important breeding groW1d for 

conflicts, insecurity and instability in Europe. It is obvious that increasing 

military power implies increasing military budgets, whose consequences are a 

heavy burden on the nations of Europe, and which hamper the use of these important 

investments for national progress and development. On the other hand, as is well

known, this military potential can never be considered as a stable one, because 

every nation tries continually to amplify and improve it, thus giving rise to the 

so called "arms race". 

Statistics prove that, although the whole world has made tremendous efforts 

to reduce military weapons and power, military budgets have been continually 

growing, e. g. the USA in 1949 about $13.5 billion and in 1973 about $78.5 billion. 

It is W1necessary to prove that the existence of such military power - particularly 

the weapons of mass destruction - are the major factors promoting insecurity, 

fear and disagreements among nations, and creating a climate which can lead, at 

any time, to a conflagration v.rith tragic consequences. 

Therefore, a concept of security and co-operation in Europe must be a 

concept of military disarmament, and primarily of nuclear disarmament. Theories, 

W1fortW1ately still prevailing, which tend to show that disarmament can begin only 

if the two antagonistic military blocs have reached the same military potential, are 

not only non-viable, but also inhumane. On the other hand, experience has shown 

that no military power v.rill ever wait W1til others reach. the same level of military 

power. On the contrary, coW1tries are engaged in a spiralling arms race. This 

tends to accelerate the growth of military budgets, and places an ever-increasing 

burden on people's shoulders, hampering their progress. and development, not to 

speak of producing an ever-increasing international stress. Within this context, 

and essential to security, it is necessary to take real and effective measures to 

carry out that disarmament which is not only the wish of European nations, but also 

of all the nations of the world. 

What are, in fact, the steps leading to the achievement of these concepts, 

steps which are not only realistic but humane as well, direct expressions of people's 

W1animous v.rish to live in peace, W1derstanding and co-operation.? One must, 

firstly, take into accoW1t the importance of the proceedings of the European Security 

and Co-operation Conference - the ~econd stage of this conference is closing now 
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in Geneva. The conference's debates stressed a number of measures and 

procedures which will be effective if they are carried out. 

In order to achieve the Conference's aim - and this is a unanimous wish -

there must be established the elements of a process leading to a security system, 

conceived as nn ensemble of clear and concrete rules and norms, the acceptance 

of which, as was mentioned ::tbove, must be in accordance with the principles and 

norms of the UN Charter . Every state must take these rules and norms into 

account and apply them in its rel.ationships with other states, irrespective of their 

political or social systems. These rules must be based on new concepts which 

represent the wishes of people, not only on our continent, but as was mentioned 

above, throughout the entire world. 

In Europe, the fact that co-operation and collaboration are components of 

European security (mentioned, as one can see, in the Conference's title), must 

constitute, in this conte;...'t, a norm of conduct in the relationships among nations. 

These relationships must be based on equality of rights, mutual advantage, respect 

for the independence and sovereignty of every state, non-interference in internal 

affairs, refusal to use violence or threat of violence. The advantage ·of this system 

of collaboration and co-operation is the extension of the trading and economic 

relationships af all advanced countries, while the less advanced will have the 

possibility to accelerate their own development, reducing in this way the existing 

teclmological gap, whtch, as is well known, has always been a factor promoting 

insecurity and instability. 

Collaboration and c6-operation must be understood in their different meanings, 

scientific, economic, industrial, commercial, cultural, and at their different 

levels, between two or among several nations. It is known (and this represents 

an important element) that even the exchange of information can have a positive 

effect, promoting better understanding, doing away with certain prejudices and 

wrong ideas, that have prevailed for a long time. After all, human culture is a 

common component of the spiritual heritage of all peoples. It is well known that 

many countries have conducted intensive scientific researches, leading to important 

achievements in the field of human kD;owledge, but which have not yet been conveyed 

to mankind. In the conte> . ."t of collaboration and co-operation, all nations must 

benefit from these results, .but of course only for their progress and welfare. One 

could mention, as an example, the researches in nuclear energy, which could be of 
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a gTeat importance in the replacement of conventional energy resources. 

Another example of co-operation . and collaboration is the lowering of artificially 

erected customs barriers, sometimes based on irrational reasons, which, since 

they interfere in other nations' internal affairs, are still an obstacle to detente, 

understanding and mutual respect. All such customs barriers must be abolished . 

The above shows that this Conference should establish means and principles able to 

create a human conte>..-t for real collaboration and co-operation among nations . The 

Conference cannot solve, at once and for all time, the complex problems connected 

with security and co-operation; but it must, first of all, establish a clear and 

concrete context in which to discuss these problems. The end of this stage of the 

Conference is awaited by all nations who wish to attain the highest level of the 

Conference, the third stage. Here, the Conference must organize, with the 

participation of all nations, standing bodies charged with debating these problems, 

with determining details and new aspects, with setting forth new directions for action, 

and achieving in this ·way, for the first time in the history of this continent , efficient 

bodies which will secure detente and a peaceful climate. 

The recent events in Cyprus have demonstrated eloquently (unfortunately 

through casualties and material losses) that if the basic principles and concepts of 

present security and international co-operation are not respected (viz . non - interference 

in internal affairs, sovereignty and independence, non-violence) there will be 

engendered only conflicts alfl dangers, in a word, insecurity. There is, therefore, 

an imperative and urgent need to close the Conference's proceedings and to put into 

effect its decisions. 

Our conviction (and, I would say, the conviction of any scientist aware of his 

moral and social responsibility) is that there exist in Europe very many conditions 

for the establishment of a climate of security, co-operation and collaboration, so 

greatly desired by all nations, and which would positively influence the whole of 

international relations. Scientists, as the representatives of their peoples' 

aspirations, must relentlessly seek means of accelerating this process, must find 

methodologies and scientific analyses not only demonstrating its irreversibility and 

necessity, but also providing long-term or phased solutions which should be used by 

decision-making bodies. 

This is the only way in which scientists (and I should like to mention particularly 

those who participate within the fran1ework of the Pug-wash Conferences) will be able 

to fulfill the moral mission entrusted to them by society. 
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EFFECTIVE :\TEASURES TOWARD GENERAL DISARMAMENT 

ESPECIALLY 1 UCLEAR DISARMAMENT 

Firstly, I take the liberty of saying that I greatly appreciate the consistency 

and the responsibility shown by Pugwash Conferences in their activity, tackling each 
r 

year the most important problems of mankind and its development, particularly 

problems ooncerning science. I appreciate their attachment to the noble role of 

science, which is to safeguard peace, to create a fruitful climate of trust and cooperation 

among nations, to achieve progress in civilization and the welfare of mankind. 

The essential feature of our epoch is the increasing part played by public 

opinion and the broad masses of people in the evolution of world policy and the promotion 

of peace and cooperation. (\s a result of the increase in the political activity of the broad 

masses of people, of the ever stronger assertion of popular movement aiming for free 

development, we are witnessing deep social and national transformations, changes in the 

balance of forces and positive processes, leading to detente and collaboration. 

An eloquent expression of this new tendency is the fact that during the last year, 

several problems which endangered peace and security were solved and also that 

negotiations and cooperation among states were strengthened. 

We must remember, at the same time, that there are political forces maintaining 

the old policies of inequality, domination, aggression and war, policies which hamper peace, 

detente, cooperation and understanding. Democratic forces and peoples of the whole world 

must make an increasing effort to normalize the international climate. 

The old international problem - disarmament - crops up again with indisputable 

force. Nowadays, public attention is focused on the disarmament problem, especially on 

nuclear disarmament, which worries the whole world. A real and conc.rete solution, 

awaited by the whole world, is delayed on the one hand ·by the exceptional growth of 

military exp~pditu:t€, implying a continual improvement in w.e.:lpons of mass destruction, 

and on the other by, disarmament negotiations. 

During the last decade, world military expenditure was $2, 000 billion (quoting 

World Armaments and Disarmament, SIPRI Yearbook 1974, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 

~assachusetts and London, England p. 207). Last year, military expenditure attained a 
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record figure, over $221 Dillion, and if the growth rate remains steady, in 1980 this 

• figure ,,.ill be $300-350 billion per annum. In other words, during our decade, the eighth 

of uu· century, ma.nkind will be deprived of over $2GOO billion representing military 

expenditure. 

These facts are a heavy burden on nations which in a military conflagration 

would pay a material and human price incomparably greater than that of the two World 

Wars; nations therefore have a right to know the level to which the arms race has evolved, 

to know what dangers threaten their life and. their peaceful activity, so that they may 

safeguard their vital interests. 

Protest and the expression of disapproval can be influential factors in the 

decision-making leading to general disarmament and particularly nuclear disarmament. 

These figures are important and edifying, because they show the quantity of h\.lman 

and material resources consumed at the world level by this arms race, but each state and 

category is not mentioned individually within this arms race framework. One might think, 

therefore that there is general participation , but in fact the number of nations taking part 

in the arms race is limited. In their recent study entitled "Des armament et developpement", 

the Polish authors Josef Pajestky Jery Zdanowie and Jan Kulig state that 85% of total world 

armament funds are spent by only nine countries - the five continuing members of the 

Security Council and the FGR, Poland,Italy and Canada- while the remainder, over 130 

countries, spend only 15%. 

This arms race conti!lues while in international life violence and the threo.t of 

violence, conflicts and disagreements prevail even now; therefore many countries have 

to allocate part of their human and material resources to the assurance of their national 

defence. 

In spite of the ~normous military arsenals and of their great destructive cap<?city, 

one continually researches and experiments in order to find new weapons and improve old 

weapons, increasing their destructive force and their range, i.e. their efficiency. 

The most valuable teclmological and scientific discoveries, as well as important 

financial and human potential, are used to this purpose. An eloquent example is the so-called 

"guided bomb" or the "clever bomb" which certain American authors consider the ·•greatest 

progress" in the weapons field since 1945. 

Another recent and important area of military rese~rch is that of laser applications 

in guiding, telemetry, target finding, and in other fields such as plasma, antimaterial bomb, 

perfecting of the laser weapon etc. 

Among the different specific manifestations of the arms race, an imporUI1t one is 

that of the common military manoeuvres with the participation of troops and bases ·established 
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on foreign territories. Such a display of force has great political, military, strategic 

· and economic implications throughout the whole world; the principle area concerned is 

the European continent and its adjoining zones, as well as other sore points of the planet. 

An alarming figure is recorded for foreign military troops e~tablished on the 

territories of other states in llirope. 

According to the estimates of ce1iain international research institutes, there 

are almost one million soldiers est:-tblished on foreign territories. 

Linked to milit:-try troops on foreign territories there are the military bases 

forming a network system created and support.ed by the great powers in order to promote 

thEir political, strategic and other purposes. According to the estimates of the review 

"La Vie Internationale", the United States alone has, in different parts of the world, over 

2000 boses and other military plants, over 300 of these being of significant dimensions. 

The world arms race, particularly the nuclear arms race, is a source of increasing 

d:-tngers for world security, and a huge unjustified waste of resources; a great source 

of.danger in a world committed to the stabilization of the new effort toward detente; a huge 

waste of resources in a world committed to progress .and develppment , but concerned by the 

lack of energy. Over $200 billion yearly allocated to defence is a huge amount which, 

invested in productive fields, would propel development to its highest productive orbit. 

Compared to this, the achievement of a programme aiming to double the agricul

tural production of 52 developing countries by 1985 would require about $112 billion. 

The National Bank's report states, in its financial excercises., that the credit 

allowed to member states was $3. 5 billion. In other words, the National Bank needs 

over 50 years in order to mobilize these investments for the development of member 

nations -~hat is, the equivalent of the financial resources spent by mankind in one year 

for armament purposes. 

One does not need other examples in order to understand why the problem of the 

cessation of the arms race, and primarily nuclear disarmament, is a crucial problem in 

our epoch. 

Arguments for the need to break this vicious circle, to stop this arms race and 

to take certain effective measures for the achievement of disarmament, are very clear 

and stable in the conscience of all nations. 

The,new oourse to detente and peace in the international life offers new premises 

favourable to disar.mament; it is paradoxical that at the same time the arms race is growing 

in dimensions and intensity; it grows both "horizontally" and "vertically". Detente and 

peace obviously require the initiation ~f the disarmament process, the carrying out of 

certain practical and efficient measures designed to achieve disarmament, nuclear •. 
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dis:1.i·m:1.mcnt in particul:1.r. Detente :1.nd :1.rmamcnt cannot be included in the framework of 

the s:1.mc process - they arc mutually :1.nt:1gonistic. But the option was firmly and categorically 

expressed in f:1.vour of detente -therefore it must be carried out by disarmament measures. 

The new course toward detente and coll:1.boration would be decisively strengthened by 

disarm:lment mensures which could fin:1.1ly eliminate the possibility of the use or threat 

of violence and would reduce. and eventu:1.lly eliminate, the risk of war. At the same time, 

such measures would strengthen trust and understanding among nations, and would increase 

the· chances of political solutions. Political detente implies military detente. 

In the second place, one cannot combine in the same process the arms race and 

the highest aspiration of mankind, development.; they are also mutually antagonistic. It is 

a glaring truth that $25 million spent in one hour for armament purposes deprives mankind 

of huge investment resources, which are witheld from productive areas and thrown in Danaides' 

barrel. 

The only effective way in which Disarmament - Detente - Development can be achieved, 

the only coherent and rational equation, is to step from declarations and intentions toward 

actions, i.e. to take concrete measures for real disarmament. No doubt disarmament is 

the most complex, painful and difficult chapter of international reality. But this must not 

be considered an argument for the continuation of the arms race; on the contrary, it is a 

new and strong grounds for nations mobilizing their forces for the initiation of the 

disarmament process. "Arms race is difficult but necessary and possible"; a military 

Atlantic decision-maker recently argued for the need to continue the arms race. It seemed 

that the man was joking but a witticism gushes from the brain, and not from uranium. If 

the decision-maker's assertion suggests that someone should begin nuclear disarmament, 

it is clear that ti should be those who possess nuclear weapons. 

There are several reasons for concluding that there is an urgent need for those 

people aware of the danger of the arms race to increase their activity in order to persuade 

the decision-makers to take concrete measures for the cessation of the arms race. It is 

obvious to the whole world that if concrete agreements are not carried out, the nuclear 

arms race will persuade other states to find corresponding means for their weapons 

development, including nuclear weapons - these facts lead to a growing arms race. 

It is imperative that concrete measures are taken, designed to achieve a real 

disarmament, .to redace military tro~ps, to diss~lve foreign n:ilitary bases and blocs, 

to reduce arms budgets, so that these resources could be used for social and economic 

development, for the welfare of manldnd, avoiding the danger of a new destructive war. 

The UN Organization and other international bodies have the important role of 

solving these major problems of international relations and therefore the disarmame~t 

problem; within the framework of these organizati~ns, states could work together for a 

I 
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" climate of detente and cooperation, in order to solve disagreements , in the interest of 

every nation and for peace in the world. 

The complete and immediate annihilation of nuclear and other weapons of mass 

destruction is the most urgent need in the disarmament field. Our opinion is that disarmamer.t 

negotiations must acquire a new and more active trend implying also the activity of the 

Disarm:1.ment Committee in Geneva, in order to pass on to general discussions and to adopt 

pr::1etic:1.l and efficient disarmament measures. 

I consider that in orde'r to promote detente, trust and cooperation among nations, 

it is of great importance that partial measures are achieved, such as the reduction and 

freezing of all military budgets, firm agreements not to use violence or the threat of 

violence, no interference under any circumstances in the internal affairs of other states, 

no new military bases or nuclear weapons on foreign territories, the removal of foreign 

military bases, the withdrawal of military troops to within national boundaries, the creation 

of nuclear-free zones in various parts of the world ; preparing in this way premises which 

will lead to the abolition of the military blocs. 

An essential condition for the successful resolution of disarmament problems, the 

major international problems, is to respect the legal national interests in peace and security 

of all nations. No problem concerning a nation's life, regardless of its nature, can be solved 

only by certain states or by a group of states. All nations, regardless of population, of area, 

of the economic, technical, scientific, and military potential, have this right. 

Therefore, we consider that based on adequate preparations, a Disarmament 

Conference should be convened, with the participation of all nations, which will tackle the 

major disarmament problems, primarily those concerning the prohibition and annihilation 

of nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction. I consider that it is necessary also to 

create an adequate context for the participation of all nations at the Committee debates in Geneva 

in 'order to activate the Disarmament Commission of the General Assembly, convening all 

member nations. 

I want to express my firm conviction that those who serve science understand the 

fact that disarmament, especially nuclear disarmament, is a crucial problem in our epoch 

on which depends the development of every nation; its positive solution ~nd the .future of 

mankind depend on the efforts made by each .and every one . 

.. ·• 
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THE ROLE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

AND THE NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION: WAYS AND METHODS 

FOR THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES TO BENEFIT BY ADVANCES IN SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY 

To speak once again about the role of science and technology in modern 

society, particularly in front of an audience of the highest scientific qualifications, 

seems to be superfluous. Nevertheless, the international scientific community's 

debates concerning this topic do not come to an end - indeed, it seems that they 

are continually increasing. The explanation consists in several actual aspects 

which identified new links between science and ·man, science and society, science 

and nations. This paper does not try to give a full view of this topic; it is only 

a simple and modest attempt to point out some existing trends - or trends which 

should exist -in the world of scientific investigation, and to present the author's 

opinion about these trends. 

In our epoch, the essential aim of science is to give free access to its 

achievement to every person and to all nations of our planet. Science was, still 

is, and ever will be an instrument of human society in its continuous effort to 

know, and to use in the best way possible, the natural environment to attain better 

self-understanding and for the improvement and prosperity of mankind. The 

entirety of historical evolution proves that social progress is strongly connected 

with the progress of science and technology. It is unfortunately true that one can 

find, in the course of history, many examples in which scientific achievements 

have been used for purposes of war. But the circumstances in which science was 

used for purposes of destruction seem to be, in my opinion, in spite of some 

catastrophic effects, isolated incidents in the general positive evolution of 

scientific research, an important component of the constructive activity of mankind. 

It is essential at the present level of lmowledge to use scientific achievements 

only for peaceful purposes and for a lasting and general peace. 

The actual dimensions of the· world scientific phenomen-al : permit science 

and technology to be transformed into a global component of the progress of 

Welfare and independence of all nations. The domains of scientific research, as 

well as their use for peaceful purposes, have been considerably extended. 
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Research methods have become more and more precise and efficient, in spite 

of their complexity, which has concurrently grown. Scientific research results 

are applied at an ever more rapid pace. But the most important factor, probably, 

is the strong link between scientific invdtigations and man's needs, the increasing 

concern with solving the problems of mankind. Today, the aim of scientists is 

to find new energy and food resources, the causes of disease so that they might 

be avoided, the preservation of the environment, the fight against pollution in all 

its aspects, the discovery of scientific methods which will ensure a balanced and 

dynamic development of all countries. I would like to stress this idea. In its 

effort to give a very solid basis to the material and spiritual development of the 

collectivity, science has gradually passed from the intensive use of the mineral 

resources of the environment to the study of the ways for optimizing the use of 

these resources. Today, in the same context of mankind's intensive use of its 

entire resources, science elaborates the optimizing .methods for the use of the 

human resources, not only through technical means, but also through the scientific 

organization and management of human activity, through the modern instruction and 

education of all the people of the community. It stands to reason that the present 

level of science and teclmology, and its practical force, are able to provide an 

affirmative answer to the hopes for progress and development of all nations. 

The extent to which all people can benefit from the achievements of science is 

questionable. This question is not new, and the answer has long been intensively 

sought by all people, irrespective of their level of development; the answer is 

sought by governments, international organizations and men of science. 

Let us ·pi·cture this distribution in the form of a very simple co-ordinate 

system whose spatial axis would cross all the areas of the earth, the intensity of 

the scientific investigation, the degree of the use of these results and, of course, 

the human efforts involved. We will discover that the spectrum of scientific 

phenomena is extremely discontinuous. Scientific investigations and the use of 

their results have gradually polarized, with important disproportions in the access 

to scientific achievement, in the contribution to its development. Of course, 

there are natural, social and historical causes which have produced this dis

continuity. 

A crucial problem before all nations, all governments, and of course all 

men of science throughout the world is to find the way to decrease and eliminate 
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this discontinuity. The problem is to make the spatial spectrum of science 

and the use of its results move from a polarized to a more continuous structure. 

Naturally, one can respond that a very long time will be necessary to discover 

these ways since, taking into account the limits of economic and technological 

development, the movement toward well-being for the whole world will conflict 

with available resources. Our aim is not to argue with the pessimistic theories 

of development. I think that the task of the men of science is to imagine, conceive 

and suggest methods for rational mobilization of human efforts toward balanced 

development under conditions in which all the nations could gain equally through 

the benefits of science. I am convinced that a high level of co-operation among 

nations on a technological and scientific basis is one of the most positive ways of 

solving this problem. The scientific and technological co-operation would 

represent, in my opinion, one of the superior forms of collaboration between 

nations, irrespective of their size and power. I say "superior" because the nation 

of science is at the pinnacle of human creation, and humanity in its essence is 

naturally inclined to understanding and collaboration. The history of recent 

centuries shows that this co-operation is possible and has increased. Co-operation 

an1ong the large countries, as well as co-operation between large and small countries, 

demonstrate convincingly that it is possible to overcome the obstacles associated 

with the different types of the economic and social systems or the varying sizes of 

c'ountries. 

Although the aim of this co-operation is scientific and technological 

investigation, co-operation is to a large extent a political problem. That is why 

it seems natural that this co-operation should be based on healthy political systems, 

which should ensure both mutual respect for national dignity ~d the assurance of 

a high level of effective collaboration. 

These political principles should promote the possibility of a high level 

of co-operation among all the nations, in various forms, multilateral, regional 

etc. They should assure the observance of mutual advantages and equality. This 

co-operation should stimulate the most efficient realization of all personal 

resources, material and human, within the same agreement of mutual benefits. 

I think that the principles of international scientific co-operation should 

include as an important element the idea of mutual assistance, which can gradually 

decrease the differences between the developed countries and the less developed 
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ones. Without yielding to "scientific romanticism", I think that these principles 

should create a situation that·, in the future, nations should have free access to 

scientific and teclmical achievements, similar to the present limited access to 

artistic creative achievements. 

Without doubt, it is difficult, if not impossible, to give at present an answer 

to the question: how long will it take the teclmological gap between nations to 

disappear? It is alm.ost certain that nations can only proceed rationally to diminish 

this gap. Both advanced and developing nations should assume great responsibil

ities in the long and difficult process toward the promotion of the co-operative 

spirit and the initiation of concrete steps toward co-operation. The vast experience 

of the advanced countries in the organization and revaluation of scientific and 

technological investigations could be a means for accelerating the progress of less 

developed countries. This experience could be of great help for solving the complex 

material problems of the world -for example, the future problems of energetics. 

For their part, the developing nations should have a more positive attitude 

toward approaching technical and scientific investigations, since this co-operation 

can provide an important means for realizing their human and national resources. 

The future of a nation is guaranteed by the nation's own efforts, irrespective of the 

ex-tent of international co-operation in which it takes part. Any developing nation 

should aim at directing the resources it possesses toward the continuous develop

ment of its own contributio·n to the progress of scientific knowledge, because only 

in this way will its future be in its own hands, and, therefore, will it be a future 

of dignity and independence. 

I would like to stress the importance of highly trained scientific experts 

as one of the goals of large-scale international scientific co-operation. In the 

past, as well, an important number of experts from the developing countries had 

been trained in the more advanced countries. I am convinced that this is one of 

the most important forms of co-operation which should be emphasized in the 

future. Their knowledge and scientific and technological documentation are very 

important because they can accelerate the rbytam of progress at any given moment. 

The long range closing of the scientific and technological gap is equivalent to its 

closure by scientific and technical staff in the less advanced countries. Without 

its own strong scientific movement, without its own technology, withoi.lt its own 

experts, a nation cannot dream of remoring the economic and technical gap which 

separates it from the advanced nations /and cannot contribute to the general progress 
I 

I 

/ 
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of hum:mity, even if it has the ambition to do so. In this context, I would like 

to stress once more that :my action of scientific and technical co-operation which 

does not leave a deep impact on the education of experts will have no long range 

effects. 

The access of the developing cmmtries to modern science and technology, 

the acceleration of the process of alignment of these countries to the high techno

logical level of the more developed countries, depends on the practical ways 

chosen for the achievement of many-sided scientific and technical co-operation 

on a world scale. In the last 10-15 years many means of co-operation have been 

practised, and they have often been successful, which has finally demonstrated 

the possibility and utility of scientific co-operation between the developed countries 

:md the developing countries. Our main task today is to use with more courage 

those means of co-operation which have proved viable, and to extend them. 

Scientific cotmtries all over the world, irrespective of their level of development, 

have an essential role to play in clarifying which one, among the various available 

forms of co-operation, should be used. It is the duty of the man of science to 

emphasize to his government tl1e mainfields towards which co-operation should 

be orientated, to formulate the concrete methods whereby this can take place, and 

to use his proficiency and prestige in order to increase the rhythm of co-operation 

·and the exchange of scientific and teclmical values. 

Co-operation based on bilateral relations between countries is an obvious 

form of co-operation. Experience has demonstrated that direct forms of co

operation between research institutes or universities in countries with different 

scientific or technological levels can be very effective. In this respect, I can 

quote the results obtained by the experts from the Polytechnical Institute of 

Bucharest, experts from Electricite France and from the University of Wisconsin 

(USA) who approached in common problems concerning the transport of electrical 

energy and of internal combustion engines. 

The development programmes supported by the more advanced nations 

in the developing countries on problems of common interest have a deep effect. 

For example, a group of university and research people from Romania are carrying 

out an electronics project in Algeria and also the reorganization of some laboratories. 

Programmes of fellowship study, Ph. D., and specialization should be 

firmly promoted in the future on the same bilateral basis by the developed countries. 

These should be directed toward young experts from the developing countries, from 
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universities, industry or ·scientific and technological research institutes. The 

advanced nations can facilitate the access of specialists from the less developed 

countries to up-to-date information by establishing scientific and technical 

libraries. There has been a promising beginning in this respect, but compared 

to the present level of scientific and technical information and the considerable 

practical importance of libraries as a documentary resource, it is still only a 

begilming. Of course, the promotion of such means of co-operation as were 

briefly mentioned here, is possible and potentially effective on a multilateral basis 

as well. I would like to stress that, irrespective of the bilateral or multilateral 

nature of the scientific and technical co-operation, such co-operation is effective 

only if it forms part of a plan of intense and mutually advantageous economic 

relationship, encouraging and stimulating the exchange of material or scientific

teclmological values in both directions, and aiming at the g-radual development of 

the less advanced partners to the level of the advanced partners. In this respect, 

the advanced nations have a very important influence. The access of the 

developing countries to the best scientific and technological equipment is still a 

problem which has been insufficiently solved. Of course, the economic or 

political implications of this problem cannot be disputed. One can never speak 

of reducing the scientific and technical gap between nations without permitting 

thorough access of the developing nations to achievements in the field of equipment, 

technologies and materials. 

International organizations play an important part in directing scientific 

and technical co-operation toward the realization of concrete programmes of 

development. I will not dwell on the meritorious efforts of such organizations 

as the UN, and its special agencies UNDP, UNESCO, FAO, ILO etc . , in promoting 

a spirit of co-operation and in creating scientific and technical bases in fields of 

immediate interest to the developing countries. Amongst these well-known efforts 

I would like to mention the experience accumulated in my own country, which is 

a developing country .. Romania has benefited, or is benefiting, through develop

ment programmes in fields of great importance, such as: management of the 

economy; agriculture; hydrology; atomic physics; computing technology; solid 

state physics; and precision mechanics. I am firmly convinced that these forms 

of co-operation which ensure collaboration with highly competent ex-perts from the 

developed countries, as well as the easier access to certain equipment, has had 
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a gTeat effect over the long run. By these means, in a short time , many experts 

can be trained and real research institutes can be created, the future impact of 

which on the technological development of a country is indisputable. However, 

the obligation of every nation which receives scientific and technical assistance 

to its own material and human effort must be emphasized . Without important 

personal investment efforts made by the Romanian government, the above

m entioned international development projects would have, without doubt, had a 

lesser impact. 

I thin1" that, in the future, it ·is necessary that men of science all over the 

world collaborate more actively within international organizations, and through 

their govenments, for tl1e better direction of international development programmes 

towards the vital fi elds of science and technology - energetics; the science of 

materials; management; environmental protection; automatics; electronics; 

and cybernetics - some examples on which the rapid and balanced progress of our 

nation depends. I would like to suggest that access of the developing countries to 

science and technological achievements would reduce the scientific and techno

l ogical gap between nations; it should become a more consistert preoccupation of 

int ernational organizations, which should organize more frequent exchanges of 

opinions and meeting on this theme. 

f 
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At the beginning of this year the US Secretary of Defence James R. Schlesinger 
announced a significant shift in the official US strategic posture. He justified his 
new policy on the basis of the advancing technology and, particularly,the vigorous 
ICBM and MIRV programs of the USSR observed in summer 1973. The new policy was based 
on assured deterrence like the earlier one, but with more emphasis on counterforce 
targeting, "increased selective targeting options". The purpose of this article is to 
summarize Schlesinger's new strategy and his development programs, to review a few 
articles evaluating it which already have appeared, and to present my personal opinion. 

1. The pre~mptive debate 
It might have been possible to predict from President Nixon's foreign policy 

reports since 1970 (1-4), that some changes in the Amer i can strategic weapons policy 
were pending. Secretary of Defence Melvin Laird's "strategy of realistic deterrence" 
or "doctrine of sufficiency" (5) already reflected a shift by stressing some new 
features to the strategy of Mutual Assured Deterrence ("MAD"): requests of "comparable 
mutual damage" and "defence against small scale or accidental attack". 

Some articles demanding a change to the MAD policy appeared already in 1973. Fred 
Ikle, a former colleague of Schlesinger at the RAND Corporation, now Director of the 
US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, prepared the way to a doctrinal change (6). 
Ikle wrote that the difficulty with the MAD doctrine is that the US strategic forces 
must be structured for a retaliation, which must be prompt, massive and targeted 
against value objects (cities and industry). Furthermore, the MAD doctrine presupposes 
that the opponent must be thinking according to the same theory in order for the 
deterrent to be effective. This requirement disregards the possib i lity of a nuclear 
war breaking out by accident. In fact, the constant need of alertness required by 
the promptness of the retaliation might even increase the risk of accident. Even well
known US strategists have recommended a launch-on-warning policy. Ikle receommends a 
policy of counterforce and defence using modern weapons of high accuracy and relatively 
small yield. Colin S. Gray (7, 8) critisized the MAD policy mainly on moral bases. He, 
too, maintained that the new technological developments offer the promise of a more 
sensible war-waging strategy than the MAD doctrine. The claims of counter-force policy 
were rebutted by Wolfgang Panofsky (9) and Herbert York (10). Panofsky wrote that 
although the MAD doctrine rests primarily on the threats of retaliation, it does not 
necessarily require prompt and massive strikes. He points out, that even though the 
nuclear strike were confined to the opponents military facilities only, civilian 
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casualties would be high with the present and foreseeable weapons. Furthermore, 
whatever technological preparations for a "surgical'' counterforce US would make, 
there exists no way to protect its own population. York (10) stressed that a counter
force strategy is likely to require many more and generally larger weapons than a 
deterrence strategy. A failure might result in many more deaths, especially in third 
countries, than the failure if the forece were designed for deterrence only. He 
concludes that the current nuclear doctrine_ · provides the best crisis stability and 
arms race stability presently available and recommends maintaining the "assured 
deterrence" stable by reducing the forces by mutual agreement rather than going to 
a counterforce strategy, which is "among the most dangerous proposals" he knows. 

2. Secretary Schlesinger's new policy 
Although the above debate predicted some change in the US strategic posture, 

the change of the official policy, as announced by Secretary Schlesinger on December 
15, 1973 (11) and January 10, 1974 (12), was much more dramatic than could be 
expected in a period of det~nte. 

In his January 10 interview (12) Schlesinger presented the justification and 
broad outlines of his new policy. He said, that during last fall, it became evident 
that the USSR was developing "4 new ICBM's; three of them have now been tested by 
MIRV's". One of these new ICBM's, numbered SS-18 by NATO, is reported to be larger 
than the up-to-now heaviest Soviet ICBM, and appears to be particularly worrying 
the USA. According to Schlesinger the USSR also has "three fleet ballistic missile 
submarine programs in operation". Due to its lead in MIRV technology, USA could 
afford to consent, in SALT I (see Table 1) to an approximately 50 % higher number 
of launchers and an about twice higher payload to the USSR. Schlesinger now remarks 
(12): "Our concern is that, if they (USSR) marry the technologies that are now 
emerging in their R&D program to the throw-weight and numbers that they have been 
allowed under the interim agreement (of SALT I), they would develop a capability 
that was preponderant relative to that of the United States, and this is impermissible 
from the standpoint of the American government so long as we bear the obligation 
to carry the nuclear shield not only for ourselves but our allies. 

If the Soviets were able to develop these improved technologies presently 
available to the United States in the form of quidance, MIRV, warhead technology, 
at some point around 1980 or beyond, they would be in a position in which they had 
~major counterforce option against the United States, and we would lack a similar 
option. Consequently, in the pursuit of symmetry, meaningful symmetry, for the two 
forces -- and by meaningful symmetry, I do not mean symmetry in every respect -
we cannot allow the Soviets unilaterally to obtain a counterforce option which 
we ourselves lack. We must have a symmetrical balancing of the strategic forces 
on both sides". 
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In his Annual Defense Department Report FY 1975 (13) Schlesinger then 
presents in great detail his policy: a) a doc t r i n a 1 c h a n g e 

a need for more options, especially counterforce options, for selective targeting -
and b) demands for a great number of improvements to the present weapons, and 
procurement and development options for n e w s t r a t e g i c w e a p o n 
s y s t e m s as 11 prudent hedges 11 for the Soviet programs. 

a) Selective targeting 
To forestall direct nuclear attacks on the USA is not the only objective of 

its strategic nuclear forces; they also ecist to 11 inhibit the coercion of US by 
nuclear powers 11 

... and 11 Coercion of its allies by such powers 11
.- It seems that 

because of the strategic nuclear parity the selective targeting has become a 
precondition for American nuclear guarantee to NATO. Flexibility of response is 
also essential in cases of accidents and unauthorized acts, conventional conflicts, 
and, 11 i f i 11-i nformed or cornered and desperate leaders might challenge us to a 
nuclear test of will 11 (13). This flexibility of response may demand also 11 a more 
efficient hard-target-kill capability than we now possess 11

, but how much such 
capability is needed depends on the progress of the current phase of the SALT 
talks. The hard-target-kill capability can be achieved by the combined effect of 
accuracy, nuclear yield and the number of warheads applied to the target. The 
selective targeting thus also may demand qualitative improvements and quantitative 
increases. 

- Capability to select flexibly targeting options will again make nuclear 
weapons useable as political instruments. 

b) The 11 Sizing 11 of forces 
The sizing of the nuclear forces is partly separable from the doctrinal issue. 

It is labelled as precaution against the Soviet strategic programs. Schlesinger 
is afraid that if the Soviet programs, especially the MIRV 1 ing of the heavy SS-18, 
are fully deployed, the US ICBM fleet may become obsolete at the beginning of the 
1980s (see below). US did not expect deployment of MIRVs in such a large scale 
by the USSR, when it approved SALT I: 11 The scope of the Soviet program as it now 
has emerged is far more comprehensive than estimated even a year ago 11 (13). 
Schlesinger then lists a number of Soviet ICBM programs, among them a land-mobile 
version of SS-16 which 11 may be under development 11

• He says: 11 If all three of the 
new and heavier missiles are deployed, throw weight in the Soviet ICBM force will 
increase from the current 6-7 million pounds to an impressive 10-12 million pounds. 
This throw weight, combined with increased accuracy and MIRV's, could give tbe 
Soviets on the order of 7000 one-to-two megaton warheads in their ICBM force alone . 
... a force of about 300 of these missiles (permitted under the Interim Agreement) 
could pose a serious threat to our ICBM 1s in their silos, even after those silos 
are upgraded 11

• 
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3. Comparison of the US and USSR strategic force levels 
Before reviewing the strategic programs proposed in this year's US defence 

rbudget, it is useful to briefly review the strategic force levels, The actual leveles, 
as presented by Schlesinger (13), are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that USA has 
about three times more warheads than USSR, which again has about 50 % more ICBM 
launchers than USA. The USA warhead number will grow to about 10000 in 1977. If 
Soviet Union fully deploys its MIRV'ing possibilities, it may have an about equal 
number in 1980. USSR has 25 large empty silos, evidently intended for SS-18; further
more, it probably can (according to Schlesinger) replace its SS-9 missiles by the 
heavier SS-18 by enlarging the silo. 

The effectiveness of the missiles depends on the accuracy and yield and is 
illustrated in Table 3 (14). As can be seen, the relatively good accuracy and 
tremendous yield of SS-9 provides it with P very high hard-target-kill capability, 

develo~ments 96-97 %. The major offensive US systemSJare nent1oned in Table 4 (according to 13). 
In addition to these major developments, a large number of other programs like 
initial strategic development programs, strategic defence, command and control, 
and civil defence programs, are included. Defence Monitor (14) lists altogether 28 
strategic programs for the FY 1975. The programs listed in Table 4 only cover 
$ 3.8 billion of Schlesinger's $ 23.1 billion weapons program (seep. lO ). 

4. Initial critics of Schlesinger's policy and program 
Some initial debate on the Schlesinger policy has already caught my attention. 

First two articles reviewed below, however, are on SALT. They are not directly 
dealing with Mr. Schlesinger's announcements but are highly relevant in this 
connection. Herbert Scoville (15) emphasizes that the MIRV control is still 
possible and meaningful and should deserve the highest priority in SALT II, because 
full deployment of MIRVs and improvement of their effectiveness could make the 
fixed land-based ICBMs obsolete in a few years and their replacement by, eg., 
mobile ICBMs would be extremely expensive and perhaps destabilizing. MIRV-testing 
is observable by radars. US MIRVs do not yet have a first strike capability 
(without terminal guidance). Of the Soviet missiles only SS-9 has a high hard
target-kill capability,but the emerging SS-18 MIRVs could also have the same. 
They might have an accuracy of about 400 m CEP~, which means that by a 1 MT 
warhead a 90% probability for destroyance of a 300 psi silo would be reachable. 
If the US silos are hardened to 900 psi, 230m CEP would be needwwith this yield. 
But USSR has only 25 large silos now ready for SS-18, which would correspond to 
25 x 6 = 150 warheads. 

One can, indeed, easily see that by replacing about 150 SS-9 by MIRV'ed 
SS-18 (900 warheads), Soviet Union would get a force capable of complete destroyance 
of the US Minuteman force (150+900 MIRVs+138 SS-9= 1288 warheads having better 
than 90 % hard-target-kill probability). 

~ CEP = Circular Error Probable, radius of the circle around the target wherein 
50% of the warheads fall. 
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USA will have mid-1976 550 Minuteman III = 1650 warheads, CEP ca. 400 m; 
yield ca. 200 kt (cf. in Table 3: 320m, 160 kt). The hard-target-kill probability 
remains low, around 50 % for a single warhead. This force, then, could not threaten 
the total Soviet land-based missile force, 1618 launchers. However, if the CEP could 
be reduced to about 230m and all the 1000 Minuteman would be MIRVed, it could. US 
also has a large number of Poseidon ·MIRVs, but they have a small yield (40-50 kt) 
and low accuracy (CEP 500 m) and cannot seriously threaten hard targets (see Table 
3). Scoville proposes that the two worst possibilities, MIRV'ing of all the 1000 
Minutemen by the US, and replacement of all the 288 SS-9 by MIRVed SS-18 by the 
Soviet Union, should be barred by SALT II. USA could stop at 550 Minuteman III, and 
USSR at 25 SS-18, which would mean rough comparability. Testing of new terminal 
guidance systems should be prohibited. US has a tremendous lead in SLBM MIRVs, but 
their hard-target capability is not high, as we have seen. Soviet Union has a 
large enough missile (to be usefully MIRV'able) only in its new 0-class submarines, 
but it is probably not interested in MIRV'ing them, because this would greatly 
reduce their range (4000 mi), which is more important . It could propose to refrain 
from MIRVing them, if US would stop its useless Trident program. Thus, it would 
still be possible to stop the MIRV race at the last moment. 

Lawrence L. Whetten (16) writes that Soviet Union was not interested to 
have restrictions for MIRVs in SALT I (probably because USA was too far in its 
MIRV program, already). Its interest for MIRV-limits may now be greater, when it 
has tested its own MIRVs. The 23.1 million dollars, which the US Air Force got 
just before Breshnew's visit (June 1973) into the FY 1974 budget for keeping the 
MIRV option open for the remaining 450 Minutemen, may have been a 11 bargaining 
chip 11

• The Soviet non-interest for MIRV'ing was perhaps due to the fact that it 
counts its need of launchers on the basis of targets, ie. the US ICBMs. MIRV'ing 
has not changed their number, nor has it changed the counterforce effectiveness 
of the US ICBM force. Whetten, too, considers an agreement limiting the warhead 
numbers of land-based forces still verifiable and feasible. 

Lawrence Martin (17), in an excellent review of Schlesinger's policy, has 
also reviewed its implications to Europe. He writes that 11 there are one or two 
special implications of Mr. Schlesinger's strategy for Europe 11

: 
11 It can be argued, 

for instance, that accurate strategic systems could replace the Forward Based 
Systems 11

, and 11 Mr. Schlesinger's assistent Mr. William Beecher has suggested 
(Time, 1 March 1974) that a selective hard-target capability could deal with the 
Russian medium-ranged ballistic missiles (MRBM) 11 

... 
11 But the essence of Mr. 

Schlesinger's strategy for Europe remains the idea that in selective targeting 
the United States may discover some form of deterrence she could credibly wield 
against the Soviet Union when acting on Europe's behalf 11

• Martin's final comments 
are: 11 In general conclusion it must be said that the initial alarmed European 
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reactions to Mr. Schlesinger's utterances seem to have been excessive". He also 
says: "A third, and sobering, thought for Europeans is that a considerable part 
of the difficulty Mr. Schlesinger's strategy attempts to deal with, arises from 
their inability or unwillingness to provide for their own defence". 

Frank Barnaby (18) in SIPRI yearbook 1974 (chapter 5) reviews the nuclear 
deterrance debate. After reviewing Ikle's (6), Panofsky's (9) and York's (10) 
articles Barnaby reviews in some detail Schlesinger's policy as announced in the 
January 10 interview (12). He points out that USA has had for several years already 
a considerable counterforce capability and corresponding targeting policy; "over 
4000 of its nuclear warheads must have been targeted on military targets for the 
past few years ... Therefore, Schlesinger's anno~ncement is not a change in the 
US nuclear strategy but just a decision to announce it". It "signals the desire 
of the current administration in the USA to produce and deploy weapon systems 
that could not be justified ... in the context of the strategy of assured 
destruction ... ". Barnaby lists three probable main reasons for Schlesinger's 
announcement: 

1) to influence allies by reinforcing the credibility on nuclear guarantees, 
2) to influence the Senate to give more funds for strategic weaponry, 
3) to influence the Soviet Union in the SALT negotiations. 
Barnaby writes: "The counterforce strategy, as enunciated by Schlesinger, 

includes the humanitarian implication that the USA should acquire a "surgical 
strike" capability ... This posture ... requires warheads with very hi gh accuracy 
and very small nuclear charge; such weapons are not currently deployed in the USA 
arsenal. But mini-nuclear warheads and terminal guidance that endows warheads with 
pinpoint accuracy are ready for procurement and deployment". "Project ABRES (see 
Table 4) has succeeded in perfecting a terminal guidance system that, when 
incorporated in a maneuvrable re-entry vehicle (MARV) can guide it onto a prescribed 
target". Barnaby concludes pessimistically, that "once again the synergy of 
political utility and strong organisational and bureaucratic pressures in the 
United States will most probably induce a new cycle of strategic weapon procurement 
and deployment". He sees the counterforce posture to have four serious ramifications: 

1) Insistence on the capability of "surgical strikes" tends to move strategic 
nuclear weapons closer to the tactical arena. 

2) MARVwould provide the USA with undeniable firs~strike capability against 
land-based missiles. 

3) MARV would justify installation of mobile platforms, and 
4) Perhaps the greatest danger: the effort of counterforce policy "to make 

the surgical strike credible and acceptable". 
Referring to York (10) Barnaby recommends that instead the "new policy", the 

US should, in SALT II, to seek an end to the qualitative improvements and a 
reduction of the number of nuclear arms. 
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On the tactical nuclear level he refers to the article of the Los Alamos 
workers Bennett. Sandoval and Schreffler (18). who recommend. that NATO should 
replace the uncertainty of an irrational nuclear response (the flexible response) 
with a certainty of an immediate. effective nuclear response. They recommend a 
vigorous modernisation and miniaturisation of the tactical nuclear weapons; they 
believe that such weapons. together with the limitation of the goal to the preconflict 
borders and advertizing certain ground rules (including maximum yield) would keep 
the war limited. 

Barnaby stresses. that though such a policy might seem tactically attractive. 
it has fundamental weaknesses like the risk of escalation - blurring of the 
desoinction between conventional and nuclear war. "But perhaps the most immediate 
requirement is for the political decision makers to understand and recognize the 
urgent need for nuclear disarmament ... ". 

The latest contribution in this debate is the article of Greenwood and Nacht 
(19). After listing the pros and cons of the counterforce - policies they describe 
their own variety. "the strategy of restrained options". It emphasizes 

1) the contingency planning. studies of deterring the low-level attack and 
preventing escalation; 

2) the flexibility of targeting - providing oneself a broad but restrained 
set of nuclear options, and 

3) more effective command and control systems. 
They see "the need to gain 1 eve rage for the use at SALT "as an11 underlying 

promise of the new policy" and are skeptical about the Administrations 1 s reliance 
on bargaining chips. The new strategic programs may be difficult to control -
they may get "their own momentum". They think that "one could size and structure 
the American strategic forces almost independently of the Soviet force structure" 
and recommend unilateral act of restrain to curb the arms race. 

G. A. Arbatov. Director of the USA Institute of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, 
is most critical of the American strategic debate (20). He sees the debate to be 
an attempt of some military circles in the USA to find ways of waging a war safely. 
These circles propose waging a local war by proxy using "allied" manpower and 
providing it with US technology. He writes that some recent American critics of 
the traditional "restraint by deterrence", "although perfectly ready to speak in 
humane terms about the inhumanity of a concept of a peace maintained by the 
threat of the destruction of tens and hundreds of millions of people, in fact 
have in mind something which is far from peace and disarmament:~. Instead. they 
try to restore the nuclear military power its full usability by making the prospect 
of nuclear war more acceptable. Also the tendency to "miniaturization" of nuclear 
weapons is thus justified. He considers the idea of introducing "rules of the game" 
and of artificial limitations "by agreenent" to a limited nuclear war to be based 
on an illusion and to be without justification. 
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5. Schlesinger on NATO strategy 
In a statement before the US Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittees (21), 

Secretary Schlesinger discussed in general terms the deployment of US nuclear 
weapons in Europe. He said that NATO defence is based on 11 NATO Triad 11

: 

1) strategic forces, primarily provided by the USA, 
2) tactical nuclear forces, and 
3) a 11 Stalwart conventional capability 11

• 

11 How much of that burden can be assumed by tactical nuclear capabilities, 
continues to be a matter of continuous discussion ... NATO still needs improved 
doctrines for the tactical use of nuclear weapons. This includes the ability to 
control escalation ... 11

• Schelesinger recommends particularly reduction of the 
vulnerability of the nuclear systems and underlines that 11 the Alliance should 
consider whether, in the future, there are serious possibilities of replacing 
the existing stockpile with nuclear weapons and systems more appropriate t o the 
environment of Eastern and Weastern Europe 11

• 
11 8asically, these forces should have 

the capability of the following: 
quick dispersal to match a Warsaw Pact surprise dispersal; 

- survivability and controlability while dispersed; 
denying the enemy his military objectives without excessive co l lateral damage; 

- providing for selective, carefully-controlled employment options; and 
- penetrating enemy defences 11

• 

He then describes the consultation and authorisation system within NATO and 
US administration and emphasizes the recent measures to safeguarding the US nuclear 
weapons and their storage environment. 

It seems that Schlesinger proposes no major change to the NATO strategy. He, 
too, recommends it to be based on deterrence by flexible response. There is 
an emphasis on improvement of conventional defence and command and control but 
there is also emphasis on modernisation and miniaturisation of tactical nuclear 
weapons, eg., by providing th~ howitzer shells by Precision Guidance Systems (12) 
and by improving the survivability and safeguards of the systems. On the whole, 
Schlesinger is rather cautious regarding the role of the tactical nuclear weapons. 
In his defence budget (13) he writes: 11 While it is essential to theori ze about 
the nature of tactical nuclear warfare, we must acknowledge that as a practical 
matter, the initiation of a nuclear engagement would involve many uncertainties. 
Acceptable boundaries on such a conflict would be extremely difficult to establish. 
A nuclear engagement in the theater could well produce much higher military and 
civilian cas~alties and more widespread collateral damage than its non-nuclear 
counterpart, ifepending, of course, on the character and length of the engagement. 
What is more, it is nor clear under what conditions the United States and its 
allies would possess a comparative military advantage in a tactical nuclear 
exchange 11

• 
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6. Conclusions 
As for the counterforce policy and increased need of nuclear options, there 

is no doubt that a change has been pending quite a few years, due to the advancing 
technology and particularly, the increasing Soviet capability. As Barnaby points 
out, USA has had a mixed targeting policy for many years already. It is evident, 
too, that among the reasons for the great publicity that Schlesinger is now giving 
to his "new policy" are, eg., need to influence 

1) allies (to improve the credibility of the US nuclear guarantees), 
2) the US Senate (to approve more funds for strategic programs) and 
3) the Soviet Union (to get concessions in SALT negotiations). 
Schlesinger wants to channel the savings from the reduced Vietnam engangement 

into strategic weapons development programs. On the other hand, Schlesinger has 
some justification in his worries about the fate of the US ICBM fleet. One 
astonishes the massiveness of the Soviet missile and MIRVing programs i n a period 
of detente. Yet, one gets the impression that Schlesinger's reaction is unreasonably 
vigorous, an overreaction. The Soviet programs may represent bureaucratic 
decisions made many years ago. USSR is five years behind the USA in its MIRV 
tests and it is extremely unlikely that it would intend to reach a warhead number 
anywhere near 7000 during the 1970s, as feared by Schlesinger. This would require 
the very expensive early replacement of its still quite capable SS-9s. 

In the name of "efficient equivalence" Schlesinger demands in reality 
strategic superiority even for the land-based ICBMs: his "selective targeting" 
means hard-target-kill capability w i t h m i n i m a 1 co 1 1 a t e r a 
dam a g e, something that the Soviet Union does not have and will not have during 
the 1970s, because its limited silo-killing capability (based on the 20-25 Mt 
SS-9s and the 1-2 Mt SS-18 MIRVs) will be based on high yields rather than pinpoint
accuracy and certainly will not be devoid of collateral damage . The US collateral
damage-avoiding capability will be futile, however, because the US population, 
unlike the Soviet one, would suffer immeasurable losses even from a 100 % counter
force exchange. S e 1 f- deter r en c e will therefore certainly prevent 
the US from "surgical strikes" unless it turns to the immensly expensive Damage 
Limitation strategy, which would be more difficult to realize in the US society 
than in the well-disciplined Soviet society, which has better civil defence, 
public transportation and experience in city-evacuation. Therefore, it is not 
prudent to the USA to seek a more war waging policy than the USSR. It should rather 
attempt to contribute in stabilizing the relatively safe balance of assured 
destruction until a better situation can be reached by nuclear disarmament. 
Secretary Schlesinger's strategy for NATO also follows the old lines. He attempts 
to reinforce the credibility of the strategic guarantees, which were given in 
an other era and which the US no longer can fulfil. He also continues to improve 
the contradictory flexible response by asking for a better conventional defence 
(which is correct) but also for modernisation of the tactical nuclear arsenal 
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(which is the wrong thing to do), although he seems to be rather uncertain regarding 
this factor, since he warns of placing too much emphasis on it. He could go one 
step further and recommend that both sides withdraw their theatre nuclear weapons 
and agree about non-first use of nuclear weapons in Europe. The theatre weapons do 
not have any deterrence value ~f their own (except perhaps against the first use 
of the other side) but they increase the risks by ambiguity and their existence 
leav~too much of the defence into the hands of the superpowers which, in Central 
Europe, would be fighting on a foreign territory. In the last moment of truth none 
of the European countries would allow use of theatre weapons in their territory. 
Self-deterrence would be more effective. Any defence which is based on "possible 
first-use" of theatre nuclear weapons, rests on a foundation of mud. Any deterrence 
that would be needed on the theatre level could be taken care of, eg., by earmarking 
a couple of Poseidon submarines for interdiction role in Europe. They would be much 
less vulnerable than the present arsenal of almost 10000 American and almost 5000 
Soviet tactical nuclear weapons in Central Europe. 

USA has a clear-cut superiority regarding Soviet Union in all the other fields 
of strategic forces than the ICBMs: the SLBMs, bombers, FBS:s and the geography 
(it has foreign military bases all around the USSR), which Schlesinger hardly 
mentions. Insistance on extremely expensive and excessively heavy "hedges" against 
a rather unlikely Soviet hard-target-hit superiority in the single field of land
based missiles at the end of the 1970s simply is not convincing. Schlesinger's 
demands are probably in the first place "bargaining chips" for SALT, in the second 
place intended to keep the military-industrial complex functioning smoothly by 
channelling the Vietnam savings (and much more) to the industry. Schlesinger's 
military budget for the FY 1975 is an all-times record. As explained by Senator 
John C. Stennis, Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, "the sum of 
these two requests (obligational authority for FY 1975,92.2 billion and $ 6.2 billion 
supplemental funds for 1964) is$ 99.1 billion" and "this sum compares to$ 80.2 
billion" which was appropriated for FY 1974 (22). That means a 25 % increase in a 
single year! Yet, Schlesinger got essentially all he demanded: he asked for$ 23.1 
billion, obtained$ 21.8 billion for weapons purposes. 

US Atomic Energy Commission develops and procures the nuclear warheads on a 
separate budget. When its weapon program is added to the above$ 99.1 billion, it 
breaks the$ 100 billion barrier. This budget is unique in war or peace time. 
It is hard to estimate how much of Schlesinger's demands were "bargaining chips", 
Unfortunately, even those perhaps primarily aimed as bargaining chips, take up 
momentum, and soon start living their own life, as has been seen regarding so many 
previous system, MIRVs and ABMs included. Unfortunately, the Soviet Union has not 
published any justification for its new, vigorous missile program. The Soviet 
critics who have written about the US strategic debate see as its only reason "that 
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some US military circles thus seek means and ways of waging nuclear war 11
• Such 

analysis can hardly be considered to be objective, either. It is evident that most 
of the present acceleration of the strategic arms race is due to the stalemate in 
SALT negotiations. Perhaps the SALT has not been negotiated very skilfully. Paul 
Nitze, the former head of the US SALT delegation in Geneva, was recently rather 
critical about the way how President Nixon and Secretary Kissinger have carried 
out the negotiations (23). Actually, he resigned as a protest. This seems to be 
yet another case when the bargaining chip policy has not been fruitful. It seems 
that the leadership, probably in both countries, should have a different attitude 
to the SALT talks. As Barnaby says: 11 Perhaps the most immediate requirement is 
for the political decision-makers to understand and to recognize the urgent need 
for nuclear disarmament so that they will resitt those vested interests within 
their societies which press for the application of all possible technological 
advances to weapon system development, for the deployment of all new weapons that 
are developed and for the maintenance and improvement of all existing weapon 
sys terns 11

• 
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Table 1. Maximum numbers of strategic weapon systems allowed by 
SALT I for 1972-1977. 

Weapon system 

ICBM launchers 
SLBM launchers 
Ballistic missile submarines 
ABMs 

USA 

1000-1054 
710 
44 

2 sites, 1 oo.ll 
missiles each 

l/ 3 July 1974 reduced to one site, 100 each. 

USSR 

1408-1618 
950 
62 

2 sites. 1 oo.ll 
missiles each 

Table 2. US and USSR Strategic force levels (J. R. Schlesinger (13)). 

Offensive 

ICBM launchers 1/ 
SLBM launchers ~/ 
Intercontinental 
bombers ll 
Force loadings 
weapons 

USA 

1054 
656 

496 

6784 

Mid-1973 
USSR 

1550 
550 

140 

2200 

l/ Excludes launchers at test sites 

Mid-1974 
USA USSR 

1054 1575 
656 660 

496 140 

7940 2600 

I! Excludes launchers on diesel-powered submarines 
~/ Excludes bombers configured as tankers and reconnaissance aircraft 
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Table 3. Numbers, accuracies, yields and effectiveness of the strategic missiles of 
US and USSR- l974.(according to Defence Monitor (Vol. 3, No 4, May 1974)). 

U.S. Strategic Missiles- 197 4 

Hard Target+ 
Name Number Accuracy* Yield Kill Capability 

JCBMs 

Minuteman I 100 (will be none .75 miles 1.0 megatons PK= 18% 
by mid-1975) 

Minuteman II 500 (will be 450 .35 miles 1.5 megatons PK=60% 
by mid-1975) 

Minuteman Ill 400 (will be 550 .20 miles 160 kilotons per SSKP=56% 
(3 MIRYs) by mid-1975) R Y (reentry vehicle) PK=92% 

Titan II 54 .75 miles 10 megatons PK= 58% 

SLBMs 

Polaris A-2~ 1.0 miles 800 kilotons PK=9% 

Polaris A-3 
272 (will be 

.70 miles 200 kilotons per R V SSKP=7% 160A3s by 1977) 
(3 MRYs) PK= 20% 

Poseidon C-3 384 (will be 496 .30 miles 40 kilotons per R V SSKP= 13% 
(10 MIRVs) by 1977) PK=76% 

*Accuracy is measured according to Circular Error Probable (CEP) in nautical miles. CEP is a statistical estimate that on the 
average 50% of the missiles will land within a circle with a radius from the target of the CEP value. 

/ 

+Hard target kill capability is measured in terms of the probability of kill (PK) or single shot kill probability (SSKP) in the 
case of MIRYs of a missile against a 300 PSI target (the approximate hardness of most U.S. ICBM si los) . The General 
Electric Missile Effectiveness Calculator was used to make these estimates. The values are very approximate and the relative 
capabilities between various missiles are probably more accurate than the absolute values. Reliability factors make suches
timates even more complicated. A PK or SSKP of above 90% is considered a good hard target kill capability. 

U.S.S.R. Strategic Missiles - 1974 

Name 

ICBMs 

SS-7 

SS-8 

SS-9 

SS-11 Mod I 

SS-11 Mod 3 
(3 MRYs) 

SS-13 

SLBMs 

SS-N-6 

SS-N-8 

Number 

100 

109 

288 

970 

40 

60 

528 

108 

Accuracy* 

2.0 miles 

1.5 miles 

.5 miles 

1.0 miles 

1.0 miles 

.75 miles 

I.Omiles 

.75miles 

* and + : see footnotes to table "U .S. Strategic Missiles-'1'974". 

Yield 

5 megatons 

5 megatons 

20-25 megatons 

I megaton 

500 kilotons per R V 
(reentry vehicle) 

I megaton 

•I megaton 

I megaton 

Hard Target+ 
Kill Capability 

PK=8% 

PK=I3% 

PK=96-97% 

PK= 10% 

SSKP=7% 
PK=20% 

PK= 18% 

PK=IO% 

PK= 18% 



Table 4. Major US offensive strategic forces modernization and 
improvement programs (according to 13). 

Fy 1975 
dollars in 
millions 

1. Continued installation of Minuteman III 758 
2. Continued deployment of Poseidon 192 
3. Continued development of the new Trident submarine 2043 
4. Development of Advanced Ballistic Reentry Systems (ABRES) 120 
5. Modifications to the strategic bombers B-520 73 
6. Continued development of a new strategic bomber B-1 499 
7. Development of bomber launched and submarine launched 

versions of a new strategic cruise missile 125 
8. Development of an advanced tanker/cargo aircraft 20 
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TIME TO CUT MILITARY EXPENDITURES 

It is almost incredible that no way has yet been found to cut military 

expenditures. No matter what the international climate -- whether hot war, cold 

war or detente national and global military budgets keep right on escalating. 

Since 1959 more than a dozen multilateral and bilateral (US and USSR) arms 

control agreements hav~ been concluded, including such important ones as the 

Partial Test Ban Treaty in 1963, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in 1967, 

the Strategic Arms Limitation Agreements at the Moscow Summit in 1972, and the 

Agreement on Prevention of Nuclear \·Jar at the Washington Summit in 1973. In 

the same period of time world military expenditures have more than doubled -

froo $97 billion in 1959 to more than $~20 billion in 1972, representing an 

increase in constant prices of more than 50 per cent. In fact, with the 

devaluation of the dollar, the current figures are much higher -- in the 

neighbourhood of $~50 billion. This sum is about twice the amount spent by all 

governments on education, about 3 times what they spend on health and about 

30 times what they spend on aid to developing countries. 

In the United States alone, the Administration in January 1973 proposed an 

increase in the military budget from $76 billion to $81 billion. The actual 

amount approved in 1973 was $84 . 2 billion. In January 1974, the President proposed 

a further increase to $99 billion. The amount asked for the Defense Department 

was $85.9, but additional military outlays included for the Atomic Energy Commission, 

for science and technology, and for supplementals brought the total to about 

$100 billion. 

The United States' budget is the easiest to use as an example but the story 

is similar all over the world. Civilian programs are being starved while the 

military ones proliferate and sophisticate like and uncontrollable cancer . 

In addition to posing the fearful threat of ultimate disaster, the continuing 

arm~ race exacts an appalling toll in terms of human welfare in the rich as 

well as the poor countries. On both the national and the international level the 

world is afflicted by the threat of the three p's --poverty, population and pollution. 

To grapple with them with any real chance of success, the enormous sums now wasted 

on the arms race must be rechanneled to productive economic and social goals. 
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The paradox is all t he more puzzling because of the end of the cold war 
and t he r ecent improvement i n t he internat ional climate. China and the two 
Germanys ·are now Hembers of the United Nations. American troops have been 
withdravm f rom Viet-Nam, the United States and the USSR in their SALT agreements 
have agreed to stabi lize the det er r ent, to give up the race for nuclear superiority 
and to take action to prevent t he outbreak of nuclear war between themselves or 
others . There is a conference on s ecurity and co-operation in Europe and another 
conference on mutual force reductions in Europe. And still the milit ary budgets 
spiral upwards. 

As indicated i n the paper "A New Approach to Comprehensive Disarmament" 
(XXIV- 7) , even if t he negoti ations in all of the above conferences are successful, 
the technological and qualit ative arms r ace and the massive military expenditures 
will probably cont inue to escalate, unless action is taken to prevent t hi s 
happening . All the present negotiations seem to be designed to institutionalize 
and regulat e the arms r ace so t hat it can continue in relative security . 

Reasons, old or new, for cont inuing the arms race and crushing military 
expenses are easily invented, discovered and periodically rediscovered . 

Somehow military est ablishments all over the world find persuasi ve 
pret ext s f or upping their budget s. To t ake the U.S. : in the 1950 's there was 
t he ~vanes c ent bomber gap; when the Soviet Union launched the first sputnik in 
Oct ober 1957, the Pentagon prompt l y discovered t he missile gap. Early i n t he 
Sixti es the cry went up for underground shelters and by the end of that decade 
a "thin" defence, and then a "thick" defence, of anti-ballistic missiles were 
being hai l ed as the way to survive a nuclear attack. 

There never was a bomber gap or a missile gap . Underground shelters 
and anti-ballistic missile defences are useless or worse. 

The short-term problem should· be met head on, not by interminable debate about 
limiting or reducing specific weapons or the number of troops, but by cutt i ng 
military budgets. The big two - t he US and the USSR -- should take the l ead. 
Next should come the three other nuclear powers, follovred by all the NATO and 
::arsaw Pact countries, and eventually by all countries. It would not even be 
necessary to specify how and where military budgets should be cut; it would be 
better t o leave it to the individual countries to decide in what sectors they 
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would carry out the agreed reductions. Each country would no doubt regard itself 

as the best judge of i~here and how to apply or cut its funds; it will be difficult 
enough to get them to agree on whether and by how much. 

Proposals for reduction of military expenditures have been made in different 
forms at different times over the post-war years by the Soviet Union, the 

Unit ed States, France and Great Britain. The Western po-vrers were always concerned 
about how to ascertain the contents of the Soviet military budget and how to verify 

any Soviet budget cuts. In the early 1960's, when the cold war was still quite 
cold, one American disarmament negotiator pointed out that the entire published 

Soviet militar~y budget consisted of 16 words and one sum. That remark ended any 

f trrther discussion at that time of a Soviet proposal for a 15 per cent budget cut. 

Nevertheless, in 1964-64 the United States and the USSR each carried out budget 

reductions, not by agreement but unilaterally, by what the Soviet Union called 

"the policy of mutual example" and the Americans called "reciprocated unilateral 
acts". And there were no charges of bad faith by either side. 

:t·~oreover , t:L"iles have changed, not only with respect to the international 
climate but also as regards the possibilities of verif.ication of any agreement 

for mutual reductions . The g::-eat powers now have a much better knowledge of 

each others economic syst~ and technologies and have developed new techniques 

of economic monitoring; the remarkable recent advancesin satellite,electronic 
and telecommunications surveillance may not be able to identify budgetary 

appropriations, but they can alert each side to any significant changes in the 

other side' s act ivities; and int elligence information provides an additional 
deterrent or alert to any contemplated evasions . United States intelligence 
sources confidently reported last year that the Soviet Union had spent t he 

equivalent of S45 billion on r.laillled space flight since the programme started 

15 years ago, as compared with $~5 billion spent by the United States. The 
Soviet space programrr.e and budget are no less secret than its military budget. 

The Soviet Union proposed in the General Assembly last September that 

the five Permanent }iembers of the Security Council (the five nuclear powers ) 
reduce their military budgets next year by 10 percent and that a portion 

(10 per cent ) of the savings be used to help the developing countries. This 

would leave 90 per cent of the savings for domestic purposes. Since these five 

count ries are responsible for about three-quarters of the total of world wilitary 

expenditures, the reduction, although a modest 10 per cent to begin with, would 
amount to more than $15 billion. 
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The developing and third vrorld countries of course supported the 
idea and it was approved by the General Assembly by an overvmelming vote of 

83 in favour, ~ against and 38 abstentions. China vms hostile to the proposal, 

calling it a fraud and h)~ocritical , and voted against it. The United States 

together with Britain and France and their NATO allies abstained; they 

regarded the proposal as a Soviet propaganda move and as an attempt to isolate 

China . 

Hexican Ambassador, Alfonso Garcia Robles, recognizing that the Soviet 

proposal i-rould remain a dead letter, proposed that Secretary-General i'laldheim 

set up an international group of experts to carry out a study on the reduction 

of the military budgets of the five nuclear povrers and of other states 11 vrith 

a major economic and military potential" , and on using part of t he funds saved 

to aid the developing countries. One would. have thought that a proposal for an 

impartial ~ of these questions would have been able to rally unanimous 

approval. The Hexican resolution did in fact get onere support than the Soviet 

one - . 93 votes in favour, 2 against and ~6 abstentions. China again was negative . 

The United States and its allies absta~1ed, though in the past they had always 

supported the idea of inpartial studies. 

Ambassador William Schaufele, speaking for the United States, explained 

that he could not support the Soviet proposal. He said, there vras, first, no 

common standard for comparing the military budgets of different states. Second , 

there vras no syst em for verification of the budget cuts. And third, the United 

States opposed linking additional de~elopment aid to reduction in defence budgets. 

Schaufele agreed that the Hexican proposal was othervrise a non-controversial 

procedural resolution. But he thought the resolution contained an element of 

contention and an exaggerated sense of urgency, and that it implied a linkage 

betvreen development aid and budget cuts. 

Nonetheless, the United States has nominated an expert to participate in 

the study - on the assumption that the group of experts 1.;ould ''examine carefully 

the various issues involved ••. and that the Secretary-General would request 

Hember States to provide data necessary t o make that examination meaningful''· 

The group of expert s is novT meeting and trying to find some ;.ray of coping 

vrith the matter. There are , in fact, many difficult problems to resolve, 

technical as we]~ as political. 

On the technical side there are a number of questions that must be ansi·:er ed . 

On the question of defining military expenditures, a SIPRI Research Report on 
11 The Heaning and Heasurement of :Military Expenditure 11 noted: 
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"As a general rule aggregat e military expenditure is considered to be 
made up of the follovring components: 

(1) pay and alloHances of military personnel, 
(2) pay of civilian personnel, 
(3) operations and maintenance (0 and M) , 
(4) procurement, 
(5) research and development (Rand D), and 
( 6 ) construction~ 

In addition , in many or most cases the following activities are also 
regarded as military expenditure: 

(7) pensions to retired military personnel, 
(8) military aid, 
(9) civil defence 
(10) para-military forces, and 
(ll) military aspects of activities that are acknowledged as having a 

joint civil/ military function , for example, space or atomic energy. 

By and large it is the expenditure aggregate made up of ite-rs 1 to ll 
that is evaluated internally and compared internationally. On some 
grounds, however, this list could be regarded as incomplete. The easiest 
'tray of shov,ring this is to consider the concept of a nation's military 
or war potential. The factors conducive to a viable military posture 
extend considerably beyond the size and quality of the existing armed 
forces. These factors include t he size and structure of the economy, 
the quantity and quality of human and national resources and the degree 
of self-sufficiency in essential cormnodities." 

In addit ion to the question of the scope and content of military budgets, there are 

the other complicated questions of the international comparability of all national 

expendit~es, including military , and the relationship between military ~enditures 

and military po't~er and effectiveness . 

~~ere is also the question of verification of agreed limitations or reductions 

although, for the reasons stated above, this may not be as great an obstacle as it 

has seemed in the past. Variations in the trend of military expenditure in a country 

~y be more significant than occasional changes in the absolute level of expenditures 

between it and other countries. Hith the new modern techniques of verification, it 

would be very difficult to conceal important changes that could have any significant 

L'"lpact on the global balance of power. 

'•."r.ile the technical problems are serious, they are not insuperable. The basic 

political questions are more important. If the superpowers approach the task >·.rith a 

real vall to ~e progress, the study can be successful. If the Americans do not place 

undue stress on the technical difficulties of ascertaining and verifying exactly what 
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is included in the Soviet military budget, and if the Russian reluctance to 

divulse any military information is not carried to the extreme of aborting 

the study, a beginning can be made for a genuine effort to grapJle~dth the 

problem of military expenditures and thus with the arms race. 

The Secretary-General will report the expert group's study to the forthcoming 

session of the General Assembly. If the experts can succeed in arriving at 

agreed conclusions, as has been the case with all of the six previous expert 

st udies in the field of disarmament, including such important ones as the reports 

on nuclear weapons, on CB':! and on the effects of the arms race, their report 

may became the guideline and basis for further international action. 

The results of the study could also help to facilitate some of the longer

term institutional and methodological arrangements suggested in the paper 
11 A Ne1<1 Approach to Comprehensive Disarmament 11

, such as the publication of an 

official U.N. Armament s Year Book, the international exchange of scientific and 

technical information that might have L~portant military applications, and the 

creation of a U.N. Arms Revievr Committee. 

Any steps taken in this direction might help to extricate the nations and 

peoples of the v:orld from the grotesque predicament in which they now find themselves. 

-~ 
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